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RATIONALE
LANGUAGE ARTS CURRICULUM 2010
INTRODUCTION
The Bahamian Language Arts Curriculum first designed in 1975, was revised in 1982. In 1999, the English Language curriculum for grades 7-9
was revised. The curriculum sought to improve students' proficiency in Standard English through the integration of Grammar, Composition, and
Comprehension in the Language Arts curriculum. Specific problems identified included:
1. The inability of pupils to speak and write Standard English accurately.
2. An inadequate Language curriculum for primary and secondary schools.
3. Low reading levels of pupils.
4. Insufficient teaching supplies.
5. Poor Library facilities.
In 2010, the problems (1-5 above) are still a concern. In addition to addressing these, the 2010 Language Arts curriculum will give focus to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Integration of Literature and Language
Inclusion of peripheral groups
Inclusion of technology
The teaching of grammar

While the 2010 curriculum will retain the basic focus of comprehension, composition and grammar, it will reflect a wider scope to become more
inclusive, integrated and technologically oriented.
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Literature - Integration
The 1982 document sought to increase the proficiency of students in Standard English through the integration of the Grammar, Composition and
Comprehension strands of the Language Arts curriculum. It did not include a study of Literature as a strand. Although complementing the
Grammar, Writing and Comprehension strands, Literature was developed and produced as a separate curriculum document. In 1998 the Literature
curriculum for grades 7- 9 was revised

However, the 2010 Language Arts curriculum seeks to integrate Literature into the teaching of Language across all grade levels. The study of
Literature should complement the study of English Language, as Literature is the basis of much of the content of language study and represents the
end product of the language skills students are trying to perfect. While Literature should create in students a sense of wonder and help them
develop an understanding of themselves and their culture and the cultures, lives and experiences of others, it should, especially, heighten their
sensitivity to and appreciation for the beauty and effective use of language. Integrating language and literature will help to do this. In analyzing
forms and techniques used by experienced writers, and responding to written and spoken literature, students will have models on which to base the
development of their own language skills.

Technology - Inclusion
During much of the 20th century, written and oral modes of communication were widely used in Bahamian schools. Students were primarily
required to listen, read, write, or orally respond to information in order to demonstrate their skills in English Language.
However, the 21st century with its myriad methods of communication, its focus on the visual and the aural, and its dramatic increase in the use of
technology in the home, in the workplace and in tertiary institutions, demands that educators tailor information and enhance teaching methods to be
relevant in this age where students are exposed to various modes of communication.
The revised curriculum seeks to increase the use of technology in the teaching and assessment of English Language. The Internet, Blogs, Twitter,
chat-rooms, podcasts, G-chat, instant messaging and the telephone are a part of students’ digitized world. Using these media will therefore meet
students at their point of interest and help them to reap the benefits of using technology responsibly and effectively.
Through the multi-modal approach, the 2010 curriculum will:
•

provide literacy, encourage critical thinking, and help students communicate effectively in the 21st century;
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•
•
•
•
•

accommodate various ways students learn and therefore reach a wider cross-section of the student population;
provide skills for those who are not science, arts or business oriented;
encourage teachers to use technology as a part of their methodology in the teaching of Language Arts, thus enhancing the teaching-learning
process;
help to cultivate independent learners;
help to create critical thinkers as students will be encouraged to distinguish between positive and negative influences transmitted via the
Internet, will be made aware of cyber-space protocol and will practise discretion in the use of the Internet.

Peripheral Groups - Inclusion
The Bahamian population has always reflected ethnic, cultural and linguistic diversity.
The 2010 Language Arts Curriculum seeks to provide scope to accommodate this diversity. There must be recognition of the need for the use of a
Language Enrichment Programme (LEP) and an English as a Second Language programme (ESL)in the schools, and this recognition should be
reflected in teaching methods, in the use of indigenous literature and in other classroom materials.
At present, there is very little scope for the gifted student and only a few schools aside from the special education schools provide opportunities and
scope for students with special needs. The 2010 curriculum must meet the needs of all groups (including the physically challenged, the
intellectually challenged, the mentally challenged, the socially challenged, the linguistically challenged, as well as the gifted and above average
performers), and foster an environment where students from varying backgrounds can communicate clearly and effectively.
The need to recognise ESL/LEP in schools here in The Bahamas is critical and will become increasingly more so as the country advances into the
twenty-first century. As the government of The Bahamas strives to secure equal educational opportunities for all, it is mandatory that Language
Arts teachers in schools with large numbers of students who face linguistic challenges, attempt to meet the needs of these students in viable ways.
When individuals’ first language is not English, whether it be Bahamian Dialect, Haitian Creole or Jamaican patois, their teachers’ familiarity with
ESL/LEP teaching and learning methodologies and strategies will do much to correct their linguistic weaknesses.
The Revised Language Arts Curriculum does not propose to provide an ESL/LEP supplementary curriculum for teachers in whose classrooms can
be found students whose first language is not English. Instead, the Revised Curriculum proposes to sensitize teachers to the need to implement
different teaching methodologies with such students other than the ones used for non–ESL/LEP students. It proposes to prepare them to design
more effective instructional programmes for these often marginalized students. Therefore, some of the sample activities in the scope of work are
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targeted for ESL/LEP students; in the appendices can be found documents outlining the special needs of these students, as well as sample lessons
and references for resources.
It is hoped that sensitizing educators to the special needs of ESL/LEP students will lead to the subsequent implementation of programmes and
relevant teacher training, all culminating in:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

improvement in methodology and classroom instruction;
sensitivity to the correlation between the lack of language facility and perceived learning disabilities;
indigenous print materials being produced and then stored at the Learning Resources Unit for the use of all schools with a need for ESL/LEP
materials;
audio materials for listening exercises;
the foundation for an ESL/LEP curriculum;
detailed guidelines for individual schemes of work;
sensitivity to the difficulties of learning a second language; and
an appreciation of the culture of the student population. (Re: language transfer, etc.)

Therefore, the 2010 curriculum seeks to provide opportunities for all students to maximize their proficiencies in Language Arts. It seeks to produce
individuals who are functionally literate and are able to think logically, critically, and creatively so that they can participate fully in society.
It is well known that the social background of students plays a major role in the ease with which they learn English as a second language. Students
who in their early years acquire a Creole as their first language often struggle with mastering the rules of Standard English, especially if these
standards are not modelled or reinforced in their homes. It is no secret that numerous students in the system of education in The Bahamas grapple
with Bahamian dialectic and other Creole interference as they seek to communicate effectively in the English language.
The systematic teaching of the grammar of Standard English is extremely necessary in our language arts classrooms if we are to see our students
improve their communicative skills in this language. However, teachers are strongly advised to move away from teaching random exercises in
grammar and mechanics. Instead, they are to diagnose their students’ strengths and weaknesses (which will vary from class to class and from year
to year), and then create strategies to enhance the skills and erase the weaknesses. Teachers should integrate grammar into their instructional
programme, meaning that, as far as possible, the focus of a grammar lesson should be reinforced in speaking, listening and reading comprehension,
writing and even literature lessons that are taught that same week or month.
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The Appendices contain several sample lessons in grammar and mechanics; these lessons reflecting the integration of grammar. Also included in
the Appendices are further notes on the importance of teaching grammar, the findings of research, and useful strategies for teaching grammar and
mechanics.

Conclusion
The 2010 Language Arts Curriculum will ensure opportunities for students to communicate in Standard English using the thinking, listening,
speaking, reading, writing, viewing and presenting skills within the grammatical framework of the language. The following are therefore the
improvements to be made in the curriculum:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Integration of Literature and Language
Inclusion of peripheral groups
Increase in the use of technology in the teaching and assessment of Language Arts
A systematic and integrated approach to the teaching of grammar.
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HOW TO USE THE NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL LANGUAGE ARTS CURRICULUM
The National High School Language Arts Curriculum is intended to serve as a framework used by all government-established and funded
secondary high schools in the Commonwealth of The Bahamas. Independent high schools are also encouraged to use the document, which seeks to
ensure that educators take a balanced and consistent approach to teaching the Language Arts. The National Curriculum sets out:
•

the communicative objectives to be taught in Listening, Speaking, Representing, Viewing, Reading and Writing Skills and Grammar and
Technical Accuracy/standard English usage

•

the knowledge, skills and understanding required as students learn how to communicate in the English language, and the order in which the
content could be taught

•

standards or attainment targets, which define what students should know and be able to do upon completion of specific levels of
instruction;teachers can use these to measure students’ progress and plan the next steps in their learning

•

suggested teaching and learning activities, assessment methods and resources;in these sections, educators are given specific guidance in
how to teach and assess students and what resources are best suited to enhancing the learning process

It is hoped that the various components of the National Language Arts Curriculum, such as objectives, content, activities and their sequence, will be
reflected in teacher - designed schemes of work and course outlines. However, within the framework of the National Curriculum, schools and
teachers are encouraged to plan and organize teaching and learning in the way that best meets the needs of their students.
It is important to emphasize that the National Language Arts Curriculum materials do not represent a prescribed course of study. Rather, they are
designed to serve as guidelines for the development of school-specific Language Arts courses of study, in order to best serve school-specific needs.
For example, the education needs of a grade eleven class of students in a school in a socially deprived area of New Providence can be expected to
be quite different from those of a grade eleven class of students on a FamilyIsland or in an affluent and long-established independent
school.Education needs even within each of the kinds of schools will vary considerably because of socioeconomic, cultural and other factors.

The Language Arts curriculum, therefore, is geared toward preparing teachers to make reasonably adequate choices in designing their own schemes
of work and course outlines based on their assessment of their students’ strengths and weaknesses. The document should help teachers to build
educationally viable programmes that respect where each child is in terms of his/her communicative skills, and where each child could be.
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DEFINITION OF TERMS

This document comprises several components: the Overarching Goal; Sub-goals/aims; Standards; Scope and Sequence;
Scope of Work and the Appendices.
Overarching Goal

defines the ultimate outcome of studying the Language Arts, and outlines the intended purpose of the curriculum
document.

Sub-goals

form the major contextual framework for teaching the Language Arts.

Standards

show the progressive attainment levels. They define what students should know and be able to do upon completion of
specific levels of instruction.

Scope and Sequence

is a map outlining the progression of the communicative objectives and presenting subject content to be accomplished
at the end of each level/academic year. Scope refers to the content to be taught; sequence refers to the order in which
the content should be taught.

Incidental Teaching

refers to impromptu instruction that meets the immediate needs of students.

Scope of Workdevelops each communicative objective with suggested content, activities, methods of assessment and resources to facilitate and
enhance the teaching/learning process.
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OVERARCHING GOAL

Students willdevelop the ability to communicate in English using the Thinking, Listening, Speaking, Writing, Reading,
Representing and Viewing skills, within the grammatical and technical framework of the English Language; to
facilitateintellectual and emotional growth through understanding, appreciation and creation of Literature.

SUB-GOALS
Language is an essential element in an individual’s personal growth and development. Consequently, the goals of the Language Arts curriculum are
to provide opportunities for students to:
1.

appreciate and enjoy the use of a wide range of language skills to form, clarify and communicate ideas, experiences and information
accurately, appropriately and effectively when listening and speaking, doing so clearly and comprehensibly in the vocabulary and
grammar of standard English, using conventional sounds, forms, pitch, intonation and modulation, and adapting their talk to different
situations;

2.

communicate ideas, experiences and information clearly, creatively, thoughtfully and coherently when writing, being mindful of style,
structure, form, purpose and reader, as well as accuracy of standard English vocabulary, grammar and mechanics;

3.

interpret, appreciate and respond critically and relevantly to what is read and experienced in everyday situations (vocational, social,
recreational, educational), realizing that reading is not passive but is an interactive process involving the work itself, the reader and the
context of the reading situation;

4.

develop their ability to understand basic and advanced levels of what is being communicated in literature

5.

enhance their ability to appreciate and respond to different forms of literature
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6.

develop their creative self-expression through writing and performance

7.

communicate their ideas clearly and effectively using standard English, demonstrating technical accuracy (grammatical structures,
spelling, punctuation, word usage)while appreciating the place and value of Bahamian dialect and other creoles in appropriate social and
cultural situations

8.

explore and expand their understandings and communicative skills by using visual and auditory formats to support their written and
spoken messages; students should be stimulated to communicate and respond using a variety of electronic media

9.

interpret and evaluate audio – visual material and programs, in this way enhancing their skills in responding, and critically assessing
what they see and hear
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STANDARDS
Sub-Goal 1: Appreciate and enjoy the use of a wide range of language skills to form, clarify and communicate ideas, experiences and
information accurately, appropriately and effectively when listening and speaking, doing so clearly and comprehensibly in
the vocabulary and grammar of standard English, using conventional forms, sounds, pitch, intonation, and modulation and
adapting their talk to different situations

Grade 7:

Students listen and converse with confidence in informal and formal contexts. When speaking, they do so audibly, develop their
ideas thoughtfully, and are able to describe events and communicate their opinions coherently. They contribute to discussions by
listening carefully and asking questions that reflect their appreciation of the points of view and ideas of other individuals. They
exhibit the ability to adapt their spoken language according to the situation and when talking they use some of the features of
Standard English vocabulary and grammar.

Grade 8:

Students listen and converse with confidence in informal and formal contexts. When speaking, they begin to vary their turns of
phrase and vocabulary effectively so that they grasp and hold the interest of the listener. In discussions, theylisten attentivelyto what
others say, ask probing questions to develop ideasand contribute to the discussion by expressing ideas that reflect their consideration
of others’ views. They exhibit the ability to adapttheir spoken language to suit the situation and begin to use StandardEnglish
consistently in both informal and formal situations.

Grade 9:

Students exhibit the ability to adapt their talk to different contexts, purposesand audiences, doing so with growing confidence. When
speaking, they use lively and appropriate expressions and vocabulary that hold the interestof the listener. They are involved actively
in discussions, taking differentrôles and demonstrating understanding of ideas and sensitivity to others. Their speech demonstrates
their knowledge and effective use of language variety and vocabulary and they speak clearly and comprehensibly, using standard
English grammatical forms. Their standard English oral communication skills are fluent and consistent in both informal and formal
situations.

Grade 10:

Students are increasingly confident in meeting the demands to communicate orally in differentcontexts, both formal and informal,
including those that are unfamiliar. They are creative and precise in their use of vocabulary and organise their talk in order to
communicate their ideas clearly.They are involved actively in discussions, making significant contributions by evaluating what
others say and varying how and when they themselves participate. They use standardEnglish grammatical forms, sounds, intonation,
pitch, and modulation confidently in situations that require their use, speaking clearly, fluently, consistently and comprehensibly.
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Grade 11:

Students maintain and develop their talk purposefully and confidently in a range of contexts for different audiences.Their talk is
structured and coherent, and reflects their ability to use apt vocabulary andappropriate intonation and emphasis. The scope of their
contributions during discussions is wide, reflecting their ability to listen perceptively and respond sensitively to thedevelopment of
ideas. They use standard English confidentlyin a range of situations, adapting it as necessary and speaking clearly, fluently,
consistently and comprehensibly.

Grade 12:

Students maintain and develop their talk purposefully and confidently in a range of contexts for different audiences. Their talk is
structured and coherent, and reflects their ability to vary their vocabulary and use appropriate intonation and emphasis. The scope of
their contributions during discussions is wide, reflecting their ability to listen perceptively and with concentration, and to respond
sensitively to thedevelopment of ideas. They use standard English confidentlyin a range of situations, adapting it as necessary and
speaking clearly, fluently, consistently and comprehensibly.

Exceptional
Learners
Accelerated learners are those who exhibit marked ability in English beyond age-related expectations. Schools have a responsibility
to meet their special educational needs by providing greater challenges in lessons and opportunities to develop their gifts. Schools
may also provide additional activities beyond the everyday timetable.

InSpeaking and Listening, students are highly confident speakers in a range of contexts for a variety of audiences and purposes.
They selectand use styles and levels of formality appropriately. They possess an impressive command of idiom, a wide, sophisticated
vocabulary and they are able to initiate and lead informal and formal conversations or discussions. Their ability to listen attentively
and respond with full understanding to complex speech is exceptional. They use Standard English confidentlyin a range of situations,
adapting it as necessary and speaking clearly, fluently, consistently and comprehensibly.
Students with learning difficulties are those who have severe or profound and multiple learning difficulties or those with moderate
learning difficulties, who may be working at age-related expectations in a number of subjects but are performing well below
expectations in others. Teachers are expected to modify the programmes of study to give all students with learning difficulties
relevant and appropriately challenging work at each grade level.
In Speaking and Listening, these students are able to express their likes, dislikes, feelings, emotions and preferences, participating
in social routines and communicating in a wide range of situations. When speaking, they are able to initiate conversation, use a
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widening range of vocabulary and communicate in an appropriate form depending on the purpose, for example, questioning,
directing, requesting and sharing information. They understand the importance of varying tone and volume in different situations and
using appropriate facial expressions. Regardless of their difficulties, they are able to listen attentively and discriminatorily,
developing memory and concentration. They exhibit the ability to participate meaningfully in both one-to-one and group situations,
formally and informally and using Standard English appropriately.
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STANDARDS
Sub-Goal 2: Communicate ideas, experiences and information clearly, creatively, thoughtfully and coherently when writing, being
mindful of style, structure, form, purpose and reader, and accuracy of standard English vocabulary, grammar and
mechanics

Grade 7:

Students use the writing process when composing structured compositions of a variety of modes (both narrative and non-narrative
forms), purposes and for a variety of audiences. Their vocabulary is appropriate and sometimes interesting and their writing
sometimes reflects an awareness of audience. Compositions are organised, coherent and developed sufficiently, with paragraphs
being used. They use some of the features of Standard English grammar correctly and their spelling, especially of simple words, is
usually correct. Basic punctuation is generally accurate.

Grade 8:

Students use the writing process when composing lively and reflective compositions, whether narrative, descriptive, expository,
persuasive or argumentative. They are able to develop their ideas in appropriate and interesting ways. Their writings are well
organised in detailed paragraphs and reflect a basic understanding of how purpose influences structure, content and style. Risks are
sometimes taken in word choice and vocabulary is often used for effect. Sentences are sometimes grammatically complex and
spelling is generally accurate. Students use many of the features of Standard English grammar correctly and their spelling of simple
and more complex words is usually correct. Basic punctuation is generally accurate, and some of the more complex types are
sometimes used correctly.

Grade 9:

Students use the writing process to produce compositions that are varied and sometimes quite interesting. They often develop their
ideas in appropriate and engaging ways and these ideas are conveyed coherently in a range of modes (for example, narrative,
descriptive, expository) for a variety of readers, using a more formal style where appropriate. Cohesive paragraphs are always used
and the content is often well explained. A clear sense of audience is present. Vocabulary is often used adventurously, imaginatively
and precisely. Sentences are often grammatically complex and spelling is usually accurate. Students use many of the features of
Standard English grammar correctly and their spelling of words with complex regular patterns is usually correct. A range of
punctuation, including commas, apostrophes and inverted commas, is often used accurately.

Grade 10:

Students use the writing process to produce compositions that often engage the reader’s interest. Their writing reflects an
understanding of the need to adapt style and level of formality according to purpose and audience. They frequently develop their
ideas in appropriate and interesting ways in detailed paragraphs and these ideas are conveyed coherently in a range of modes
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(narrative, descriptive, expository, etc) for a variety of readers. A strong sense of audience is present. Vocabulary is frequently used
in an adventurous, imaginative and precise way. Students use a range of sentence structures and varied vocabulary for effect.
Students use many of the features of Standard English grammar correctly and their spelling of irregular words and those with
complex regular patterns is usually correct. A range of punctuation, including commas, apostrophes and inverted commas, is often
used accurately, bringing clarity to meaning.
Grade 11:

Students use the writing process to produce compositions that frequently engage the reader’s interest. They are confident writers and
their compositions, which are organized in appropriate and well developed paragraphs, reflect a clear understanding of the need to
adapt style and level of formality according to purpose and audience. Characters, events and settings are developed in their narrative
writing. Their non-narrative writing (descriptive, expository, persuasive,argumentative) is coherent and reflects a strong sense of
audience. Vocabulary is effective because word choice is precise, imaginative and indicative of risk taking. Students use many of
the features of Standard English grammar correctly and their spelling of irregular words and those with complex regular patterns is
usually correct. A range of punctuation, including commas, apostrophes and inverted commas, is usually used accurately, bringing
clarity to meaning.

Grade 12:

Students use the writing process to produce compositions that are thoroughly engaging and creatively composed. There is evidence
that deliberate steps are sometimes taken to create effect and to hold the reader’s interest. Students write confidently, their
compositions being structured in well developed cohesive and coherent paragraphs which reflect a strong sense of audience. They
clearly recognize the need to adapt style and level of formality according to purpose and audience. Their narrative writing exhibits
control of characters, events and settings. In other modes, they describe, express and discuss complex material coherently and
intelligently. Their use of vocabulary and grammar enables fine distinctions to be made or emphasis achieved. Spelling is usually
correct across the range of complexity. A range of punctuation, including commas, apostrophes, inverted commas and semi-colons,
is almost always used accurately, bringing clarity to meaning.

Exceptional
Learners

Accelerated learners are those who exhibit marked ability in English beyond age-related expectations. Schools have a responsibility
to meet their special educational needs by providing greater challenges in lessons and opportunities to develop their gifts. Schools
may also provide additional activities beyond the everyday timetable.
Such students confidently use the writing process to produce original compositions that are thoroughly engaging and creatively
composed. They are skilled in composing a range of styles and are able to sustain the reader’s interest throughout the piece. Their
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compositions comprise cohesive and coherent, well developed paragraphs that are linked in appropriate ways. They are able to easily
adapt style and level of formality according to purpose and audience. Their narrative writing exhibits control of characters, events
and settings and the use of a wide variety of story-telling devices. In other modes, they describe, express and discuss complex
material coherently and intelligently. Their use of vocabulary and grammar enables fine distinctions to be made or emphasis
achieved and spelling is usually correct across the range of complexity. A range of punctuation, including commas, apostrophes and
inverted commas, is almost always used accurately, bringing clarity to meaning.
Students with learning difficulties are those who have severe or profound and multiple learning difficulties or those with moderate
learning difficulties, who may be working at age-related expectations in a number of subjects but are performing well below
expectations in others. Teachers are expected to modify the programmes of study to give all students with learning difficulties
relevant and appropriately challenging work at each grade level.
In Writing, students are able to communicate and record events, experiences, information, thoughts and feelings in an appropriate
form according to their needs,for example, using objects, pictures, photographs, symbols and text; own name, picture, letter and
word stamps; working with an adult as a scribe; or a combination of these. In addition to handwriting, composition may be fostered
through dictation, for example, to anaudio recorder, an adult scribe or voice-activated software, and through the use of computers.
Students are able to link objects, pictures, words and symbols to convey meanings, select and choose an appropriate vocabulary,
write in different styles, and vary their writing for different purposes and different readers. Communicating by using many of the
features of Standard English and mechanics, they are able to develop initial ideas, plan and draft a structured text, whether
handwritten or done electronically. Additionally, they are able to revise, change and improve drafts.
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STANDARDS
Sub-Goal 3: Interpret, appreciate and respond critically and relevantly to what is read and experienced in everyday situations
(vocational, social, recreational, educational), realizing that reading is not passive but is an interactive process involving the
work itself, the reader and the context of the reading situation

Grade 7:

Students recognise familiar words in simple and complex texts, reading fluently and accurately. They use their knowledge of letters
and sound-symbol relationships in order to read words and to establish meaning when reading. They are independent readers, using a
variety of strategies, such as phonic, graphic, syntactic and contextual, to decode unfamiliar words and establish meaning. Their
responses to questions on the written text, whether prose, drama or poetry, and on non-print texts (films, sculpture, paintings, etc.)
show understanding of literal and inferential meanings and they are able to evaluate at a basic level, expressing opinions about
characters, events, major ideas or techniques/rhetorical strategies in these texts. They write personal responses to what is read in a
text. When locating sources and finding information, students use their knowledge of the alphabet as well as basic research
techniques. They recognise the effective use of standard and non-standard language according to the situation revealed in the text.

Grade 8:

In responding to a range of texts, students show understanding of literal and inferential meaning. They read independently, decoding
words by using a variety of strategies (phonic, graphic, syntactic and contextual), in order to arrive at comprehension of a written
text, whether prose, drama or poetry. They make inferences and deductions frequently and are able to evaluate a variety of texts
(passages, films, sculpture, paintings, etc.) in some depth, expressing opinions about characters, events, major ideas or
techniques/rhetorical strategies. They write sensitive personal responses to what is read in a text. They refer to the text when
explaining their views and are able to locate and use ideas and information through the use of several research techniques. They
recognise the effective use of standard and non-standard language according to the situation revealed in the text.

Grade 9:

In responding to a range of texts, students show deeper understanding of the differences between literal, inferential and evaluative
meaning. Fluent and independent readers, they arrive at an understanding of a written text, whether prose, drama or poetry, by
decoding words through the use of a variety of strategies – phonic, graphic, syntactic and contextual use. They use inference and
deduction frequently and their ability to analyse a text is fairly sound. They possess the ability to express opinions about characters,
events, major ideas and techniques/rhetorical strategies. They are actively involved in explaining the significance of a literary work
and the attitudes it depicts. They are able to explain how a writer uses basic literary techniques to make his/her writing interesting.
They write sensitive, clearly personal responses to what is read in a text. In their responses, they identify key ideas and material and
select sentences, phrases and relevant information to support their views. They retrieve, collate, paraphrase and summarise
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information from a range of sources. They recognise the effective use of standard and non-standard language according to the
situation revealed in the text.
Grade 10:

In reading and discussing a range of texts, students function at the literal, inferential, evaluative levels of comprehension with more
ease. They write sensitive, clearly personal responses to what is read in a text. Fluent and independent readers, they easily decode
words, whether in prose, drama or poetry, understand different layers of meaning and comment on their significance and effect.
Their ability to analyse a text is sound. They are able to explain how a writer uses basic and more complex literary techniques to
make his/her writing interesting. They are able to justify their views, and make connections between their own experiences and the
texts they read. In their responses, they identify key ideas and material and select sentences, phrases and relevant information to
support their views. They retrieve, collate, paraphrase and summarise a range of information from different sources. They recognise
the effective use of standard and non-standard language according to the situation revealed in the text.

Grade 11:

In reading and discussing a range of texts, students function at the literal, inferential, evaluative levels of comprehension with ease.
They write sensitive, personal responses to what is read in a text. Fluent and independent readers, they easily decode words, whether
in prose, drama or poetry, understand different layers of meaning and comment on their significance and effect. Their ability to
analyse a text is sound. They are able to explain how a writer uses basic and more complex literary techniques to make his/her
writing interesting. They are able to justify their views, and make connections between their own experiences and the texts they read.
In their responses, they identify key ideas and material and select sentences, phrases and relevant information to support their views.
They retrieve, collate, paraphrase and summarise a range of information from different sources. They select, synthesise and compare
information from a variety of sources. They recognise the effective use of standard and non-standard language according to the
situation revealed in the text.

Grade 12:

In reading and discussing a range of texts, students function at the literal, inferential and evaluative levels of comprehension with
greater ease. They write sensitive, personal responses to what is read in a text. Fluent and independent readers, they easily decode
words, whether in prose, drama or poetry, fully understand different layers of meaning and comment on their significance and effect.
Their ability to analyse a text is very good and they evaluate how writers achieve their effects through the use of linguistic, structural
and presentational strategies. They are able to justify their views, and make connections between their own experiences and the texts
they read. In their responses, they identify key ideas and material and select sentences, phrases and relevant information to support
their views. They retrieve, collate, paraphrase and summarise a range of information from different sources. They select, synthesise
and compare information from a variety of sources, and comment on how it is conveyed. They recognise the effective use of
standard and non-standard language according to the situation revealed in the text.
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Exceptional
Learners
Accelerated learners are those who exhibit marked ability in English beyond age-related expectations. Schools have a responsibility
to meet their special educational needs by providing greater challenges in lessons and opportunities to develop their gifts. Schools
may also provide additional activities beyond the everyday timetable.
Confident, fluent and independent readers, students respond with intelligence and appreciation to a demanding range of texts. They
are able to fully develop their ideas about texts coherently and cohesively, referring in detail to aspects of language, structure and
presentation. They identify and analyse argument, opinion and alternative interpretations. They recognise the effective use of
standard and non-standard language usage according to the situation revealed in the printed text.
Students with learning difficulties are those who have severe or profound and multiple learning difficulties or those with moderate
learning difficulties, who may be working at age-related expectations in a number of subjects but are performing well below
expectations in others. Teachers are expected to modify the programmes of study to give all students with learning difficulties
relevant and appropriately challenging work at each grade level.
In Reading, students with learning difficulties operate at the literal, inferential, evaluative levels of comprehension, and are able to
derive meanings from visual or tactile representations, for example, objects, pictures, symbols or written words. They may be
accessed visually, aurally or through touch, for example, looking at objects, pictures, symbols or words, feeling objects ofreference,
looking and listening to CD-ROMs or computer programmes,listening to an individual reading aloud or to an audio recording. They
learn a variety of reading strategies that allow them to access, understand,enjoy and respond personally to different types of symbolic
representations such asobjects of reference, pictures, symbols and text or combinations of these.
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STANDARDS
Sub-Goal 4: Develop their ability to understand basic and advanced levels of what is being communicated in literature

Grade 7:

Students are able to identify and recognize the elements of literature and begin to appreciate the social, moral and historical context
of a literary work. They begin to critically explore aspects of the writer’s craft such as the significance of setting, the development of
plot and the importance of theme in literature.

Grade 8:

Students are able to identify and distinguish between the elements of literature. They recognize the significance of the social, moral,
cultural and historical aspects of a literary piece. They begin to examine the writer’s craft and the devices used by the writer to
develop character, plot, setting and theme.

Grade 9:

Students are competent in identifying the basic elements of literature. They can distinguish between fiction and non- fiction and can
identify different points of view. Students can also explain the significance of words and phrases and state the writer’s purpose.
They begin to critically analyze various aspects of the writer’s craft such as stating the writer’s purpose, analyzing cause and effect
relationships in plot and identifying elements of plot.

Grade 10:

Students can place literary works in the appropriate context. They can define and interpret more complex figurative devices such as
irony, flashback and foreshadowing. They can identify examples of dialect, allusion and sarcasm. Students can also distinguish
between comedy and tragedy.

Grade 11:

Students are proficient in recognizing the elements of the major forms of literature. They can explain key words and phrases of
cultural / historical significance found in literary works; as well as place a literary work in the appropriate social, cultural and
historical context. They can identify elements of local color, elements of plot and elements of suspense.

Grade 12:

Students can identify different points of view, explain the significance of key words and phrases in a literary work, place a literary
piece in the correct context and explain the significance of setting in the development of elements such as character and theme. They
can also identify poetic forms based on syllabication and structure. Students can also identify motifs in literary works.
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Exceptional
Learners

Accelerated learners demonstrate a complete knowledge of the elements of the major forms of literature and are able to read
various genres. They have developed a thorough understanding and appreciation of the social, moral, cultural and/or historical
significance of a literary work. They are able to critically analyze the writer’s craft. They have a thorough knowledge of the basic
and advanced levels of what literature communicates.

Students with learning difficulties are able to identify and recognize the basic elements of literature such as character, plot, setting
and theme. They may demonstrate some knowledge of writer’s craft and are able to place a literary work in the correct setting.
However, most skills would be mastered at the basic level of understanding.
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STANDARDS
Sub-Goal 5: Enhance their ability to appreciate and respond to different forms of literature

Grade 7:

Students are able to summarize the plot of a novel, story, play or where relevant, a poem. They also show an ability to outline the
main idea of a literary work. They understand basic aspects of characterization such as identifying a specific character trait of
someone in a story or play. They write personal responses to characters and events using paragraphs.

Grade 8:

Students are able to state ways in which the writer’s personal and historical background has influenced the literary work. They
predict outcomes as well as make inferences about characters. They express orally, and in writing, personal responses to theme, plot
and setting, using paragraphs that show relevant support and / or development.

Grade 9:

Students are able to explain the significance of the title of a literary work as well as evaluate the writer’s attitude towards characters
and theme. They can explain how the writer’s purpose is revealed, and they recognize some of the other significant ways in which
language has been used in the texts studied. As a result, they are able to identify and explain the effect of literary devices such as
figures of speech, symbolism, rhyme, rhythm and imagery. They write logical, coherent and effective paragraphs, in standard
English, to literary works.

Grade 10:

Students give an account of the content of literary texts, with detailed reference, evaluating different aspects of plot such as
exposition, climax and resolution. They recognize literal and figurative usage and understand literary texts at a deeper level; thus,
they are able to explore the development of the theme of a literary work. They distinguish between flat and rounded characters and
respond to aspects of tone, mood and atmosphere. They communicate, in essay form, an informed personal response to the texts
studied.

Grade 11:

Students give an account of the content of literary texts, with appropriate reference to narrative and situation, supported by quotation
and paraphrase. They understand literary texts by demonstrating some emphasis on interpretation and evaluation with some
recognition of themes, tone, mood and atmosphere. They comment on the effect of imagery in descriptive writing and appreciate
other significant ways in which the writers studied have achieved their effects. They respond in a personal and informed way to a
variety of literary questions, writing well-supported essays where appropriate.
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Grade 12:

Students give an account in appropriate detail of the content of literary texts, with well chosen reference to narrative and situation,
fully supported by quotation and paraphrase. They interpret and evaluate themes and attitudes with thoughtful response, recognizing
the ways in which writers have used language in the texts studied. They also comment effectively on other significant ways (e.g.
structure, characterization and imagery) in which the writers studied have achieved their effects. They communicate a considered
and reflective personal response, in essay form, to the texts studied.

Exceptional
Learners

Accelerated learnersdemonstrate a thorough knowledge of content, comparing and contrasting works by the same author.
Theycontemplate themes and attitudes in an introspective way, which enables them to compare and contrast literary works studied in
class both with works by other authors and with other forms of literary writing. They also evaluate characterization, imagery and
other effects produced by writers in terms of their significance both within their own lives and the society around them. They
communicate considered and reflective responses to literary texts and may confidently write in the style of an author studied.
Students with learning difficultiesare able to identify the basic literary elements: plot, main idea and characterization. They
respond to literature by expressing themselves both orally and in written form. They communicate their likes, dislikes, feelings and
emotions at varying levels of competency.
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STANDARDS
Sub-Goal 6: Develop creative self-expression through writing and performance

Grade 7:

Students begin to write creatively following accepted models in various literary genres. They begin to construct metrical, structured
poetry containing figurative language and imagery. They demonstrate some skill at writing narratives from different points of view.
Students begin to interpret literary texts by re-expressing them in alternative forms, and show some ability to portray the characters
and events of simple dramas.

Grade 8:

Students develop some competence in writing creative pieces such as fables, anthropomorphic stories, and poems with specific
literary structures. They show some ability to re-express ideas and information found in literary texts using alternate literary genres,
other, non-literary forms of writing, and other forms of artistic expression. Students begin to present poetry orally through choral
speaking and individual reading, and develop further competence in the dramatic portrayal of characters and events.

Grade 9:

At this level, students competently write stories from various viewpoints and poems which depend on sound and structure for effect.
They have some proficiency in writing stories and poems which develop particular themes, concepts or ideas, and they employ
figurative language and imagery in their writing with some degree of skill. Students are increasingly confident in their ability to
write dramatic pieces and poems which employ free verse, as well as in their presentation and dramatization of poems and plays.
Students begin to interpret setting and local colour of literary works, to write narratives that imitate the style of other writers, and to
use their unique voice to create mood and theme.

Grade 10:

Students write competently in a variety of literary styles, including short stories and poetry, and show added competence in writing
stories that imitate other writers’ style or which develop particular themes. They re-express ideas from literary works using other
forms of writing, and have more skill in re-expression of ideas using other literary genres and other forms of artistic expression.
Students are adept at portraying characters and events, and demonstrate increased proficiency in presenting other aspects of dramatic
works such as sets and costumes. Students demonstrate some skill in employing literary elements to express personal voice,
viewpoint and thinking.

Grade 11:

Students are proficient writers in a variety of literary styles, including short stories and poetry, and demonstrate competence in
writing stories that imitate other writers’ style or which develop particular themes. They re-express ideas from literary works using
other forms of writing, and are skilled in re-expression of ideas using other literary genres and other forms of artistic expression.
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Students are adept at portraying characters and events as well as at creating sets and costumes, and demonstrate increased skill in
employing the full range of dramatic elements to present dramatic works. Students also demonstrate increased skill in employing
literary elements to express personal voice, viewpoint and thinking.
Grade 12:

Students reinterpret ideas and information found in literary works with ease, moving fluently between drama and poetry, between
prose and drama, and between poetry and prose to interpret narratives. They thoroughly interpret dramatic works by portraying
characters, situations, and settings, and can express literary themes and concepts through other forms of artistic expression. Students
at this level demonstrate proficiency in writing in the various genres of Literature, and effectively employ a variety of literary
elements to express personal viewpoint and illustrate individual thinking.

Exceptional
Learners

Confident, fluent and independent literary thinkers, accelerated learnersinterpret, with intelligence and appreciation, a challenging
range of literary works. They articulate their own ideas and the ideas of others creatively and sensitively. They are able to portray
fully their ideas about and interpretation of literary works, employing skilled and thorough application of literary devices, elements,
and structures. Personal voice is clear, unique, and draws effectively from literary works to express emotions and values and to
influence audience.
Students with learning difficulties interpret at varying levels literary works which they have studied. They are able to express their own ideas
and the ideas of others, and show some aptitude in employing alternate forms of artistic expression to convey these ideas. They can
portray characters and situations using a range of dramatic skills, and demonstrate some ability, even if limited, to use literary
elements they understand in order to express their personal voice and viewpoint.
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STANDARDS
Sub-Goal 7: Communicate their ideas clearly and effectively using standard English, demonstrating technical accuracy (grammatical
structures, spelling, punctuation, word usage)while appreciating the place and value of Bahamian dialect and other creoles in
appropriate social and cultural situations

Grade 7:

Students communicate in a variety of forms ( journal, diary, friendly letters, essays, creative pieces e.g. poems, skits, short stories,
advertisements, internet writings e.g. emails, Microsoft documents, etc.), using both grammatically simple and complex phrases and
sentences. The spelling of simple words and words with simple regular patterns is generally accurate. They use end marks (full stops,
question marks, exclamation marks) and capital letters correctly, and students are beginning to master quotation marks in direct
speech and the basic use of the comma and apostrophe in contractions and possessive words. They recognize effective use of written
standard and non-standard language according to the situation revealed in the form/text. Handwriting style is joined and legible.
Typewritten or electronically prepared texts are neat, with attention being paid to spacing and font size.

Grade 8:

Students communicate in a variety of forms (journal, diary, friendly letters, essays, creative pieces e.g. poems, skits, short stories,
advertisements, internet writings e.g. emails, Microsoft documents, etc.), using both grammatically simple and complex phrases and
sentences. The spelling of words with complex regular patterns is generally accurate. They use end marks (full stops, question
marks, exclamation marks) and capital letters correctly, and a range of punctuation, including the comma, the apostrophe in
contractions and possessives, and quotation marks, is usually used accurately. They recognize effective use of written standard and
non-standard language according to the situation revealed in the form/text. Handwriting is joined and legible. Typewritten or
electronically prepared texts are neat, with attention being paid to spacing and font size.

Grade 9:

Students communicate in a range of forms ( journal, diary, friendly and formal letters, essays, newspaper and magazine articles,
advertisements, creative pieces e.g. poems, skits, short stories, internet writings e.g. blogs, emails, Microsoft documents, etc.), using
both grammatically simple and complex phrases and sentences. Their writing reflects their growing ability to adapt style and register
to different forms, including using an impersonal style where appropriate. They experiment with a range of sentence structures to
create effects. Spelling of words with regular and irregular patterns is generally accurate. A range of punctuation is usually used
correctly to clarify meaning – end marks, capitals, commas, the apostrophe, quotation marks, parentheses. They recognize effective
use of written standard and non-standard language according to the situation revealed in the form/text. Handwriting is joined, neat,
and legible. Typewritten or electronically prepared texts are neat, with attention being paid to spacing and font size.
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Grade 10:

Students communicate in a range of forms ( journal, diary, friendly and formal letters, essays, newspaper and magazine articles,
letters to the editor, advertisements, creative pieces e.g. poems, skits, short-stories, internet writings e.g. blogs, emails, Microsoft
documents), using both grammatically simple and complex phrases and sentences. Their writing reflects their growing ability to
adapt style and register to different forms, including using an impersonal style where appropriate. They often successfully use a
range of sentence structures to create effects. Spelling of words with regular and complex irregular patterns is generally accurate. A
range of punctuation is usually used correctly to clarify meaning – end marks, capitals, commas, the apostrophe, quotation marks,
inverted commas, parentheses, the colon, semi-colon, dash and hyphen. They recognize effective use of written standard and nonstandard language according to the situation revealed in the form/text. Handwriting is joined, legible and neat. Typewritten or
electronically prepared texts are neat, with attention being paid to spacing and font size.

Grades 11 & 12:
Students communicate in a range of forms (journal, diary, friendly and formal letters, essays, newspaper and magazine articles,
letters to the editor, advertisements, creative pieces e.g. poems, skits, short-stories, internet writings e.g. blogs, emails, Microsoft
documents etc), using both grammatically simple and complex phrases and sentences. Their writing reflects their growing ability to
adapt style and register to different forms, including using an impersonal style where appropriate. They are proficient at using a
range of sentence structures to create effects. Spelling of words with regular and complex irregular patterns is accurate. Their writing
reflects a clear grasp of the use of punctuation to make meaning clear to the reader – end marks, capitals, commas, the apostrophe,
quotation marks, inverted commas, the colon, semi-colon, italics, underlining, ellipses, parentheses, dash and hyphen. They
recognize effective use of written standard and non-standard language according to the situation revealed in the form/text.
Handwriting is joined, legible and neat. Typewritten or electronically prepared texts are neat, with attention being paid to spacing
and font size.

Exceptional
Learners

Accelerated learners are those who exhibit marked ability in English beyond age-related expectations. Schools have a responsibility
to meet their special educational needs by providing greater challenges in lessons and opportunities to develop their gifts. Schools
may also provide additional activities beyond the everyday timetable.
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Students coherently and fluently communicate in a range of forms (journal, diary, friendly and formal letters, essays, newspaper and
magazine articles, letters to the editor, advertisements, creative pieces e.g. poems, skits, short-stories, internet writings e.g. blogs,
emails, Microsoft documents etc), producing writings that delight the reader. A variety of grammatical constructions and punctuation
is used accurately, appropriately and with sensitivity, enabling fine distinctions to be made or emphasis achieved.
Students with learning difficulties are those who have severe or profound and multiple learning difficulties or those with moderate
learning difficulties, who may be working at age-related expectations in a number of subjects but are performing well below
expectations in others. Teachers are expected to modify the programmes of study to give all students with learning difficulties
relevant and appropriately challenging work at each grade level.
In Grammatical and Technical Accuracy, students are able to use and understand the different parts of speech, for example,
understanding hownouns, verbs, adjectives and prepositions are used and combined indifferent ways so that meaning is clear. They
develop their understanding of words, sentences and whole texts and the ways in which these are selected, combined and sequenced.
Their writing reflects an understanding of the use of at least basic punctuation to make meaning clear to the reader. They recognize
effective use of written standard and non-standard language according to the situation revealed in the form/text. Those who
handwrite texts develop and practise handwriting skills, ensuring correct letter formation, orientation and proportion. They, as well
as those who compose texts electronically, take pride in their work,recognizing and understanding how to set it out, check that it is
neat and clear, and revise it, correcting mistakes. E
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STANDARDS
Sub-Goal 8: Explore and expand their understanding and communicative skills by using visual and auditory formats to
support their written and spoken messages; communicate and respond using a variety of electronic media

Grade 7:

Students use their Microsoft Office Word processing skills and their background in identifying narrative elements to identify setting,
plot, characters, conflict and climax to produce reports and projects. They use their inference making skills to interpret and
reproduce messages and their creative skills to determine how to maximize the use of the Microsoft Word Processing program using
editing tools i.e. using different font sizes and styles, the use of borders, colours, cutting and pasting etc. In addition to the use of
Microsoft Word Processing activities, they are able to independently operate peripheral equipment e.g. digital cameras and
camcorders to enhance their presentations.

Grade 8:

Students use their skills with the use of Microsoft Office Word and Microsoft Office Excel to make type-written and graphic
presentations based on their differing analyses of characters, themes etc. Their written and graphic presentations will reflect their
awareness of informing, educating and entertaining their audiences. Their presentations will explore and interpret writer’s purpose,
tone and mood.

Grade 9:

Students know how to communicate their learning with peers and other audiences through multimedia presentations, desktoppublished reports, and other electronic media. They are adept at designing word processing documents with graphical elements (e.g.
clip art, digital photographs, and symbols).They are aware that effective sound effects and captivating visual aids make attractive and
meaningful presentations. They use technology tools to enhance learning to increase productivity and creativity.

Grade 10:

Students use web browsing to access and produce information. They understand plagiarism and can discuss the possible
consequences of plagiarizing the work of others. They analyze the values and points of view that are presented in media messages,
and use a variety of media to present information for specific purposes. Students demonstrate how the use of various techniques and
effects (e.g. editing, music, colour) can be used to convey meaning in media. They create projects that use text and various forms of
graphics, audio and video.

Grade 11:

Students use technology tools to enhance learning, to increase productivity and creativity and to construct technology- enhanced
models, prepare publications and produce other creative works. Students utilize technology-based research tools to locate and collect
information pertinent to the task, as well as evaluate and analyze information from a variety of sources. They use Microsoft Office
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PowerPoint to design and create a multimedia presentation. Their presentations will display their appreciation for literary devices
including humour, irony, metaphor, flashback, foreshadowing, satire etc. They compare, evaluate, and select appropriate electronic
resources to locate specific information, and use varying Microsoft Office programs to assist with written responses.
Grade 12:

Students use technology tools for individual and collaborative writing, communication and publishing activities to create curricular
related products for audiences inside and outside the classroom i.e. websites. They further demonstrate the ability to use technology
for research, critical thinking, and decision-making. They gather research from a variety of electronic sources and identify the most
appropriate information for answering research questions, and they understand ethics and safety issues in using electronic media.

Exceptional
Learners
Accelerated learners use technology to make and support decisions in the process of solving real world problems. They use the
work of others and avoid plagiarizing while referencing material correctly. They determine when technology is useful then they
select, and use the appropriate tools and technology resources to make written and oral presentations. In so doing, their presentations
incorporate the necessary aspects of Microsoft Office.
Students with learning difficulties use Microsoft Office Word processing skills to produce reports and projects. They can show
their knowledge of narrative elements and their language skills in these presentations. In addition to the use of Microsoft Word
Processing, they are able to use other audio-visual electronic devices and recording tools such as video cameras.
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STANDARDS
Sub-Goal 9: Interpret and evaluate audio-visual materials and programs, thus enhancing their skills in responding and critically assessing
what they see and hear.

Grade 7:

Students compare and contrast real and fantasy experiences in audio-visual materials, and begin to determine their purposes. They
view movies and electronic books and demonstrate their comprehension by placing events in the correct sequence, making
predictions, identifying cause and effect relationships, making inferences, interpreting verbal and non-verbal messages, as well as
identifying story elements.

Grade 8:

Students view movies and electronic books and demonstrate their comprehension by placing events in the correct sequence, making
predictions, identifying cause and effect relationships, making inferences, as well as identifying story elements. They identify the
purpose of audio-visual materials and make inferences about them. They begin to identify the tone and mood of various audio-visual
materials and state the effectiveness of these messages on different audiences.

Grade 9:

Students determine the themes and main ideas in various audio-visual materials and identify the tone and mood being used. They
analyse messages and distinguish factual and fictional information, point of view, verbal and non-verbal messages. Students will
begin to evaluate the use of illustrations to support text in audio-visual materials. They identify persuasive techniques in advertising
and determine the appropriateness of the content of various media forms.

Grade 10:

Students determine the themes and main ideas in various audio-visual materials and identify the tone and mood being used. They
identify persuasive techniques in advertising and identify stereotyping. They identify the use of literary devices used in electronic
messages and determine their effectiveness. Students begin to make judgments about audio-visual presentations and use details to
support them.

Grade 11:

Students critically respond to movies and other audio-visual electronic programs. They determine the advantages and disadvantages
of audio-visual programs and determine their effectiveness for various audiences. They explain how humour, irony, metaphor, and
other literary devices are used in these electronic programs and analyse their effectiveness.
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Grade 12:

Students critically analyse, evaluate and respond to electronic presentations, websites and programs. They identify and make
judgments about the use of literary devices such as flashback, foreshadowing, imagery, and satire in movies and other audio-visual
electronic programs.

Exceptional
Learners
Accelerated learners are avid users of audio-visual materials. Thus, they are highly skilled in determining the purpose of visual and
audio materials. They not only demonstrate, at an exceptionally high level, their ability to comprehend the messages conveyed in
these materials, but they are able to analyze, interpret and justify their findings.
Students with learning difficulties are able to make a comparison between what is real and what is fantasy. They are able to
comprehend, sequence events, make predictions, identify cause and effect relationships, making inferences, and interpreting the
content of movies and other audio-visual electronic programs.
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SCOPE AND SEQUENCE
GENERAL OBJECTIVES

Sub-Goal 1:

Students will appreciate and enjoy the use of a wide range of language skills to communicate ideas, experiences and
information accurately, appropriately and effectively when listening and speaking, doing so clearly and
comprehensibly in the vocabulary and grammar of standard English, using conventional forms, sounds, pitch,
intonation, and modulation and adapting talk to different situations.

Students will be able to:
1.

participate intelligently and confidently in social dialogues with peers and adults alike, by listening attentively and with
understanding to varied speech, presenting information clearly and persuasively to others, asking questions to solicit
information, answering questions appropriately, following oral directions intelligently, hypothesizing, interpreting, analyzing
and evaluating what is heard and responding to it.

2.

prepare and deliver a variety of presentations and reports on ideas or texts from different sources, reflecting purpose
(describing, narrating, explaining, instructing, justifying, persuading, etc.), point of view, strong introductions, body,
appropriate transitions and effective conclusions;
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Overarching Goal: Students will communicate in English using the Thinking, Listening, Speaking, Writing, Reading, Representing and Viewing
skills, within the grammatical and technical framework of the English Language; facilitating intellectual and emotional
growth through understanding, appreciation and creation of Literature.

Sub-Goal 1:

Students will appreciate and enjoy the use of a wide range of language skills to communicate ideas, experiences and
information accurately, appropriately and effectively when speaking and listening, doing so clearly and
comprehensibly in the vocabulary and grammar of standard English, using conventional sounds, forms, pitch,
intonation and modulation, and adapting talk to different situations

General Objective: Participate intelligently and confidently in social dialogues with peers and adults alike, by listening attentively and with
understanding to varied speech, presenting information clearly and persuasively to others, asking questions to solicit
information, answering questions appropriately, following oral directions intelligently, hypothesizing, interpreting, analyzing
and evaluating what is heard and responding to it
Objectives

1.01
1.02
1.03
1.04
1.05
1.06
1.07
1.08
1.09
1.10

Listen to and follow simple and complex instructions
Give clear directions to a given location
Give instructions for carrying out a specific task
Listen for main idea and supporting details
Listen for specific details
Listen to and distinguish between fact and fiction/fantasy
Distinguish between fact and opinion
Listen to make inferences and draw conclusions
Listen to and write dictated passages
Listen attentively, taking relevant notes

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

7
D
D
D
D
D
P
D
D
IT
D

8
D
D
D
D
D
R
D
D
IT
D

9
D
D
D
P
P
R
P
P
IT
D

10
P
P
P
R
R
IT
R
R
IT
P

11
R
R
R
R
R
IT
R
R
IT
P

12
R
R
R
R
R
IT
R
R
IT
R
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General Objective: Participate intelligently and confidently in social dialogues with peers and adults alike, by listening attentively and with
understanding to varied speech, presenting information clearly and persuasively to others, asking questions to solicit
information, answering questions appropriately, following oral directions intelligently, hypothesizing, interpreting, analyzing
and evaluating what is heard and responding to it
Objectives

1.11
1.12
1.13
1.14
1.15
1.16
1.17
1.18
1.19
1.20
1.21
1.22
1.23
1.24
1.25

Compare information
Listen to sequenced information
Identify a speaker’s tone
Determine mood
Determine point of view of speakers
Determine purpose of speakers
Determine character
Detect bias(recognizing unfamiliar information)
Recognize propaganda devices used in speech
Identify generalizations & unsupported generalizations
Recognise emotive language
Recognise a speaker’s inferences
Make judgements /evaluate sources
Identify a speaker’s techniques/methods/rhetorical strategies
Convey meaning, mood and tone through effective use of the voice

Grade Grade Grade
7
D
P
B/D
B
D
D
D
B
B
B
D
B/D
D
B/D
D
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8
D
P
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

9
P
R
D
D
P
P
D/P
D
D
P
P
D/P
P
D
P

Grade

Grade

Grade

10
P
IT
D
P
R
P
P
P
P
P
R
P
P
P
P

11
R
IT
P
R
R
R
P
R
R
R
R
R
R
P
R

12
R
IT
P
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R

General Objective: Participate intelligently and confidently in social dialogues with peers and adults alike, by listening attentively and with
understanding to varied speech, presenting information clearly and persuasively to others, asking questions to solicit
information, answering questions appropriately, following oral directions intelligently, hypothesizing, interpreting, analyzing
and evaluating what is heard and responding to it
Objectives

1.26 Use the telephone to give and receive messages
1.27 Articulate and use troublesome words in dialogue in formal and
informal settings
1.28 Provide verbal and non-verbal feedback to a speaker
1.29 Interpret and express sensory impressions gained while listening
1.30 Identify the speaker’s reasons for conclusions and points of view
given/ judge the intentions and standpoint of a speaker
1.31 Explain statistical and graphical information
1.32 Predict reasonable outcomes based on stories, events, etc.
1.33 Identify relationships between visual material and oral content
1.34 Judge when it is appropriate to intervene after listening with
sensitivity
1.35 Respond dramatically to what is heard by improvising

Grade Grade Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

7
IT
IT

8
IT
IT

9
IT
IT

10
IT
IT

11
IT
IT

12
IT
IT

IT
B
B

IT
D
B

IT
D
D

IT
P
D

IT
R
P

IT
R
P

IT
D
IT
IT

IT
P
IT
IT

IT
P
IT
IT

IT
R
IT
IT

IT
R
IT
IT

IT
R
IT
IT

IT

IT

IT

IT

IT

IT
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General Objective: Participate intelligently and confidently in social dialogues with peers and adults alike, by listening attentively and with
understanding to varied speech, presenting information clearly and persuasively to others, asking questions to solicit
information, answering questions appropriately, following oral directions intelligently, hypothesizing, interpreting, analyzing
and evaluating what is heard and responding to it
Objectives
1.36 Constructively criticize their own and others’ performances
1.37 Listen to complex information and respond critically by
challenging key ideas
1.38 Watch live theatrical performances and discuss how action,
character, atmosphere, tension and themes are conveyed
1.39 Converse with audiences beyond the classroom in unfamiliar
situations in order to build their confidence in speaking and
listening
1.40 Solve problems cooperatively and creatively in groups by listening
critically and responding constructively and cogently
1.41 Identify and use terminology or jargon that is unique to particular
occupations or that is unique to specific groups of people

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

7
IT
B

8
IT
D

9
IT
D

10
IT
D

11
IT
P

12
IT
P

IT

IT

IT

IT

IT

IT

IT

IT

IT

IT

IT

IT

D

D

P

P

R

R

IT

IT

IT

IT

IT

IT
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General Objective: Prepare and deliver a variety of presentations and reports on ideas or texts from different sources, these presentations and
reports reflecting purpose (describing, narrating, explaining, instructing, justifying, persuading, etc.), point of view, strong
introductions, body, appropriate transitions and effective conclusions
Objectives

1.42
1.43
1.44
1.45
1.46
1.47
1.48
1.49
1.50
1.51

Introduce a speaker to a group
Thank a speaker for his/her presentation
Introduce themselves to a group
Moderate a programme
Participate in choral speaking
Read aloud for an audience poems, prayers, compositions, letters,
stories etc.
Read parts in plays
Give factual oral 30 seconds - 5 minute-long reports
Participate in an interview (job, sports, T.V., entertainment)
Record information given orally (note-taking)

Grade Grade Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

7
D
D
D
B
D
D

8
D
D
D
D
D
D

9
P
P
P
D
P
P

10
R
R
R
D
IT
P

11
R
R
R
P
IT
P

12
R
R
R
P
IT
R

B
B
B
D

D
D
D
D

P
D
D
P

P
P
P
P

R
R
P
R

R
R
R
R
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General Objective: Prepare and deliver a variety of presentations and reports on ideas or texts from different sources, reflecting purpose
(describing, narrating, explaining, instructing, justifying, persuading, etc.), point of view, strong introductions, body,
appropriate transitions and effective conclusions
Objectives

1.52 Give an impromptu speech on issues of local, national and
global concern, speaking fluently and confidently in standard
English while using an appropriate register
1.53 Prepare and deliver a speech on issues of local, national and
global concern, presenting ideas clearly and persuasively and
structuring the speech appropriately and effectively
1.54 Conduct an oral interview via a variety of media (person to
person, telephone, internet, etc.)
1.55 Provide verbal and non-verbal feedback to a speaker –comment
critically on others’ performance
1.56 Participate in live talks such as panel discussions, engaging in
dialogue with experts, members of the community and
unfamiliar adults, synthesizing and evaluating what they hear
and responding with intelligence to others’ comments
1.57 Participate in original story-telling
1.58 Retell a story that was read or heard

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

7
B

8
D

9
D

10
D

11
P

12
P

B

D

D

P

P

R

B

D

P

P

R

R

B

D

D

D

P/R

P/R

B

D

D

O

R

R

IT
IT

IT
IT

IT
IT

IT
IT

IT
IT

IT
IT
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General Objective: Prepare and deliver a variety of presentations and reports on ideas or texts from different sources, reflecting purpose
(describing, narrating, explaining, instructing, justifying, persuading, etc.), point of view, strong introductions, body,
appropriate transitions and effective conclusions
Objectives

1.59
1.60

1.61

1.62

1.63

Listen and respond orally in creative ways to what is heard
Participate in informal and formal group and pair discussions
on a variety of topics, negotiating and building on the
contributions of others to complete tasks or reach consensus
Prepare and deliver speeches for debates on familiar and
unfamiliar topics, presenting ideas clearly and persuasively
and structuring the speech appropriately and effectively
Prepare and deliver a speech for a social occasion such as a
wedding, award or graduation celebration, presenting ideas
clearly and structuring the speech appropriately and
effectively with a strong sense of audience
Orally paraphrase and summarise speakers’ discourse,
synthesizing what is heard and separating key ideas from
detail and illustration

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

7
IT
B/D

8
IT
D

9
IT
D

10
IT
P
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IT
P
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P/R

B

B

D

D

P

P/R

D

D

P

P

R

R

B

B

D

D

P

P
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GENERAL OBJECTIVES

Sub-Goal 2:

Students will communicate ideas, experiences and information clearly, creatively, thoughtfully and coherently when
writing, being mindful of style, structure, form, purpose and reader, and accuracy of standard English vocabulary,
grammar and mechanics

Students will be able to:
1.

develop confidence, skill and independence in composing their thoughts in print and electronic media, using writing as the
vehicle to organize and express their ideas, feelings and opinions relevantly and clearly in sentences, paragraphs and whole
texts, using a variety of forms and appropriate registers

2.

make use of the writing process to structure and develop in depth and detail their ideas, opinions and feelings in a variety of
modes: narrative, expository, argumentative, descriptive and persuasive
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SCOPE AND SEQUENCE
Overarching Goal: Students will communicate in English using the Thinking, Listening, Speaking, Writing, Reading, Representing and Viewing
skills, within the grammatical and technical framework of the English Language; facilitating intellectual and emotional
growth through understanding, appreciation and creation of Literature
Sub-Goal 2:

communicate ideas, experiences and information clearly, creatively, thoughtfully and coherently when writing, being
mindful of style, structure, form, purpose and reader, and accuracy of standard English vocabulary, grammar and
mechanics

General Objective: develop confidence, skill and independence in composing their thoughts in print and electronic media, using writing as the
vehicle to organize and express their ideas, feelings and opinions relevantly and clearly in sentences, paragraphs and whole
texts, using a variety of forms and appropriate registers
Objectives

2.1

2.2
2.3

2.4
2.5
2.6

Participate in a variety of creative and practical writing activities,
e.g. slogans, excuses, raps, announcements, warnings, menus,
recipes, brochures, advertisements, blogs, social notes, messages, emails
Write a three paragraph-long friendly letter using the appropriate
format, style and tone
Write a business/formal letter( request, complaint, inquiry, order,
invitation, opinion, application, etc.), using the appropriate format,
style and tone
Address business letter envelopes
Write personal responses to literary works being studied
Write book reports based on in-class and wider reading

Grade Grade Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

7
B/D

8
D

9
P

10
P

11
R

12
IT

D/P

P

R

R

IT

IT

B

D

P

R

R

R

B
D
D

D
D
D

P
P
P

IT
P/R
R

IT
R
IT

IT
R
IT
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General Objective: Students will develop confidence, skill and independence in composing their thoughts in print and electronic media, using
writing as the vehicle to organize and express their ideas, feelings and opinions relevantly and clearly in sentences,
paragraphs and whole texts, using a variety of forms and appropriate registers
Objectives

2.7
2.8
2.9
2.10
2.11
2.12
2.13
2.14
2.15

2.16
2.17
2.18
2.19
2.20
2.21
2.22

Write dialogue in Standard English or Creole, converting the
reported speech in a text
Rewrite a skit using reported or direct speech, in Standard English
or Creole
Use transitions appropriately at sentence and paragraph level
Write creatively (short stories, poems, etc.) , using a variety of
given stimuli
Write a play on a given theme
Use realistic dialogue, whether in Creole or Standard English, in
narrative compositions
Write an autobiography or biography
Write journal entries
Exhibit library skills, locating specific information using reference
materials e.g. card catalogue, encyclopaedia, Internet sources e.g.
OPAC, thesaurus
Use note-taking strategies when researching
Write various types of reports
Write a formal speech
Write newspaper stories
Write an editorial
Compose magazine articles
Write formal research papers, using basic features of the MLA or
APA style of documentation

Grade Grade Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

7
D

8
D

9
P

10
R

11
R

12
R

B/D

D

P

IT

IT

IT

D
D

D
D

D
D

D
D

P
D

P
D/P

D
D

D
D

D
D/P

D/P
P

R
R

R
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D
P
D

D
P
D

D/P
R/IT
D

P
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D

R
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D

R
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D

B
B
B
B
B
B
-

B
B
D
B
D
B
-

D
D
D
D
D
D
-

D
D
D
D
D
D
B

D
P
P
P
P
P
B

P
R
R
R
R
R
D
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SCOPE AND SEQUENCE

Sub-Goal 2:

Students will communicate ideas, experiences and information clearly, creatively, thoughtfully and coherently when
writing, being mindful of style, structure, form, purpose and reader, and accuracy of Standard English vocabulary,
grammar and mechanics

General Objective: Students will make use of the writing process to structure and develop in depth and detail their ideas, opinions and feelings in
a variety of modes: narrative, expository, argumentative, descriptive and persuasive
Objectives

2.23 Write descriptive, narrative, expository and persuasive paragraphs
2.24 Write argumentative paragraphs
2.25 Plan, draft, revise/edit and proofread well-structured, imaginative
narrative essays in which attention is paid to characters, plot,
setting and resolution and in which a variety of effective storytelling devices are used
2.26 Plan, draft, revise/edit and proofread well-structured descriptive
essays in which persons, places or things are depicted using
sensory details, figurative language and other devices
2.27 Plan, draft, revise/edit and proofread well-structured expository
essays which present information and ideas concisely, logically and
sometimes persuasively
2.28 Plan, draft, revise/edit and proofread well-developed persuasive
essays expressing a point of view and using appropriate persuasive
techniques and rhetorical devices
2.29 Plan, draft, revise and proofread argumentative essays which argue
a point of view convincingly, using appropriate techniques and
different kinds of evidence from a range of sources
2.30 Write timed essays: descriptive, narrative, expository,
argumentative and persuasive

Grade Grade Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

7
P
B
D

8
P
D
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9
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D
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R
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GENERAL OBJECTIVES
Sub-Goal 3:

Students will interpret, appreciate and respond critically and relevantly to what is read and experienced in everyday
situations (vocational, social, recreational, educational),realizing that reading is not passive but is an interactive
process involving the work itself, the reader and the context of the reading situation

Students will be able to:

1.

understand and appreciate developmentally appropriate printed texts, in print and non-print texts, through the use of a variety
of strategies, responding at a literal, inferential and evaluative level

2.

acquire a wide and rich vocabulary through the use of a variety of strategies and use the words acquired in relevant contexts
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SCOPE AND SEQUENCE
Overarching Goal: Students will communicate in English using the Thinking Listening, Speaking, Writing, Reading, Representing and Viewing
skills, within the grammatical and technical framework of the English Language; facilitating intellectual and emotional
growth through understanding, appreciation and creation of Literature
Sub-Goal 3:

Students will interpret, appreciate and respond critically and relevantly to what is read and experienced in everyday
situations (vocational, social, recreational, educational), realizing that reading is not passive but is an interactive
process involving the work itself, the reader and the context of the reading situation

General Objective: understand and appreciate developmentally appropriate printed texts, in print and non-print texts, through the use of a variety
of strategies, responding at a literal, inferential and evaluative level
Objectives

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9
3.10
3.11
3.12
3.13

Follow directions
Identify topic, main idea & supporting points/ specific
details
Note correct sequence and arrange events from the text in
sequential and chronological order
Use dictionary skills to determine word meaning
Use context clues to determine meaning of words
Use structural signals to determine word meaning
Recognise figurative language
Differentiate between figurative and literal meaning
Recognise sensory details
Identify and analyse author’s tone
Differentiate facts from opinions
Voice opinions
Use facts to support opinions about print and non-print
texts

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

7
P
D

8
P
D

9
R
P

10
IT
R
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IT
R
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R

P

P

R
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B
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D
D
D

R
P
P
D
D
D
D
D
P
P
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D
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P
P
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P
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R
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R
R
R
P
R
R
R
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General Objective: understand and appreciate developmentally appropriate printed texts, in print and non-print texts, through the use of a variety
of strategies, responding at a literal, inferential and evaluative level
Objectives

3.14
3.15
3.16
3.17
3.18
3.19
3.20
3.21
3.22
3.23
3.24
3.25
3.26
3.27
3.28

Identify & analyse cause and effect relationships
Draw conclusions/Make inferences
Make judgements and support them with details from the text
Identify plot elements
Identify problem and solution
Determine point of view
Determine author’s purpose
Predict outcomes
Recognise and analyse sound devices – alliteration, assonance,
onomatopoeia, rhyme, meter, rhythm
Recognise imagery
Recognise and analyse symbols
Analyse characters
Compare and contrast relationships
Identify the mood and setting of a text
Determine and analyse cultural context

Grade Grade Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

7
D
B/D
D
D
D
D
D
D/P
B/D

8
D
D
D
P
P
D
D
P
D

9
P
D/P
P
R
R
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P
R
D
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P
P
P
R
R
R
P
R
P
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R
R
R
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IT
R
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R
R
R
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B
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D/P
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D
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R
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P
R
R
R
R
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General Objective: understand and appreciate developmentally appropriate printed texts, in print and non-print texts, through the use of a variety
of strategies, responding at a literal, inferential and evaluative level
Objectives

3.29
3.30
3.31
3.32
3.33
3.34
3.35
3.36
3.37
3.38
3.39

Categorize/classify ideas
Identify generalizations
Identify assumptions
Identify propaganda and its techniques
Interpret pictures
Interpret statistical and graphical data
Differentiate between relevant and irrelevant information/details in
print and non-print texts
Use relevant information to summarise print and non-print texts
Paraphrase print texts
Synthesize ideas from a variety of texts and media
Exhibit library skills, locating books/texts for recreational reading

Grade Grade Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

7
D
B
B
B
D
B
D

8
D
D
D
D
D
D
P

9
D/P
P
D
D
P
D
P
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P
P
P
P
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D
R
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R
R
R
R
R
P
R
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R
R
R
R
R
P
R
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D
B
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D
D
D
P

P
P
D
P
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P
D
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P
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R
R
P
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SCOPE AND SEQUENCE

Sub-Goal 3:

Students will interpret, appreciate and respond critically and relevantly to what is read and experienced in everyday
situations (vocational, social, recreational, educational), realizing that reading is not passive but is an interactive
process involving the work itself, the reader and the context of the reading situation

General Objective: acquire a wide and rich vocabulary through the use of a variety of strategies and use the words acquired in relevant contexts
Objectives

3.40
3.41
3.42
3.43
3.44
3.45
3.46
3.47

Use a dictionary to locate words
Use a thesaurus to locate words
Recognise and use base words and affixes(prefixes, suffixes)
Recognise and use multiple-meaning words
Recognise and use synonyms, antonyms and hyponyms
Recognise and use homonyms, homographs and homophones
Identify words that signal cause–effect relationships and sequences
Identify words that signal opinions or judgements, point of view
and mood
3.48 Recognise and use idioms correctly
3.49 Recognise and avoid the use of clichés

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

7
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D
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D
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General Objective:

acquire a wide and rich vocabulary through the use of a variety of strategies and use the words acquired in relevant
contexts

Objectives

3.50
3.51
3.52
3.53

Identify, define and use key words
Identify and complete analogies [using colon notations]
Use word origins to decipher the meanings of unfamiliar
words
Differentiate denotation, connotation/ implication of words

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

7
D/P
D
B/D

8
P
D
IT

9
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D
IT
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R
D/P
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R
P
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R
R
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D

P

R

R
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GENERAL OBJECTIVES
develop students’ ability to understand basic and advanced levels of what is being communicated in literature.

Sub-Goal 4:

Students will be able to:
1.

develop an appreciation of the elements of the major forms of literature and activate their interest in reading various genres;

2.

cultivate an understanding and appreciation of the social, moral, cultural and/or historical significance of a selection;

3. develop a critical appreciation of the writer’s craft.
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SCOPE AND SEQUENCE
Overarching Goal: Students will communicate in English using the Thinking, Listening, Speaking, Writing, Reading, Representing and Viewing
skills, within the grammatical and technical framework of the English Language; facilitating intellectual and emotional
growth through understanding, appreciation and creation of Literature
Sub-Goal 4:

develop students’ ability to understand basic and advanced levels of what is being communicated in literature.

General Objective: develop an appreciation of the elements of the major forms of literature and activate an interest in reading various genres.
Objectives

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8
4.9
4.10
4.11
4.12
4.13

Identify and describe setting
Identify the theme in literary works
Outline the plot of a story or play
Explain the themes in literary works
Arrange events and details in sequential or chronological order
Identify mood of a literary composition
Identify tone of a literary composition
Name the literary work
Name the author/poet
Distinguish between fact and fantasy/fiction
Identify the basic elements of a story
Identify the elements of poetry, drama and prose
Identify different points of view: first person, third person,
omniscient

Grade Grade
7
D
B
D
B
P
B
B
P
P
D
D
B
B
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8
D
D
D
D
R
B
B
R
R
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B
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Grade

Grade

Grade
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D
D
R
R
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R
R
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R
R

SCOPE AND SEQUENCE

Sub-Goal 4:

develop students’ ability to understand basic and advanced levels of what is being communicated in literature.

General Objective: cultivate an understanding and appreciation of the social, moral, cultural and/or historical significance of a literary selection.
Objectives

4.14
4.15
4.16

Explain key words and phrases of cultural / historical
significance found in literary works
Explain the significance of key words and phrases in a
literary composition
Place a literary work in its appropriate social, cultural, and
historical context

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

7
B

8
B

9
D

10
P

11
R

12
IT

B

B

D

P

R
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B

B

B

D

P

R
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SCOPE AND SEQUENCE

Sub-Goal 4:

develop students’ ability to understand basic and advanced levels of what is being communicated in literature.

General Objective: develop a critical appreciation of the writer’s craft
Objectives

4.17 Identify and describe different types of conflict
4.18 Identify cause and effect relationships
4.19 Define and interpret simple figurative and sound devices and
repetition (simile, metaphor, personification, repetition, alliteration,
rhyme, rhythm, imagery and sensory details)
4.20 State the writer’s purpose
4.21 Distinguish between internal and external conflict
4.22 Analyse cause/effect relationships
4.23 Compare and contrast characters
4.24 Identify the speaker in a poem
4.25 Explain how tone is created
4.26 Explain how mood / atmosphere is created
4.27 Explain the significance of setting in the development of literary
elements such as character and theme
4.28 Explain the significance of details in relation to the development of
plot (plot map)
4.29 Trace the development and resolution of internal and/or external
conflict/s
4.30 Identify flashback and foreshadowing
4.31 Identify elements of local colour
4.32 Identify elements of plot (e. g. exposition, rising action climax
resolution)

Grade Grade Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

7
B
B
B

8
B
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D

9
D
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R
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R
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B
B
B
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P
P
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R
R
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Objectives

4.33
4.34
4.35
4.36
4.37
4.38
4.39
4.40
4.41
4.42
4.43

Identify elements of suspense
Identify examples of sarcasm
Identify and explain examples of irony
Identify motifs in literary works
Distinguish between comedy and tragedy
Identify elements of characterization
distinguish between flat and rounded characters
Identify poetic forms based on syllabication and structure
Identify examples of allusion
Identify examples of dialect
Identify and explain major and minor themes
Distinguish between tone and mood

Grade Grade Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

7
B
B
B
B
B
B
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B
B
B
B
B
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D
D
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GENERAL OBJECTIVES
enhance students’ ability to appreciate and respond to different forms of literature

Sub-Goal 5:

Students will be able to:
1.

respond with feeling and empathy to the reading of novels, short-stories, folktales, biographies, poetry, drama, essays and
articles;

2.

cultivate an appreciation of works by a variety of authors through exposure to the literature of Bahamian, Caribbean and
other cultures;

3. enjoy the reading of literature for its own sake both within and beyond the class-room.
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SCOPE AND SEQUENCE
Overarching Goal: Students will communicate in English using the Thinking, Listening, Speaking, Writing, Reading, Representing and Viewing
skills, within the grammatical and technical framework of the English Language; facilitating intellectual and emotional
growth through understanding, appreciation and creation of Literature
Sub-Goal 5:

enhance students’ ability to appreciate and respond to different forms of literature

General Objective: respond with feeling and empathy to the reading of novels, short-stories, folktales, biographies, poetry, drama, essays and
articles
Objectives

5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7
5.8
5.9
5.10
5.11
5.12
5.13
5.14
5.15

Demonstrate knowledge of content of literary works
Outline the main ideas of a literary work
Summarise the plot of a story/novel/play
Write personal responses in Standard English to characters and events
Predict outcomes
Make inferences about characters
Express orally and in writing personal responses in Standard English to theme
and setting
Comment on / evaluate writer’s diction
Explain the significance of the title of a literary work
Evaluate the writer’s attitude towards characters, theme etc.
Explain how the writer’s purpose is revealed
Explain the effect of literary devices: figures of speech, symbolism, rhyme,
rhythm, imagery
Write logical, coherent and effective personal responses in Standard English
to literary works
Explore the theme of a literary work; show how the theme is developed
throughout the work
Respond to tone, mood and atmosphere
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Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

7
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

8
D
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D
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9
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B
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D
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B

B

D

D

P

R

B

B

B

D

D

P

Objectives

5.16
5.17
5.18

Evaluate different aspects of plot: exposition, rising action, climax and
resolution
Comment on the effect of imagery in descriptive writing
Interpret and respond appropriately to a variety of literary questions
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SCOPE AND SEQUENCE

Sub-Goal 5:

enhance students’ ability to appreciate and respond to different forms of literature

General Objective: cultivate an appreciation of works by a variety of authors through exposure to the literature of Bahamian, Caribbean and
other cultures.
Objectives

5.19
5.20
5.21
5.22

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

7
B

8
B

9
D

10
P

11
R

12
IT

B

B

D

P

R

IT

B

B

D

P

R

IT

B

B

D

D

P

R

State ways in which the writer’s personal background has influenced
the literary work
State ways in which the historical background has influenced the
literary work
Identify unique Bahamian and Caribbean cultural aspects in a
literary work
Compare / contrast the presentation of different cultural perspectives
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SCOPE AND SEQUENCE

Sub-Goal 5:

enhance students’ ability to appreciate and respond to different forms of literature

General Objective: enjoy the reading of literature for its own sake both within and beyond the classroom.
Objectives

5.23
5.24
5.25
5.26

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

7
B
B

8
B
B

9
B
B

10
D
D

11
D
D

12
P
P

B

B

D

D

P

IT

B

B

D

P

R

IT

Compare / contrast works by the same writer
Compare / contrast literary works studied in class with literary
works of other authors
Compare / contrast literary works studied in class with other forms
of literary and non-literary writing
Make connections between what is seen in the literary work and
what is seen, heard, and experienced in real life situations
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GENERAL OBJECTIVES
Sub-Goal 6:

Students will develop creative self-expression through writing and performance

Students will be able to:

1. write creatively following models in various genres of literature
2. interpret various genres of literature artistically, vocally, musically and dramatically
3. express individual thoughts, ideas, emotions and values through various genres of literature
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SCOPE AND SEQUENCE
Overarching Goal: Students will communicate in English using the Thinking, Listening, Speaking, Writing, Reading, Representing and Viewing
skills, within the grammatical and technical framework of the English Language; facilitating intellectual and emotional
growth through understanding, appreciation and creation of Literature
Sub-Goal 6:

Students will develop creative self-expression through writing and performance

General Objective: write creatively following models in various genres of literature
Objectives
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6
6.7

6.8
6.9

Write fables and anthropomorphic stories
Write poems which employ specific literary structures related to sound
and syllabication (e.g. rhymed couplets, quatrains, haiku, limerick)
Write stories from first and third person points of view (e.g. biography)
Write poems which employ figurative language and imagery
Write stories that continue or expand on the writer’s viewpoint, tone
and mood
Write poems which develop particular themes, concepts or ideas
Re-express ideas and information found in literary texts using other
forms of writing e.g. letters, journals, news articles, speeches,
advertisements etc.
Write skits or other short dramatic forms
Write poems which employ free verse

Grade
7
B
D

Grade
8
D
D

Grade
9
P
P

Grade
10
R
R

Grade
11
IT
IT

Grade
12
IT
IT

D
D
B

D
D
B

P
D
B

R
P
D

IT
R
P

IT
IT
R

B
B

B
D

D
D

D
P

P
R

R
IT

B
B

B
B

D
D

D
D

P
P

R
R
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SCOPE AND SEQUENCE
Sub-Goal 6:

Students will develop creative self-expression through writing and performance

General Objective: interpret various genres of literature artistically, vocally, musically and dramatically
Objectives

6.10
6.11
6.12
6.13
6.14
6.15
6.16
6.17

6.18

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

7
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

8
B
B
B
B
D
B
B

9
D
D
D
D
D
B
B
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D
D
D
D
P
D
D
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P
P
P
P
R
P
D

12
R
R
R
R
IT
R
P

B

B

B

D

P

R

B

B

B

D

P

R

Convert narratives between prose and poetry
Convert narratives between prose and drama
Convert narratives between drama and poetry
Present poetry orally through choral speaking and individual reading
Dramatize a play by portraying characters and events
Dramatize a play by creating sets, costumes, and music
Dramatize a play by employing the full range of dramatic elements –
director, producer, cast, crew, scenery, sets, and lighting
Re-express ideas and information found in literary texts using other
forms of artistic expression e.g. music, dance, drawing, craftwork,
etc.
Interpret the local colour of literary texts through song, dance,
painting, craftwork, and related art forms
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SCOPE AND SEQUENCE

Sub-Goal 6:

Students will develop creative self-expression through writing and performance

General Objective: express individual thoughts, ideas, emotions and values through various genres of literature

Objectives

6.19
6.20

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

7
B

8
B

9
B

10
D

11
D

12
P

B

B

B

D

D

P

Write stories, plays and poems that employ a variety of literary
elements in order to express their own ideas, emotions and values
Write stories, plays and poems that employ a unique voice to create
mood and tone
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GENERAL OBJECTIVES

Sub-Goal 7:

Students will communicate their ideas clearly and effectively using Standard English, demonstrating technical
accuracy (grammatical structures, spelling, punctuation, word usage)while appreciating the place and value of
Bahamian dialect and other creoles in appropriate social and cultural situations

Students will be able to:

1.confidently and correctly use the grammatical structures of standard English when writing and speaking, appreciating its difference
from and not superiority to Bahamian dialect and other creoles;
2.

communicate meaning clearly in written texts by making use of the full range of punctuation marks;

3.

spell correctly across the range of complexity and use vocabulary accurately and sensitively.

English
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SCOPE AND SEQUENCE
Overarching Goal: Students will communicate in English using the Thinking, Listening, Speaking, Writing, Reading, Representing and Viewing
skills, within the grammatical and technical framework of the English Language; facilitating intellectual and emotional
growth through understanding, appreciation and creation of Literature
Sub-Goal 7:

Students will communicate their ideas clearly and effectively using Standard English, demonstrating technical
accuracy (grammatical structures, spelling, punctuation, word usage)while appreciating the place and value of
Bahamian dialect and other creoles in appropriate social and cultural situations

General Objective: confidently and correctly use the grammatical structures of Standard English when writing and speaking, appreciating its
difference from and not superiority to Bahamian dialect and other creoles
Objectives

7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4
7.5
7.6
7.7
7.8
7.9
7.10

Identify the eight parts of speech
Distinguish between sentences and phrases
Identify , punctuate and classify sentences that are classified according
to purpose – declarative, interrogative, exclamatory, imperative
Identify and use various kinds of nouns – common, proper, compound,
collective, abstract, concrete
Distinguish between singular and plural endings
Form the plurals of nouns with regular and irregular plural endings
Distinguish between common and proper nouns
Form the singular and plural of possessive nouns
Identify the gender of a noun- masculine, feminine, common or neuter
Distinguish between plural nouns and possessive nouns
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General Objective: confidently and correctly use the grammatical structures of Standard English when writing and speaking, appreciating its
difference from and not superiority to Bahamian dialect and other creoles
Objectives

7.11
7.12
7.13
7.14
7.15
7.16
7.17
7.18
7.19
7.20
7.21
7.22
7.23
7.24
7.25

Identify and use a variety of adjectives – quality, quantity,
demonstrative, interrogative, proper, compound, etc.
Identify, form and use adverbs of a variety of kinds – manner,
number, time, place, degree
Identify and use verbs – action, linking and helping
Identify and use the simple present tense of regular and irregular
verbs
Identify and use the simple past tense of regular and irregular verbs
Identify and use the simple future tense
Identify and use the continuous tense of verbs
Recognise and use present and past participles of regular and
irregular verbs
Recognise and use the perfect tense – present, past, future
Identify and use the progressive tense of verbs
Identify and combine parts of a sentence – subject and predicate
Practise correct subject-verb agreement in speech and writing
Identify and use simple and complete subjects and complete
predicates
Identify and correct sentence errors – sentence fragments and run-on
sentences
Identify and correct sentence errors – the comma splice
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General Objective: confidently and correctly use the grammatical structures of Standard English when writing and speaking, appreciating its
difference from and not superiority to Bahamian dialect and other creoles
Objectives

7.26
7.27
7.28
7.29
7.30
7.31
7.32
7.33
7.34
7.35
7.36
7.37
7.38
7.39

Identify and use the correct gender of nouns and pronouns
Identify and use the correct pronoun – number and person
Practise pronoun-antecedent agreement (person, number, gender)
Identify and use nominative and objective case pronouns
Identify and use the correct pronoun – number and person
Identify and use personal, possessive, indefinite, reflexive,
interrogative, demonstrative, relative pronouns
Recognise and use the positive, comparative and superlative forms of
adjectives and adverbs
Distinguish between and use adverbs and adjectives
Identify and use adjective phrases, adverb phrases
Identify and use prepositions and prepositional phrases
Identify a variety of conjunctions (coordinate or subordinate) and use
them to combine sentences
Identify and use interjections
Identify and compose sentences that are classified according to their
structure – simple and compound
Recognise sentence patterns and expand sentences by using these
patterns e.g. subject-action verb; subject-action verb-direct object;
subject-linking verb-complement (with and without modifiers)
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General Objective: confidently and correctly use the grammatical structures of Standard English when writing and speaking, appreciating its
difference from and not superiority to Bahamian dialect and other creoles
Objectives

7.40
7.41
7.42
7.43
7.44
7.45
7.46
7.47
7.48
7.49
7.50
7.51
7.52
7.53
7.54
7.55
7.56
7.57

Differentiate between and use transitive and intransitive verbs
Distinguish between and use active and passive voice forms of verbs
Distinguish between clauses and phrases
Classify clauses (independent, subordinate/dependent)
Identify and compose sentences that are classified according to their
structure: complex, compound-complex
Identify, form and use adjective and adverb clauses
Identify, write and use participial and noun phrases
Identify and use gerunds
Identify and use infinitive phrases
Write sentences that make use of parallelisms
Identify and use the emphatic forms of verbs
Practise consistency of tenses
Identify and avoid the use of the double negative
Avoid using dangling or misplaced modifiers
Identify the mood of a verb – indicative / subjunctive/ imperative
Identify verbals as verb forms used as adjectives, nouns or adverbs
Recognize that the knowledge and practice of dialect alone may
severely limit one’s ability to communicate effectively
Translate sentences from Bahamian dialect and other creoles into
standard English
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SCOPE AND SEQUENCE
Sub-Goal 7:

Students will communicate their ideas clearly and effectively using Standard English, demonstrating technical
accuracy (grammatical structures, spelling, punctuation, word usage) while appreciating the place and value of
Bahamian dialect and other creoles in appropriate social and cultural situations

General Objective: communicate meaning clearly in written texts by making use of the full range of punctuation marks
Objectives

7.58
7.59
7.60
7.61
7.62
7.63
7.64
7.65
7.66

Use end marks appropriately according to the kind of sentence written
Use quotation marks to indicate the exact words spoken by someone
Use single quotation marks appropriately
Use quotation marks to enclose titles of chapters, short stories, poems,
etc.
Identify, form and use contractions
Recognise and use the apostrophe e.g. as a symbol of possession and
to show omission of letters
Recognise and use the apostrophe with adjectives of time and amount
Use the hyphen to divide words between syllables at the end of a line,
in certain compound words and with compound numbers
Use the comma as a multi-purpose tool for separating elements in a
phrase, clause or sentence
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General Objective: communicate meaning clearly in written texts by making use of the full range of punctuation marks
Objectives

7.67

7.68

7.69

7.70
7.71
7.72
7.73
7.74

Understand the rules of capitalization and capitalize the first letter of
words in appropriate situations (places, titles, names, abbreviations,
the first word of a greeting and complimentary closing of a letter, in
direct quotations, when denoting family relationships)
Understand the rules of capitalization and capitalize the first letter of
words in appropriate situations (a supreme being, sacred writings, the
first person pronoun ‘I’, names of school subjects that are based on
proper adjectives, course names followed by numerals, names of
schools, organizations and churches, parts of special compound
words e.g. pro-Bahamian, etc.)
Use the colon appropriately when denoting time, listing items,
introducing a long statement or quotation, separating two complete
sentences when the second illustrates the first
Use the semi-colon appropriately
Write a variety of abbreviations correctly and appropriately
Use the dash appropriately
Use ellipses appropriately
Use parentheses appropriately
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SCOPE AND SEQUENCE
Sub-Goal 7:

Students will communicate their ideas clearly and effectively using Standard English, demonstrating technical
accuracy (grammatical structures, spelling, punctuation, word usage) while appreciating the place and value of
Bahamian dialect and other creoles in appropriate social and cultural situations

General Objective: spell correctly across a range of complex words and use vocabulary accurately and sensitively.
Objectives

7.75
7.76
7.77
7.78
7.79
7.80
7.81
7.82

Use their knowledge of sound-symbol relationships and phonological
patterns when spelling
Recognise, spell and use synonyms, antonyms and hyponyms
Recognise, spell and use homonyms, homographs and homophones
Recognise and use simple spelling patterns
Spell commonly occurring simple words
Learn the meaning, use, and spelling of common prefixes and suffixes
Spell words with common prefixes and suffixes
Check the accuracy of their spelling and the meaning of words in
dictionaries and thesauruses, applying their knowledge of initial and
subsequent letters and the organisation of word books, including
headings, abbreviations and other conventions, as the means of locating
words
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General Objective: spell correctly across a range of complex words and use vocabulary accurately and sensitively.
Objectives

7.83

7.84
7.85
7.86
7.87
7.88
7.89
7.90
7.91
7.92

Learn the relevance of word families, roots and origins of words,
accumulating a bank of words related to word families, such as words
associated with people, home, school, church, hospital, the weather,
government, body parts, food, holidays/calendar events
Learn the spelling of words with inflectional endings
Spell and use complex, polysyllabic words that conform to regular
patterns
Spell and use increasingly complex polysyllabic words that do not
conform to regular patterns
Break long and complex words into more manageable units, by using
their knowledge of meaning and word structure
Memorise the visual patterns of words, including those that are
irregular
Recognise silent letters when spelling words
Use the apostrophe to spell shortened forms of words
Proofread their writing carefully to check for errors, using dictionaries
where appropriate
Develop discrimination in relation to other complexities in spelling,
including heteronyms, e.g. minute, lead, wind, and sight rhymes, e.g.
tough, dough.
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GENERAL OBJECTIVES

Sub-Goal 8:

Students will explore and expand their understandings and communicative skills by using visual, and auditory
formats to support their written and spoken messages. Students should be stimulated to communicate and respond
using a variety of electronic media.

Students will be able to:
1.

view numerous forms of electronic presentations for information and enjoyment, and respond critically by creating and
executing audio-visual presentations designed to inform, educate and entertain different audiences.
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SCOPE AND SEQUENCE
Overarching Goal: Students will communicate in English using the Thinking, Listening, Speaking, Writing, Reading, Representing and Viewing
skills, within the grammatical and technical framework of the English Language; facilitating intellectual and emotional
growth through understanding, appreciation and creation of Literature
Sub-Goal 8:

Students will explore and expand their understandings and communicative skills by using visual and auditory formats
to support their written and spoken messages. Students should be stimulated to communicate and respond using a
variety of electronic media.

General Objective: view numerous forms of electronic presentations for information and enjoyment, and respond critically by creating and
executing audio-visual presentations designed to inform, educate and entertain different audiences.
Objectives

8.1
8.2
8.3
8.4
8.5
8.6
8.7
8.8
8.9

Use words and phrases that convey strong feelings in electronic
presentations
Deliver orally self-designed electronic presentations
Organize and report the events in a movie or other audio-visual
presentations in sequential order
Dramatize scenes from literature text and record using video-camera
(recording devices)
Create Language Arts projects using Microsoft Office
Use simple graphs and charts to report data using Microsoft Office
Use a rating scale to express feelings about movies, and other audiovisual electronic programs
Demonstrate an awareness of different media forms and how they
contribute to communication
Choose the most appropriate electronic media for a presentation
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General Objective: View numerous forms of electronic presentations for information and enjoyment, and respond critically by creating and
executing audio-visual presentations designed to inform, educate and entertain different audiences.
Objectives

8.10

8.21

Use a rubric to evaluate the content of audio- visual
presentations
Communicate through electronic media
Use the internet for research and documentation
Paraphrase information taken from the internet
Create electronic media presentations and written reports using
the internet
Create audio-visual electronic presentations representing a
particular tone or mood
Use electronic media text to explore human relationships, new
ideas and aspects of culture
Present thoughts, ideas, and feelings for specified purposes and
audiences through visual and audio electronic media
Produce an audio-visual presentation for a specific audience
and purpose
Gather information using electronic media such as the internet
Create websites and design presentations for the internet (i.e.
YOUTUBE) to enhance communication skills
Justify choice of electronic devices used for presentation

8.22

Select media forms appropriate for the viewer’s purpose

8.11
8.12
8.13
8.14
8.15
8.16
8.17
8.18
8.19
8.20
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GENERAL OBJECTIVES

Sub-Goal 9:

Students will interpret and evaluate audio-visual material and programs, in this way enhancing their skills in
responding, and critically assessing what they see and hear.

Students will be able to:
1.

employa variety of strategies to comprehend and reveal their feelings and thoughts about audio-visual electronic programs.
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SCOPE AND SEQUENCE
Overarching Goal: Students will communicate in English using the Thinking, Listening, Speaking, Writing, Reading, Representing and Viewing
skills, within the grammatical and technical framework of the English Language; facilitating intellectual and emotional
growth through understanding, appreciation and creation of Literature
Sub-Goal 9:

Students will interpret and evaluate audio-visual material and programs, in this way enhancing their skills in
responding, and critically assessing what they see and hear.

General Objective: employ a variety of strategies to comprehend and reveal their feelings and thoughts about audio-visual
programs.
Objectives

9.1
9.2
9.3
9.4
9.5
9.6
9.7
9 .8
9. 9
9.10

Identify story elements in movies, and audio-visual electronic programs
Make predictions about information presented in audio-visual electronic
programs
Discuss the rôle of characters from movies, and other audio-visual
electronic programs
Sequence a series of events or images from movies other audio-visual
electronic programs
Retell the story from a movie or other audio- visual electronic media
Recognize that media messages have different purposes
Speculate about audio-visual electronic programs for comprehension
Compare and contrast characteristics in audio -visual electronic
programs
Evaluate various audio-visual electronic programs for credibility
Recognize that electronic media messages are created to inform,
educate, entertain and persuade
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General Objective: employ a variety of strategies to comprehend and reveal their feelings and thoughts about audio-visual electronic programs.
Objectives

9.11
9.12
9.13
9.14
9.15
9.16
9.17
9.18
9.19
9.20
9.21
9.22
9.23
9.24

Make judgments about characters, events, and setting in movies and other audiovisual electronic programs and use details to support
Interpret messages in advertisements
Examine the effects of audio-visual electronic programs on one’s mood and
emotions
Understand that creators of both print media and electronic media have a purpose
and target audience for their work
Identify the central theme and main idea in audio- visual electronic programs
Explore messages found in advertisements and other audio-visual programs for
comprehension
Interpret visual cues in audio-visual programs that enhance comprehension
Compare stories in print to with their filmed adaptations

Show similarities and differences in the portrayal of characters, plot and setting
Distinguish between factual and fictional in audio- visual electronic programs
Comprehend information found in pictorial graphs
Understand persuasive techniques in advertising
Distinguish different points of view in audio-visual electronic programs
Interpret verbal and nonverbal messages presented in audio-visual electronic
programs
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Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

7
B

8
B

9
B/D

10
D

11
P

12
R

B
D

B
D

D
P

P
P

P
P

R
P/R

D

D

P

P

P

R

B
B

B/D
B

D
D

P
D

P
P

R
P

B
D
D
D
D
B
B
D

B
D
D
P
D
B/D
B/D
D

D
P
P
P
D
D
D
P

D
P
P
P
P
P
P
P

P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P

P/R
P/R
P/R
P/R
P/R
P/R
R
P/R

General Objective: employ a variety of strategies to comprehend and reveal their feelings and thoughts about audio-visual electronic programs.
Objectives

9.25
9.26
9.27
9.28
9.29
9.30
9.31
9.32
9.33
9.34
9.35
9.36

Understand the uses of the internet
Evaluate the emotional effects of electronic media on audiences
Describe how techniques used in audio-visual electronic media compares to techniques
used in print media.
Analyse the use of words, sounds, and movements to convey intended message
Analyse the use of narrative elements in understanding movies and other audio-visual
electronic media
Compare and contrast themes in audio-visual electronic media
Evaluate the pros and cons of visual and auditory advertisements
Make inferences based on information presented in audio-visual electronic programs
Examine how aspects of electronic media support the author’s point of view, opinion
or attitude
Analyse figurative versus literal meaning in movies and other audio-visual electronic
programs
Explain how humour, irony, metaphor, and other literary devices are used in movies
and other audio -visual electronic programs
Analyze audio-visual electronic programs for language, subject matter and visual
techniques to influence opinions, decision making and cultural perceptions
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Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

7
B
B

8
D
B

9
D
D
B

10
P
D
D

11
P
P
P

12
P/R
P
P/R

B
D

D
D

D
P

P
P

P
P

P/R
P/R

B
B
B
B

D
D
D
B

D
P
D
D

P
P
D
P

P
P
P
P

P/R
P/R
P/R
P/R

B

D

D

P

P

P/R

B

D

D

P

P

P/R

B

B

D

D

P

P/R

General Objective: employ a variety of strategies to comprehend and reveal their feelings and thoughts about audio-visual electronic programs.
Objectives

9.37
9.38
9.39
9.40

Explore study guides for literature texts on the internet and use information to enhance
responses
Identify the use of literary devices such as flashback, foreshadowing, imagery, and
satire in movies and other audio-visual electronic programs
Respond critically to the content in audio-visual electronic programs
Summarize main points to avoid plagiarism when using electronic media for research
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Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

7

8

9
B/D

10
D

11
P

12
R

B

B/D

D

D

R

B/D
B/D

D
D

D
D

D
D

R
R

B
B

SCOPE OF WORK
Sub-Goal 1:

Students will appreciate and enjoy the use of a wide range of language skills to communicate ideas,
experiences and information accurately, appropriately and effectively when listening and speaking,
doing so clearly and comprehensibly in the vocabulary and grammar of standard English, using
conventional forms, sounds, pitch, intonation, and modulation and adapting talk to different
situations.

Objective: 1.01

Listen to and follow simple and complex instructions

Grade

7-9

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Teacher provides students with sheets of writing paper, states each
instruction, pauses, then repeats the instruction.
1. Write your first name on the last line of the paper at the lefthand margin.
2. On the first line on the paper write the numbers 1 through 9. Start
at the left and print the numbers. Leave a space between each
number.
3. Circle the number 4.
4. Draw a flower in the upper left-hand corner of the page.
5. Fold your paper in half, the long way.
6. Open up your paper, and then fold it the opposite way.
7. Use the tip of your pencil to poke a hole in the center of the paper (the
place where the two folds meet).
8. Draw a star around the hole you made in your paper.
9. Write the first letter of your last name in the upper left-hand corner of
the page.
10. On the last line on the page, write the word done near the right margin.
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Sheets of writing paper

Assessment

Use this quiz as a
simple exercise to
emphasize how
important it is to listen
and follow instructions
Repeat this activity
several times a term.
Note whether students
improve in their ability
to listen to and follow
instructions over the
course of the school
year.

10-12

Preparation: Teacher thinks of several complex activities that can
realistically be demonstrated in class, preferably with actual props.
Teacher then lists all the steps that are required for each activity that
he/she will demonstrate.
In class
1. Using actual props or visual aids (if props are unavailable), teacher
demonstrates the first activity. He/She starts by introducing the activity
(for example, I'm going to show and tell you how to assemble a desk lamp
or I’m going to explain and demonstrate how to transfer a seedling from a
small pot to a larger one). He/She indicates the necessary items and tells
the students what they are called. (You'll need a ….) Teacher tells the
students how many steps he/she will expect them to recall later.
2. As teacher says each step in the activity, he/she asks the students to
perform the activity or mime it.
3. After teacher has directed the students through two or three action
sequences, he/she distributes the sheet with headings of the activities and
the number of steps. Students are expected to recall the steps.
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Sheets with headings of the
activities and the number of
steps

Students’ ability to
recall the steps
accurately

Objective: 1.02
Grade

7-9

Give clear directions to a given location
Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

After the class studies a map of their island, which can be displayed on
the whiteboard or electronically, the teacher arranges students in pairs.
One student role-plays a tourist on a specified street asking how to get to
various locations on the island (it may be a popular tourist resort or site),
and the other role-plays a resident giving directions in response to the
request.

Copies of map of island;
whiteboard (or electronic
media)

Assessment

Students’ ability to
mark locations
correctly

After the class studies a simple map of the island, the teacher arranges
students in pairs, each with a copy of the map. One student gives oral
directions to the other student to get to a location on the map. The second
student in the pair listens carefully, and then marks locations on his/her
copy of the map according to the given directions
Grade

10-12

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Teacher writes fifteen locations of their island on the board, and then
gives each of ten student volunteers from the class a slip of paper with the
name of one of these locations written on it. One by one, the volunteers
stand at the front of the class and give directions to get to ‘their’ locations
from the starting point of the school without identifying this location for
the rest of the class. Their peers must listen closely to the directions and
determine which location will be their destination if they were to follow
the directions.

Slips of paper with names of
locations
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Assessment

Verbal feedback on
students’ ability to
correctly determine
which location will be
their destination

Objective: 1.04

Listen for main idea and supporting details

Grade

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Assessment

7-9

The teacher reads a recent news story to the class, after asking students to
listen for the main idea and supporting details. The class will then
discusskey elements of the news story: What was the main idea? What
were some supporting details? The teacher reads another story. Students
work individually with graphic organizers, recording the main idea and
supporting details of the second story. They then write a paragraph which
is a summary of the main idea and supporting details of the story.

Recent news story with clear
main idea and supporting
details; graphic organizers

Students’ ability to
write a paragraph
which is a summary of
the main idea and
supporting details of
the story

Grade

Suggested Activity

10-12

Teacher arranges students in groups of three or four and gives each group
a scenario with a main idea. E.g. Donald is upset because he has lost his
part-time job and talks to a few friends about how the loss has affected his
life; Sonia has a crush on Jim and describes for her friends five ways in
which she tried to get him to notice her; Henry is about to turn 18 and
talks to his parents about the advantages of buying a car for him. They
present him with the disadvantages. The group has ten – fifteen minutes
to discuss a way in which they will present an unscripted dramatization
that conveys the main idea that they have been given. Each group makes
its presentation, but without revealing the main idea to the other students.
The class then identifies the main idea and supporting details of each skit.
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Suggested
Materials/Resources
Teacher-generated main
ideas for the skits

Assessment
Students’ ability to
identify main idea and
supporting details of
each skit orally

Objective: 1.07
Grade

7-9

Distinguish between fact and opinion
Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

On 3x5 cards teacher writes down examples of facts and opinions, then
gives a card to each student. Next, the students walk around the room and
ask other students to read the statement on their card and decide if it is a
fact or an opinion. Students should spend 3-5 minutes on this activity.
Afterwards, discuss each card as a whole class, asking students to respond
to whether the statement is a fact or opinion.

Assessment

index cards; teacher –
generated sentences

Students’ performance
on the collectively done
exercise. A worksheet
on facts and opinions
may also be used.

Excerpts from texts such as
“I Have a Dream” and “Out
Island Doctor”

ibid

Audio-visual equipment;
taped commercials

Use videos to assess
the students

or
Students differentiate between fact and opinion and infer meaning from a
variety of texts. In pairs, they read an excerpt from the "I Have a Dream"
speech by Martin Luther King Jr., and answer fact/opinion questions. The
whole class then discusses. Working individually, the class then reads an
excerpt from “Out Island Doctor”, by Evans Cottmann (or any other
culturally relevant passage) and identifies facts and opinions to be found.

10-12

Teacher has prepared a taping of several commercials. The students watch
these commercials and write down 2 facts and 2 opinions from each.
Working in small groups, students then write and perform a commercial
about something (an aloe product, a jitney company, toothpaste, some
special Bahamian food, etc.), including at least 2 facts and 2 opinions. If
possible, the teacher video-records their commercials. In a follow-up
lesson, the teacher shows their commercials on the TV and has the
students write down each fact and each opinion from their
classmates’commercials. A discussion should ensue.
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Objective: 1.08
Grade

7-9

Listen to make inferences and draw conclusions
Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Guessing Game: Teacher divides class into two groups. Teacher presents Tape recorder/ DVD player
class with a number of scenarios/events (given in full sentence/s): a boy
Paper/note card
sitting on his front porch crying; a woman running from her house
Marker
screaming; a report which shows that in high schools, teenage pregnancy
has decreased. Each group will try to come up with as many different
conclusions as possible. They are asked to explain their conclusions.
-Students listen to a recorded piece and try to do a description of the
speaker based on his/her voice. They identify clues that led to their
conclusions. Class discusses the ‘correctness’ of the inferences.
Character Card: Teacher gives students a note card. This could simply
be typing paper cut in two or four. Have students divide the card into
three sections and label ‘Character’, ‘Action’, ‘What I have learnt’.
Teacher selects a character from the literature text being studied or any
other appropriate text and asks students to write the name in column 1.
Teacher gives students a list of activities the character is engaged in and
they list these in column 2. In the third column, students will write what
they think of the character based on the information they have in column
2.
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Assessment

The number of
conclusions drawn and
explanations given

10-12

Character Card: Students will use this activity but they could be asked
to select the character and the actions, present the information to the class,
and have the class make inferences about the character. Class will identify
clues that led to their conclusions.
Inferences from statistics: Teacher reads statistics on a subject: crime in
the city, population growth, spending habits at Christmas time, for
example. Students draw inferences from these. They share and
debate/defend their conclusions.
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Tape recorder/ DVD player
Paper/note card
Marker

Conclusions drawn
and explanations given;
ability to identify clues.

Objective: 1.11
Grade

7-9

Compare information
Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

This activity allows for Internet research. Each student is given the
assignment of researching the Christmas celebration of another country,
and writes down facts and information he/she collects. Perhaps students Copies of Venn diagram,
can be told to work in pairs. In class, students share the results of their Internet-generated or other
research, orally exploring how people around the world celebrate research material
Christmas. Next, they compare and contrast those celebrations to
Bahamian celebrations by using a Venn diagram. They also illustrate the
Venn diagram with pictures representing the Christmas cultures of the two
countries (The Bahamas and the other). Essays are written as a follow-up
activity, with attention being paid to the use of appropriate transitional
phrases and organizational structures.

Assessment

Essays that have been
produced as a followup activity

Or
Students write an essay comparing and contrasting their school Graphic organizer – Venn
experiences. Through guided practice, they create an outline of their diagram or other
primary school experience and high school experience (or primary and
middle school). Using their outlines, students synthesize the information
into a comparison essay.

10-12

Working collectively, students observe and analyze copies of two
Bahamian works of art (paintings by Stanley Burnside and Amos, for
example, or two sculptures). They describe the subject matter, possible
themes/meanings and media of these two works of art, as well as their
relevance to life in the Bahamas. They use a compare and contrast
strategy such as a Venn diagram to chart similarities and differences of
the two pieces. Students sort through information and use the most
relevant details for their comparison essays.
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Copies of Venn diagram,
Internet

Essays that have been
produced as a followup activity

Essays

Objective: 1.12
Grade

7-9

10-12

Listen to sequenced information
Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Teacher selects a short story or passage that has a definite sequence of
events. E.g. “Louis and the Beach Buggy”, from Runnin’ Sheep by Cindy
Armbrister. It may be an excerpt from a literature text for the term.
(However, the students should not have read the selection yet.) Students
listen to a reading of the story/passage (by teacher or a recording of the
passage) and take notes about the sequence of events as they follow the
reading. After listening to the story, a number of students are invited to
the chalkboard/whiteboard or flipchart to write one story event. Stress that
these are to be given randomly (i.e., not in sequential order). When all of
the events have been provided, the teacher arranges students in pairs.
These student-pairs work together to put the events in sequential order on
an informal timeline.
Before the class, teacher prepares a PowerPoint presentation on a “HowTo” topic, such as “How to Wash a Car” or “How to Dye a Garment”,
with lots of attractive graphics as well as text. A second copy of the
presentation is made, only with the slides mixed up (out of sequence).
Teacher then reads the how-to passage to the class, (with the students
taking notes). Following the reading, the teacher shows the class the
PowerPoint show with the slides out of order. (Use “slide sorter view” in
Microsoft PowerPoint.) Students discuss how to rearrange the slides so
that the correct sequence is given. As they direct, the teacher uses the
mouse to drag the slides into the correct chronological order. The teacher
can even print the slides as “handouts” so that the students can order them
by numbering them correctly. This makes it easier for the teacher to check
their work. Students can work in groups of two to complete this activity.
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Assessment

Short story /recording of
story; timeline worksheets

Students’ ability to
sequence the story
events on the timeline

PowerPoint presentations;
slide hand-out.

Checking of completed
handouts

Objective: 1.13
Grade

7-9

10-12

Identify a speaker’s tone
Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Teacher displays a list of words that can be used to describe tone. He/She
then proceeds to repeat a sentence but each time he/she does so, he/she
changes his/her tone (e.g. from angry to frightened, to confused, to
depressed to annoyed to ecstatic. E.g. “There’s a frog in my bathtub.”
Students identify the tone used each time. Teacher then gives the class a
sentence (e.g. “The door is open”) and each student has the opportunity to
say it in a different way. The others identify the tone being used. Students
then complete a worksheet where they are to identify the tone being used
by the teacher as she makes a number of comments – eight to ten of them.
(e.g. I’m tired of chasing behind you for homework” or “ You’ve
improved tremendously”.

Students listen to a teacher-generated taped conversation in which a large
number of varying tones are used by two speakers. Following the playing
of the recording, the teacher distributes a handout which presents a
number of statements made during the conversation. The students identify
the tones used by the speakers of these statements and comment on what
each tone reveals about the speaker and his/her relationship to the other
speaker.
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Teacher–generated list of
possible tones, perhaps on a
chart; teacher-generated
sentences

Teacher-generated taped
conversation in which a large
number of varying tones are
used by two speakers; audio
equipment; handout of
statements

Assessment

Ability of students to
identify the tones used
by the teacher in the
comments made at the
end of the activity

Students’ ability to
identify the tones used
and comment
intelligently on what
each tone reveals about
the speaker

Objective: 1.15

Determine point of view of speakers

Grade

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

7-9

- Students are placed in groups of three. Each group is asked to select
three pieces from their literature text, each piece representing a different
point of view… 1st, 2nd 3rd. At the higher level, students could be asked to
assess the difference the point of view makes in conveying the
information.

Excerpts from literature
texts

- Rôle-playing: Teacher gives students an issue/topic and they are to
present a brief discourse on the issue/topic from the point of view of one
of the following: a preacher (in the pulpit), a politician (on the platform),
a teacher, a mother, a student, a news anchor, a person who is not
informed/well read, a lawyer, a doctor, etc.

Teacher-generated topics

-Teacher brings some products to class: cigarette, milk carton, eggs,
candies, etc. Students will choose one and design an advertisement (visual
or written) from the perspective of the advertiser, or the health-conscious
activist.

products: cigarette, milk
carton, eggs, candies, etc;
lectern
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Assessment

Assess the
effectiveness of the
presentation in
conveying the point of
view.

Assess the
advertisement.

10-12

- Teacher brings to class a headline article from the Tribune and the
Guardian (same article). Students discuss differences in the news report
Computers,
based on the point of view. ( They may look at wording of the headline,
newspapers/newspaper
facts included/excluded, tone, etc)
articles.
- Students are given an issue: abortion, Sunday shopping, gay marriage
etc. They will write their opinion in a brief paragraph. They will read the
paragraph to the class who will try to determine point of view …religious,
political, conservative, liberal, nationalist, etc.
-Evaluating Web: This could be a class activity depending on number of
computers available. Have students access a given issue/subject on two or
three different sites (health and food issues would be a good one ...
smoking, Panadol, pancake syrup, milk). Have them compare the point of
view on each site and discuss how the point of view frames the discourse
and determines outcomes. For example, a commercial site promoting the
sale of milk would present a different point of view from a medical site.
Lead students into making these kinds of observations by asking questions
like: 1. What interest does the promoter have in the product?
2. What information is the organization providing on the product?
3. Has the information been skewed? If so, why?
4. Whose interest does the site have at heart?
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Assess their ability to
determine and discuss
point of view
presented.

Objective: 1.18
Grade

7-9

Detect bias(recognizing biased information)
Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Teacher guides students in a discussion of bias. Teacher has class
listen to a Bahamian radio commercial that uses bias (teacher may
also create such a commercial and present it as a radio advertisement). Sample Bahamian radio
Working in small groups of three or four, students create ‘radio’
commercial; audio
commercials that employ bias. These commercials are presented to the equipment; whiteboard
class, and the other students critique them, analyzing them for bias.
Possible questions to be asked during the discussion of each
commercial (the teacher’s guidance is critical for this aspect of the
lesson to be successful):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Who created/paid for the message/commercial?
For what purpose was it made?
Who is the ‘target audience’?
What techniques are used to attract the listeners’ attention &
increase believability?
Who or what might be omitted from the commercial and why?
What do the creators of the commercial want the listeners to
think or do?
Where might the listeners go to get more information so that
the effect of the bias is decreased?

This list may be displayed on the whiteboard.
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Assessment

The presence of bias in
the student-created
commercials will speak
to their understanding,
as well as students’
ability to critique the
commercials for bias

10-12

"Bias in the News" Following a discussion of bias, students listen to a
television news report (the teacher would have ensured that the report Televised news report
lends itself to the focus of the lesson), listening for words and expressions
that they think imply a positive or negative value judgement. They record
these words. After identifying these words or phrases, students will
improve their critical thinking skills by discussing how bias can make its
way into seemingly 'accurate' news stories. Key question: Why do you
think the words convey a value judgement?

If an actual televised news report is hard to come by, the teacher can rôleplay a news reporter, and present a story to the class to be critiqued.
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Students’ identification
of positive and
negative value
judgements in
television news report

Objective: 1.19
Grade

Recognize propaganda devices used in speech
Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Assessment

poster or chart or overhead
of the definition of
propaganda and the different
types of propaganda devices

Students will be graded
in groups based on the
quality of their
advertisement

(This activity follows one in which students would have been introduced
to the different types of propaganda devices and examples of each type)
7-9
Teacher displays a poster or chart or overhead of the definition of
propaganda and the different types of propaganda devices:(the art of
persuasion; types: Testimonial; Glittering Generalities; Transfer; Plain
Folks; Bandwagon; Name Calling; Card Stacking; Either/Or Fallacy;
Faulty Cause & Effect) Teacher then distributes sentence strips with the
names of all of the propaganda techniques to the students, who will be
working in pairs (one technique per pair; some techniques will be
duplicated).Students spend 15-20 minutes preparing a brief radio or
television advertisement (no longer than 30 seconds to one minute) in
which they use the propaganda technique (PowerPoint presentation can be
incorporated). The other students identify the propaganda technique
demonstrated and comment on its effectiveness (Even if some students
present an advertisement on a technique not on the sentence strip given to
them, the activity is still valid, as critical thinking will lead the other
students to recognize and comment on the error).
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10-12

This unit will take three teaching days. The first day involves teacher-led
discussions identifying common propaganda techniques used in
advertising and speeches. Teacher presents students with recorded
excerpts from political speeches that exemplify each of the seven different
types of propaganda; students identify the types. During the second
lesson, students will work in small groups and create a brief political
speech (one minute) using at least four propaganda techniques. For lesson
three, students will present their speeches to the class and have the class
identify the propaganda techniques demonstrated. Teacher concludes the
activity by leading students to a declaration that deeper understanding of
propaganda devices can assist us in making better political decisions, help
us to differentiate between fact and opinion and aid us in persuading
others.
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recorded excerpts from
political speeches that
exemplify each of the seven
Students will be graded
different types of propaganda in groups based on the
(these may be teacher quality of their speech
designed); audio equipment

Objective: 1.24

Identify a speaker’s techniques/methods/rhetorical strategies

Grade

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Figures of speech -Figures of Speech- Onomatopoeia: Students pick out sound words from a
given
piece read by teacher. Students use 5-6 sound words to write a stanza on a
given given
7-9sub given subject, e.g. hurricane. They share with class.
- Journal: Students log stylistic devices they discover as they read/ discuss
their literature text.
- Students draw from stylistic devices logged in journal and write songs,
poems, short narrative, etc.

Literature text

-

10-12

- Clustering: Teacher gives students a passage from their literature text.
Students find as many devices as possible that the writer uses to achieve a
particular purpose. They map the devices. For example, to create setting, the Copies of flow chart graphic
writer may have used comparison and contrast, repetition, parallelism, etc.
organizer
Students will branch these in a flow chart.
CREATE
SETTING
Repetition

Comparison
& Contrast

Parallelism
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Assessment

Assess use of devices
in the written stanzas
by giving verbal
feedback or by
assigning a grade.

- Treasure Hunt: Students are placed in groups. Each group is given a genre
of song, e.g. Junkanoo, Reggae, Rap, Dance Hall, Calypso. They will
research and find as many figures of speech and other stylistic devices in as
many songs as they can. Teacher may assign specific figures/devices to
individual groups. The groups will report to the class. They may bring the
songs and play them for the class. Teacher could ask students to explain
how the devices enhance the song. This exercise could also be done with
short poems.
- Students create their own song or poem, using stylistic devices they
discovered in their treasure hunt.
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Tape recorder/CD player

Assess the responses to
the treasure hunt,
noting how well
students can identify
and/or explain the
devices.

Objective: 1.25
Grade

7-9

humorous

determine the t

music

Convey meaning, mood and tone through effective use of the voice
Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

-Teacher gives a number of commands, etc, each time asking students to
describe his/ her tone. E.g. Get thee behind me, Satan; Where will the
homeless boy sleep tonight?
-Teacher gives a list of about 5 words that could describe tone… sad,
critical, humorous, angry, etc. These may be written on the chalk board or
displayed on projector. Teacher asks individual students to demonstrate the
tone suggested by the given word; they may use body language or a
sentence.
- Teacher puts students into groups and has them engage in a conversation
about a class mate, a birthday party they attended, etc.
- In pairs, students create a dialogue using a particular tone, e.g. critical,
humorous, harsh, derogatory, etc. They dramatize the dialogue in an
attempt to convey the tone. Other students will observe and guess the tone.
- Teacher divides the class into two groups. One group is engaged in a
number of activities, e.g. playing cards, dominoes, reading, listening to
music. The other group will try to determine/ describe the mood.
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Dominoes, playing cards

Assessment

Assess the
dramatization by giving
verbal feedback

10-12

- Teacher gives each student or a group of students a piece of paper with a
Tape Recorder/ DVD player.
‘tone word’. Students write a sentence to demonstrate the tone. The
rest of the class will guess what the tone is. They will also tell why they
choose the particular tone. This activity can be repeated to identify “feeling
words”.
-Teacher gives students a set of short sentences(on projector or chalk-board)
Students will identify tone and the words which create the tone.
Teacher asks students to substitute key words in the sentences to change
the tone of the sentence.
- Teacher gives the class a short stanza or prose piece or a song, eg “Dey
Call Me Potcake” ( Phil Stubbs). Students will identify tone words,
describe the tone/s, and show how the tone/s convey meaning and mood.
- Students write a short prose or stanza using 3 different tones. They share
the piece with the class, identifying one tone in the piece and noting the
word/s which convey that tone. They will ask members of the class to
identify other tones along with the key words that create that tone.
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How well students
convey tone in
sentences. How well
students are able to
guess the tone and
mood

Objective: 1.32 Predict reasonable outcomes based on stories, events, etc.

Grade

Suggested Activity
-

7-9

10-12

-

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Students watch a clip of a movie on You Tube. They use clues to
predict the outcome.
Have students identify the conflict in a narrative and use clues,
determine what the outcomes might be.

- Students watch a clip of a movie on You Tube. They use clues to
predict the outcome.
- Students pretend that they are members of opposing political parties
(They create their own parties). Each party presents its manifesto to the
audience (class). Using the information given, audience will predict the
outcome of their election campaign.
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Assessment

Computers. Literature text

Computer, lectern
How well the audience
predicts the outcome.

Objective: 1.40 Solve problems cooperatively and creatively in groups by listening critically and responding constructively and
cogently

Grade

7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Role-playing: Teacher presents class with a scenario, e.g. Family on a
budget because of job loss. Students get into groups (family). The parents
outline the problem… school fees cannot be paid, mortgage is behind, etc.
Members of family suggest ways to solve the problem.

Role-playing: Students work in groups. Each group selects a
Commissioner of Police, other officers, a church leader and some citizens.
They want to discuss ways to reduce crime in the country. The
Commissioner outlines suggestions, the others give their input, and they
decide on measures to be taken.
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Assessment

Verbal feedback

Camcorder

Verbal feedback

Objective: 1.42
Grade

10 - 12

Introduce a speaker to a group
Suggested Activity
Students role-play a Careers’ Day.
*Students view the clip of a movie where a
character is introduced as a speaker to a group.
*Students will analyze and discuss the
introduction for content, style, sense of audience
and effectiveness.
*The teacher assigns students to compile an
introduction for the expected Speaker for
Careers’ Day (e.g. Manager of Central Bank).

Suggested
Materials/Resources
Houghton and Mifflin
Grammar and Composition
Introductory Course
(expository paragraphs)
Actual biography information
of the Speakers for Careers’
Day
-grab bag with names of
prominent Bahamians and/or
prominent citizens’ roles along
with imaginary names
accompanying.

*Students submit written introductions of
speaker and the teacher will select some to be
read aloud.
*Students will each pick the name and
profession of a hypothetical speaker from a bag.
*Students will use Guest Speaker Biography
sheet to compile data about these people.
*Students will each introduce their assigned
speaker to their classmates who will critique
according to relevancy of content, style, sense of
audience and effectiveness - shared rubric.
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Assessment
Careers Day
Oral introductions
Audience’s reception

Objective: 1.43
Grade

7-9

10 - 12

Thank a speaker for his/her presentation
Suggested Activity
Teacher role-plays a guest speaker.
*Students listen to teacher who roleplays a 3 minute guest speaker.
*Students work in trios to compile a
thank you to the speaker.
*Reporters from each group read their
thank you aloud. The one selected as
the best receives a prize.
Students role-play part of Graduation
Ceremony.
Background: expository writing
*Students re-enact a graduation
exercise segment of a keynote
speaker’s address and the thanks to
the speaker for his/her presentation.
*Students take turns to role-play the
key-note speaker as the others work in
groups and jot down points of
reference and highlights to be
included in the thank you.
*Students work cooperatively to
compile a thank you to the speaker.
*Reporters for each group read their
‘thank you’ aloud.

Suggested
Materials/ Resources
Podium
Writing to Explain from
theSuccess in Writing
series

Podium
Writing to Explain from
theSuccess in Writing
series
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Assessment
Thank you presentation to
the keynote speaker

Thank you presentation to
the keynote speaker

Objective: 1.49
Grade

7-9

Give factual oral presentation(30 seconds – 5 minute-long reports)
Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/ Resources

Assessment

Option 1:
Fact Finder graphic organizer Reporters’ oral discourse;
Students venture on a field trip Writing to Explain – Successin time management;
(e.g. to Ardastra Gardens).
Writing series
audience’s reception
*Teacher assigns students and
they move about in groups
with specific things to observe
and later report on (e.g. the
flamingo show; the flora; the
reptiles/ snakes available for
petting).
*Students use a Fact Finder
Form graphic organizer to jot
relevant brief notes then
collaborate within their
groups.
*Students with the rôles of
reporters give factual
discourse on specified topics
in 1 - 3 minutes.
Option 2:
Students do ‘Who am I’
activity.
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Students will collaborate in
pairs and conduct
simultaneous interviews to
uncover 5 facts about one
another.

10 – 12

Students give 30 seconds – 2
minutes factual oral
presentations about their
partners.
Students watch either live
episode on Cable television or
recording event of national
importance such as funeral of
either Bishop Michael Eldon
or Dr. Keva Bethel

Fact Finder graphic organizer Reporters’ oral discourse;
Writing to Explain – Successin time management;
Writing series
audience’s reception

*Students use a Fact Finder
Form graphic organizer to
compile relevant brief notes as
they observe proceedings.
*Students give factual
discourse on specified topics
in 2 – 3 minutes.
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Objective: 1.50 Participate in an interview (job, sports, T.V., entertainment)
Grade

7-9

Suggested Activity

Students role-play a television show
(e.g. Entertainment Tonight Inc.)
*Teacher assigns students to work in
pairs to question and compile
interview notes.
*Students role-play either the host or
the interviewee in the form of a
favourite entertainment star (e.g. JayZ; Beyonce; Will Smith) in a three
minutes interview before the class

Suggested
Materials/ Resources
Recording on Windows Media
player of Entertainment
Tonight television segment

Assessment

Interview

Laptop computer
DLP projector
Digital camera (with video
recording capacity)

Interview
10 - 12

Option 1:
Students will prepare a news report
for ZNS in the form of an interview in
which they will serve as the news
anchor or the interviewee.

Recording on Windows Media
player of News Night 13
television segment
Laptop computer
DLP projector

*Students will rove around their
school conducting interviews and
recording these on audio-visual aids
like digital cameras for further
evaluation.
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Option 2:
Students role-play a job interview.
*Students view, analyze and discuss a
human resource programme interview
with special tips (part 1).

Human Resource programme
interview on DVD
Laptop computer
DLP projector

*Students sit for an actual interview
with an invited human resource
manager or representative adorned in
appropriate garments.
*Students take notes of the guest’s
critique of the interview.
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Objective: 1.51 Record information given orally (note-taking)
Grade

7-9

Suggested Activity

Students should have been
taught summary and
paraphrasing skills.

Suggested
Materials/ Resources
Main Idea and Supporting
Detail Framework organizer

*Students listen to radio
excerpt of national news and
take notes on top story e.g.
Sewage Crisis in Pinewood
*Students listen to a
presentation from Guidance
Counsellor and take notes.
*Students use E.A.R.S.
strategy to help compile
relevant notes.
*Students use a main idea and
supporting details framework
organizer to help compile
notes.
N.B. Students dress in
business attire.
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Assessment

Drafted notes

Grade
10 – 12

Suggested Activity
Students use summary and
paraphrasing skills.

Suggested
Materials/ Resources
Main Idea and Supporting
Detail Framework organizer

Students role-play bosses and
dictate notes to partners who
role-play their personal
secretaries.
*Students use E.A.R.S.
strategy to help compile
relevant notes.
*Students use a main idea and
supporting details framework
organizer to help compile
notes.
Students dress in business
attire.
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Assessment
Drafted notes

Objective: 1.52

Grade
7-9

10-12

Give an impromptu speech on issues of local, national and global concern, speaking fluently and confidently in
standard English while using an appropriate register

Suggested Activity
The teacher will put topics into a hat or similar object and have
students pick a topic. Students will stand and speak on the chosen
topic for at least 30 seconds. As the students move to higher grade
levels, the time should be increased up to two minutes. The topics
become more complex as the students move into higher grades.
Questions might include:
• How do you feel about the ban on electronic devices at
school?
• What is your favourite subject and why?
• Who is your favourite musician/actress and why?
The activity will be similar to that for grades 7-9. The time should
be increased to between two and three minutes. The teacher should
also include more complex and abstract questions.
Questions might include:
• Where do you see yourself in five years?
• If you could invite any historical person to dinner who would
you invite and why?
• What is more important to you: your character or your
reputation?

Suggested
Materials/Resources
Hat or box; strips of
paper on which to write
topics.

Hat or box; strips of
paper on which to write
topics.
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Assessment
Students will be assessed on the
quality of their answers. The
teacher will give oral feedback,
suggesting how the student could
have improved his/her answer.

Students will be assessed on the
quality of their answers. The
teacher will give oral feedback,
suggesting how the student could
have improved his/her answer. The
teacher can also invite students to
provide feedback on their peers’
responses.

Objective: 1.53

Grade
7-9

10-12

Prepare and deliver a speech on issues of local, national and global concern, presenting ideas clearly and persuasively
and structuring the speech appropriately and effectively
Suggested Activity

The teacher addresses the elements and structure of a speech.
The teacher then puts the students into groups where they
brainstorm ideas on topics they have read about or heard on the
news. The group then comes up with ideas to address topics
which might include
• Stopping young people from getting involved in crime
• Keeping our streets clean
Each student in the group should be given the opportunity to
present the speech to the class. This activity should initially be
done in groups. As students become more proficient writing
and delivering speeches, they can work individually.
Teachers and students should read the text of a famous speech
(e.g. Martin Luther King Jr.’s ‘I have a Dream’) and discuss
what makes the speech effective. If applicable they should also
watch a video of the speech being delivered. Attention should
be paid to the words of the speech as well as the delivery (e.g.
body language, gestures, etc). The teacher should then assign
students to write a speech and deliver the speech to the class.
Speeches should be between 3 and 5 minutes.
Topics might include:
•
•
•

Suggested
Materials/Resources
Newspapers, judging
ballots from
www.toastmasters.org

DVD, television, internet
access, judging ballot from
www.toastmasters.org

Assessment
Teachers can download a judging ballot
from www.toastmasters.org and use that
as the evaluation criteria for the
speeches. These ballots should be
distributed to the students before they
begin their speeches so that they will
know by what criteria they will be
assessed. The students will be graded
according to how well they followed the
criteria.
Teachers can download a judging ballot
from www.toastmasters.org and use that
as the evaluation criteria for the
speeches. These ballots should be
distributed to the students before they
begin their speeches so that they will
know by what criteria they will be
assessed.
Alternatively, this can be a peer
assessed activity. Students can use the
ballots and assess each other.

Combating the Crime Problem
Are our young men a lost cause?
Developing our Family Islands while
retainingtheircharm
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Objective: 1.54

Conduct an oral interview via a variety of media (person to person, telephone, internet, etc.)

Grade
7-9

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Resources/Materials

The teacher allows students to role-play in pairs. One student can
pretend to be a reporter, the other a member of the public or one
student can pretend to be a celebrity being interviewed for a
magazine. The pair then switches roles. The questions should be
written in advance. Examples of questions might be:

Assessment

The teacher will provide feedback on the
quality of the questions and the depth of
the answers, suggesting improvements as
necessary.

•

10-12

What advice would you give to young people about getting a
good education?
• What are the advantages and disadvantages of being famous?
The teacher sets up the classroom like a newsroom. Students roleplay. Some are news reporters; others are news-makers or celebrities. Camcorder,
They then switch roles. These can be done on different days. The
microphone, television
news reporters ask the newsmakers and celebrities questions to which set
they respond. This activity can be recorded to be played back. This
activity can also take the form of a call-in radio show. One student
can play the host; several students can be the guests. The host asks
questions and invites the other students who are the listening
audience to ‘call in’ with questions of their own.

Objective: 1.55

The teacher plays back the interview to
the class and offers feedback about the
questions and answers. The teacher
should also invite students to evaluate
each other’s performance.

Provide verbal and non-verbal feedback to a speaker – (comment critically on others’ performance)

Grade Suggested Activity

Suggested
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Assessment

7-9

10-12

The teacher will give students a list of criteria to look for in evaluating their
peers’ speeches, performances etc. Students will work in small groups taking
turns giving speeches, making oral presentations etc. The presentations should
be about two minutes each.Each student in the group should offer at least one
comment on the speaker’s performance. Students should be encouraged to
make one positive remark and offer one piece of advice for improvement.
The activity is the same as that for grades 7-9 except the speeches should be
from 3-5 minutes. Each student should address three aspects of the presentation.
These can include:
• Body language
• Eye contact
• Vocabulary
• Voice modulation
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Materials/Resources
Evaluation guide
(e.g.Toastmasters
International Speech Guide)

Evaluation guide
(e.g.Toastmasters
International Speech Guide)

Teacher should assess the
students according to the
Toastmasters Speech
guide.

Teacher should assess the
students according to the
Toastmasters Speech
guide.

Objective: 1.56

Grade
7-9

10-12

Participate in live talks such as panel discussions, (engaging in dialogue with experts, members of the community and
unfamiliar adults, synthesizing and evaluating what they hear and responding with intelligence to others’ comments)

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

This activity involves role-play. Students will take turns sitting in
front of the class four or five at a time pretending to be experts on
various topics (sports, church, music). The students should work in
groups to prepare their presentation before the role-play begins. It is
important that each student is allowed to contribute to the discussion.
Another student or the teacher will act as moderator and will take
questions from the other students who will pretend to be audience
members. Topics might include
• School rules that need to be amended/abolished
• The drawbacks of teenage dating
This activity is the same as that for grades 7-9. However, the teacher
should introduce more complex topics which might include
• Is The Bahamas losing its culture?
• Should illegal immigrants who have been in The Bahamas for
more than ten years be given status?
• Is it time to introduce a national income tax?
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Teacher-generated
topics

Assessment

The teacher will provide oral feedback on
the students’ performance.

The teacher will provide oral feedback to
the groups. The teacher will assess the
students on the fluency of their
presentations and the confidence with
which they addressed the audience’s
questions.

Objective: 1:57
Grade
7-9

10-12

Participate in original story-telling
Suggested Activity

The teacher reads a short story (eg. A story from AnEveninginGuanima) and
leads a discussion about the elements of an entertaining story. The teacher
then begins a story and goes around the room asking each student to add
details to the story until the story is completed. This activity can also be
done in smaller groups. Alternatively, the teacher can give the students three
elements of the story (e.g. setting, a character and the beginning) and ask the
students to develop a one-minute story around those elements which the
student will then deliver to the class.
The teacher gives the students a scenario or a topic and gives the students
five minutes to create a story. The students then deliver their stories to the
class.
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Suggested
Resources/Materials
Any appropriate short
story

Assessment
The teacher provides oral feedback
on the students’ presentations and
should invite students to assess
their classmates’ presentations as
well.

The teacher provides oral feedback
on the students’ presentations and
should invite students to assess
their classmates’ presentations as
well.

Objective: 1:58
Grade
7-9

10-12

Retell a story that was read or heard
Suggested Activity

The teacher reads or tells a short story and asks the students to retell the story in
their own words. This activity can also be done in smaller groups with a student
reading an original story and other students retelling the story. The teacher can
begin by reading one of Aesop’s fables or a fairy tale and have students volunteer to
retell the story.
The same activity as grades 7-9. However, the stories should be longer, for
example, the stories from AnEveninginGuanima.
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Suggested
Materials/Resources

Assessment

Aesop’s Fables or a book
of short stories.

The teacher provides
oral feedback on the
students’ performance.

An Evening in Guanima or
anthology of short stories.

The teacher provides
oral feedback on the
students’ performance.

Objective 1:59

Grade
7-9

10-12

Listen and respond creatively in original ways to what is heard

Suggested Activity
The teacher will read or tell a story. The students will then retell the story, changing the setting or
one of the characters so that the outcome of the story is changed. Alternatively, students can act
out in mime the story as it is being read.
The same activity as grades 7-9. However, the stories should be longer; for example, the stories
from AnEveninginGuanima.
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Suggested
Materials/Resources
Any appropriate short
story
Any appropriate short
story.

Assessment

Objective 1:60
Grade
7-9

10-12

Participate in informal and formal groups and pair discussions on a variety of topics, negotiating and building on the
contributions of others to complete the tasks or reach a consensus
Suggested Activity
Suggested
Assessment
Materials/Resources
The teacher divides students into groups of 4 or 5. Each group has a ‘problem’ to
solve, such as “What could be done to decrease obesity in young Bahamians?” or
“What could be done to reduce the problem of physical fights involving students
from one school vs another?” The teacher then distributes a piece of chart paper
to each group. The students divide the paper into sections equal to the number of
students in the group. They leave a circle or square in the centre of the chart.
Pieces of chart paper Teacher provides
Each group member proceeds to reflect upon then write silently about the group’s (squares)
verbal feedback
‘problem’ in his/her personal area of the chart paper. The teacher determines how
much time will be spent on this activity and reminds the students to respect the
space and silence of all group members. After the allotted period of time, the
teacher asks students in each group to begin discussing their ideas and find the
common elements or ideas. Students actively listen, request clarification, and
come to consensus. Each group should have a ‘scribe’ who records common
ideas in the centre of the chart paper. At the end of the activity, the teacher can
have each group share its thinking with the class by making a report of its
findings/solutions to the problem. An alternative is to post the charts in the
classroom so that students can view them later.
The teacher gives students a position and explains to them that they will have to
construct support for and against the point or position. (e.g. All students should
Handouts (Copies of Teacher provides
receive free public transportation or No household should be allowed more than t-charts)
verbal feedback and
two personally–owned vehicles.). Students contemplate reasons, and then
assesses the
individually use a t-chart to record support for both viewpoints by citing specific
individually written
reasons. Following this, the teacher places students in pairs to share their written
essay for a grade
ideas and come to a conclusion about which viewpoint to support. The teacher
then asks a representative from each pair to share the group’s conclusion with the
class. Follow up activity: students individually write an essay about their own
position and the reasons for taking it.
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Objective: 1.61

Grade
7-9

10-12

Prepare and deliver speeches for debates on familiar and unfamiliar topics, presenting ideas clearly and persuasively
and structuring the speech appropriately and effectively
Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

The teacher will divide the class into groups. Two groups will take
opposite sides of a topic, each member of the team writing and delivering
their speeches. Depending on the topic, students might have to do some
research to find supporting information. As the students progress to
higher grades, the time for the speeches should increase from two to five
minutes. Topics might include:
• Be it Resolved that the Ban on the Use of Cell-phones in schools
(should) be lifted.
• Be it Resolved that Physical Education (should) be made an
optional subject.
• Be it Resolved that the School Day (should) be lengthened to 5
p.m.
The same activity as grades 7-9. However, the speeches should be longer
and the topics more complex. Topics might include:
• Be it Resolved that Education is a prerequisite for success.
• Be it Resolved that Every household needs a Father figure.
• Be it Resolved that today’s society pays too much attention to
outward appearances.
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Assessment

Objective: 1.62

Grade
7-9

10-12

Prepare and deliver a speech for a social occasion such as a wedding, award or graduation celebration, presenting
ideas clearly and structuring the speech appropriately and effectively with a strong sense of audience
Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

The teacher will present different scenarios and ask the students to prepare short
speeches. For example, a student can give a speech after receiving an award, give
a toast to his best friend at a wedding, deliver a eulogy for a character in a novel,
etc. The speeches should be between two and three minutes.
Same activity as grades 7-9. However, the speeches should be between three and
five minutes.
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Assessment
The teacher will provide oral
feedback to the students on
their presentations.
The teacher will provide oral
feedback to the students on
their presentations.

Objective: 1.63

Orally paraphrase and summarise a speaker’s discourse, synthesizing what is heard and separating key ideas from
detail and illustration

Grade Suggested Activity
7-9

10-12

Suggested
Materials/Resources

The teacher will read short passages to the students and ask them to listen and take
notes in point form on the main ideas and supporting ideas of the passage. The
students will then present an oral summary of the passage. Alternatively, this
activity can be done in groups with each student reading a passage and the other
students writing summary points and then making an oral presentation.
Students will use the elements of paraphrasing and summarizing to condense an oral
presentation that they hear. The presentation can be something the teacher reads or a
famous speech (e.g. ‘I Have a Dream’). The students will start with short speeches
and move to progressively longer speeches as they move to higher grade levels.
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TV, DVD, Internet
access

Assessment

The teacher will grade
the students on the
accuracy of their
summaries.
The teacher will grade
the students on the
accuracy of their
summaries.

Sub-Goal 2: communicate ideas, experiences and information clearly, creatively, thoughtfully and coherently when
writing, being mindful of style, structure, form, purpose and reader, and accuracy of standard English
vocabulary, grammar and mechanics
Objective: 2.1: participate in a variety of creative and practical writing activities, e.g. slogans, excuses, raps, announcements,
warnings, menus, recipes, brochures, advertisements, blogs, social notes, messages
Grade

7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity
Teacher asks students to explore a number of slogans e.g. “Drive, Dial,
Die”; “Drive to Survive”; “Keep the Bahamas, Clean, Green and Pristine”
and “The Health of a Nation is the Wealth of a Nation”. They talk about
the importance of the tips conveyed in each one. The teacher then arranges
students into groups, and asks each group to choose a physical activity that
teenagers may participate in that involves a degree of danger, such as
amateur body piercing or tattooing, drag racing, ‘popping’ motorcycles,
and so on. Members in each group work together to create a safety slogan
discouraging that activity, and then create a safety poster whose focus is
the slogan they have written. The completed posters are displayed in the
classroom.
“Have Passport, Will Travel” The teacher prepares students for this
activity by discussing a variety of places in the world that they can visit if
they have passports. Through research, they will choose which place in a
country they would like to visit (If it is a class of students who may never
be granted passports, they could also consider which Family Island they
would like to but never have visited).Students then create a brochure
designed to persuade people to take a trip to that particular place. They
make use of relevant pictures, vivid descriptions and include at least four
sites in the place of their choice. Not more than seventy-five words should
be used to describe any one place. The brochure can be designed on the
computer or can be handwritten. Students can either draw pictures or glue
on pictures that they have found in magazines, books or on the computer.
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Suggested
Materials/Resources

poster board, markers

paper, glue,scissors,
pens/pencils /markers,
library resources (hard copy),
internet resources, computer
(optional)

Assessment

Evaluate students on
the completed posters
and on their individual
contributions to the
group.

Students’ ability to
include vivid, brief,
compelling descriptions
of at least four sites in a
neat and attractive
brochure.

Objective: 2.2: Write a three-paragraph-long friendly letter, whether electronically or long-hand, using the appropriate format, style and
tone

Grade

7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity
Teacher leads students in a review of the format of the friendly letter,
voice and word choice. If available, the famous letter-from-camp song,
“Hello, Mudder, Hello Fadder”, is played. Students discuss its content,
purpose and style, then compose friendly (yet persuasive) letters in which
they seek to persuade their parents/guardians to rescue them from a
summer vacation being spent with a dreaded and strict relative on another
island. This writing assignment focuses upon voice; the writer's goal is to
persuade the parent/guardian, but also practice the use of the techniques of
humor and sarcasm. Another focus is word choice; students brainstorm
strong word choice before they begin writing their rough drafts of a threeparagraph-long friendly letter, using the appropriate format, style and
tone.
Teacher asks students to share pleasant memories about former teachers
whose whereabouts they know: What treasured lesson did you learn from
that teacher? Is there a positive moment that you will never forget?
Something that teacher did for you or someone else that impressed you as
being understanding, caring/ compassionate, interesting or funny? If a
few students will share ideas, that will help to jog the other students'
memories. Students compose a friendly letter to this teacher, i.e. a letter of
appreciation. These letters will be mailed / delivered, after being carefully
proofread with the teacher’s guidance.
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Suggested
Materials/Resources

Assessment

Chart of the format of the
friendly letter; audio
equipment; recording of
song: “Hello, Mudder, Hello
Fadder”; computer ( if letter
is to be generated
electronically)

Ability to write a three
paragraph-long friendly
letter, using the
appropriate format,
style and tone (with
emphasis on word
choice and voice)

This letter should not
be graded but the
teacher should guide
students as they write,
and assist them with
the proofing of the
letters.

Objective: 2.3: Write a business/formal letter( request, complaint, inquiry, order, invitation, opinion, application, etc.), using
the appropriate format, style and tone
Grade

7-9

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

The teacher begins by reviewing the business letter, showing students a
sample on the overhead transparency using a PowerPoint presentation.
They discuss the six parts and explain the contents of each part: Heading;
Inside Address; Salutation; Body; Closing; Signature. Students then write
their own thank-you letter to a leader in an organization that is closely
linked to the school, one which has perhaps ‘adopted’ it and one which
they would have researched in preparation for the lesson. The body
paragraphs must include the following: three facts they learned about the
organization, an expression of appreciation for the help the organization
has given the school and a brief explanation of why the assistance is
appreciated. Students work with peers to edit letters. Letters may be
handwritten or typed. Students will need to spend time in the computer
lab (if there is one) to type the letter and address an envelope.
Mail the letters!
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Overhead transparency;
whiteboard or PowerPoint
presentation – six parts and
content of a business letter;
computers

Assessment
Assess for ability to
format correctly all six
parts of the business
letter.
Content of letters
should clearly show
students’
understanding and
appreciation for the
target organizations

10-12

Students select a local business that has disappointed OR pleased them
recently in terms of a produce or service. It may be a take-out restaurant,
a laundromat, a jitney service, a shop, etc. Guided by the teacher, students
write a professional letter to the business regarding their complaint; and
after the teacher has reviewed it, mail it to the company.
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Assess for ability to
format correctly all six
parts of the business
letter. Content of letters
should show students’
understanding of the
task, whether they are
writing a letter of
complaint or a letter of
appreciation

Objective: 2.4: Address business letter envelopes
Grade
Suggested Activity

7-9

Suggested
Materials/Resources

This is to be done in conjunction with the activity from Objective 2.3.
After the review of the parts of the business letter, the teacher draws a
large rectangle on the chalkboard/ whiteboard. Students approach and
write in a return address and receiver's address as it would appear on an
envelope.

Chalkboard/whiteboard

Assessment
This envelope should
not be graded but the
teacher should guide
students as they address
it, and assist them with
the proofing.

Following the writing of their letter, students address the envelope to be
mailed to the member of the organization.

This is to be done in conjunction with the activity from Objective 2.3.
10-12

Following the writing of their letter, students address the envelope to be
mailed.
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This envelope should
not be graded but the
teacher should guide
students as they address
it, and assist them with
the proofing.

Objective 2.7: Write dialogue in standard English or Creole, converting the reported speech in a text
Grade

7-9

Suggested Activity

Teacher places a passage that uses reported speech rather than dialogue on
the overhead (or distributes copies of such a passage). Students read the
story and collectively work at converting the reported speech to dialogue.
As they provide the dialogue, which may be a mixture of Creole and
standard English (the aim is for realistic portrayal of the characters’
speech), volunteers approach the chalkboard/whiteboard and write the
dialogue correctly, guided by the teacher so that it is accurate in its use of
punctuation marks and paragraphing. E.g., the passage may report: Timmy
angrily accused John of breaking his Play Station. John vehemently
denied it. Students may come up with sentences such as “I know is you
who put your sticky hands on my Play Station and break it!” shouted
Timmy. and “No! I een touch it! Why you always accusing me?” John
replied heatedly.
Teacher then distributes a handout with examples of reported speech.
Students convert these to dialogue, using standard English or Creole.
[For Students with Learning Difficulties] Teacher displays on
whiteboard/chalkboard a list of at least twenty individuals who have
probably spoken to students at some time in their lives (e.g. fast-food
restaurant workers, doctors, nurses, dentists, seamstresses, tailors,
coaches, siblings, neighbours, teachers, policemen, employers [for parttime workers, such as packing boys], immigration officers, store clerks,
guidance counselors), or brainstorms such a list onto the board. Each
student chooses one of the people on the list and, using reported speech,
repeats one thing that this person really said to him/her and his/her
response. e.g. He asked me whether I wanted some fries with my burger.
A volunteer from the class then changes this to dialogue. e.g. He asked,
“Would you like some fries with your burger?” “All right, give me a
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Suggested
Materials/Resources

Assessment

passage that uses reported
speech rather than dialogue;
a handout with examples of
reported speech; whiteboard
/chalkboard

Students will be graded
based on their ability to
change the reported
speech on the handout
to properly punctuated
and paragraphed
dialogue.

list of at least twenty
individuals who have
probably spoken to the
students at some time in their
lives

Students will be graded
based on their ability to
provide reported
speech as well as direct
speech.

medium fries,” I answered. Teacher records some of these on the
chalkboard. Working individually, students select three – four persons
from the list and perform the same exercise in writing, guided by the
examples on the board.

10-12

Teacher organises class into groups of three or four. Each group writes a
short story (no more than 200 words) in which there is reported speech
but no dialogue. After 15 – 20 minutes, the groups exchange stories and
rewrite them, the focus being on changing the indirect speech to dialogue,
whether it is standard English or Creole (as long as it is realistic). If time
allows, groups share re-written stories with the whole class.
(If students are academically weak, the teacher may want to generate the Teacher-generated short
short stories/paragraphs with reported speech.)
stories may be used
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Students will be graded
in groups based on
their ability to change
the reported speech to
dialogue, properly
punctuated and
paragraphed

Objective2.8 Rewrite a skit using reported or direct speech, in standard English or Creole
Grade
Suggested Activity
Suggested
Materials/Resources
Teacher distributes copies of a page-long skit. Students read the skit aloud
(several students could be asked to present it dramatically, relying on their
7-9
copies, of course, as they would not have had the opportunity to learn the
parts). Guided by the teacher, the students then work collectively at
rewriting the first half of the skit in reported speech and in direct speech. copies of a page-long skit;
Students may be asked to approach the board and write the reported whiteboard/chalkboard
speech and direct speech there. They then individually work at converting
the second half of the skit to reported speech and direct speech.
E.g. If a line from the skit is: Mrs. Rolle: Johnny, where have you been?
I was so worried!, this line becomes: Mrs. Rolle cried, “Johnny, where
have you been? I was so worried!” (direct speech) and Mrs. Rolle
anxiously asked Johnny where he had been, saying that she had been so
worried. (reported speech)

10-12

Teacher organises class into groups of three or four. Each group writes a
short skit (no more than 200 words) on a humorous or exciting theme e.g.
a show-off insists on being the Youth Sunday School student to present a Teacher-generated themes
reading in church, but when she faces the congregation she develops for the skits; whiteboard /
‘stage fright’and botches the reading; or a studious and athletic young chalkboard
man finds out from his parent that he has received a much–desired, allinclusive scholarship to a college or boarding school abroad. After 15 –
20 minutes, if time allows, a few groups share their skits with the whole
class. The teacher then has the students work collectively at rewriting
several lines of one of the skits in reported speech and in direct speech.
As the teacher reads the lines, students are asked to approach the board
and write the reported speech and direct speech there. As a follow-up
activity, each group rewrites its skit, the focus being on changing the
dialogue to reported and direct speech [the latter may be standard English
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Assessment

Students will be graded
based on their ability to
change the dialogue in
the skit to both reported
speech and direct
speech, properly
punctuated

Students will be graded
in groups based on
their ability to change
the dialogue in the skit
to both reported speech
and direct speech,
properly punctuated

or Creole].
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Objective:2.9Use transitions appropriately at sentence and paragraph level

Grade

7-9

Suggested Activity
Students view picture(s) then match sentences from different columns that
describe the event(s) in the picture(s), while using appropriate transitions.
For weaker students, a list of transitions from which students may choose,
can be given.

Suggested
Materials/Resources
Picture/s, teacher-generated
sentences; list of transitions

Assessment
Ability to use
transitions
appropriately

Students examine each pair of sentences in which transitions are used,
then substitute the transition for another that is equally appropriate.
Students may share their answers and discuss how meanings have been
changed as a result of the change in transitions.

10-12

Students are given a short passage in which 6 – 10 transitions are used
incorrectly. In groups, students must discuss how the specified transitions
should be used then rewrite the passage, correctly using the selected
transitions.
Individually or in small groups, students view a picture, a segment of a
movie, or listen to a song or poem, then write a summary of the events,
using a variety of transitions. To ensure that all students provide a
reasonable number of transitions, teacher may indicate how many
transitions students should use as they write. For weaker students, teacher
may identify specific transitions that students should use. (Appropriate for
Grades 7-9 as well.)
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Teacher-generated short
passage with incorrect
transitions; a movie, poem,
song

Ability to rewrite the
passage with
appropriate transitions

Ability to write a
summary with
transitions

Objective:2.10 Write creatively (short stories, poems, etc.), using a variety of given stimuli

Grade

7-9

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Working in pairs or trios, students brainstorm how an object (brought in
by classmates or teacher) can be the focal point of a story. (e.g. a broken
toy, a pair of barbells, a sweaty t-shirt, a picture of an insect, a love letter).
Each student then produces a portion of the writing (a line, stanza or
paragraph) based on ideas brainstormed. Ideas are then shared and
combined to make one creative piece.
Have students consider a specific incident in a Literature work, or have
them choose an incident in the work, to which they will add a character,
object or setting in order to create a completely different plot/ outcome or
conclusion to the work.

10-12

Teacher brings to class a Letter to the Editor from one of the local dailies.
Students examine the issue and the writer’s emotional response to the
issue. Students write creatively about the issue/topic in a poem or a short
story, revealing a different view and/ or emotional response to it.
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Objects e.g. a broken toy, a
pair of barbells, a sweaty tshirt, a picture of an insect, a
love letter

Assessment

Assess the
effectiveness of the
presentation in
conveying the point of
view.

Literature text

A Letter to the Editor

The personal response
does not have to be
graded but the teacher
should assess it for its
effectiveness as a
creative piece –
elements of style

Objective:2.11 Write a play on a given theme

Grade

7-9

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Class brainstorms five themes or valuable lessons about life that all young
people should learn. In groups, students dramatize an event in which this
theme is brought out. Class critiques dramatization. Groups revise events
based on class criticism then perform plays a final time before writing them. Poem or story
Students convert a poem/story in which a specific theme is developed, to a
play, inserting additional conversation, and dramatic elements to enhance
theme.

10-12

Listen to a recording/ watch a segment of a movie/ read a poem in which a
Tape/ CD/ DVD player or
specific theme is developed. Students must change the plot and character
copies of a poem
traits of the characters so that a contrasting theme is developed or conveyed.
Students view pictures and then read autobiographies of these personalities
as potential characters of a play. Students discuss themes that these
characters may develop, and then write a play to teach their chosen theme.
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Assessment

Objective: 2.12
Grade

7-9

10-12

Use realistic dialogue, whether in Creole or standard English, in narrative compositions
Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Teacher shows students a short clip from a movie in which realistic
dialogue is used. He/She then provides students with a single-page
worksheet on which a narrative based on the clip has been recorded, with
spaces left for dialogue to be inserted. Working collectively, students
provide direct speech to enhance the narrative (They will most likely
provide an approximation of the dialogue they recall from the clip, and
this is acceptable as long as it is realistic). The teacher then shows another
clip and asks students to work individually at providing a written version
of it, in which a balance of narrative and realistic direct speech is used.
Follow-up lesson: students use realistic dialogue, whether in Creole or
standard English, in narrative compositions of their own.
Teacher provides students with two short examples of dialogue, one
unnatural and therefore unconvincing, and the other concise and realistic,
therefore having dramatic impact. Students discuss which of the
conversations is more realistic, and why. Teacher then provides students
with a dull excerpt ( no longer than 60 – 100 words) from a narrative
essay in which only reported speech is used, and asks them to enliven it,
converting it by using a mixture of narrative and realistic direct speech.
This exercise is done collectively. Next, students write short pieces based
on teacher-generated situations, using a balance of narrative and direct
speech. e.g. a guidance counselor cautioning a student who has been
found going through his/her classmates’ schoolbags; a customer scolding
a security guard who has been following him/her around a store; a doctor
telling a patient that he/she may have to have a limb amputated.
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Clip from movie; audiovisual equipment; teachergenerated narrative on the
clip, with space left for
dialogue to be inserted

Two short examples of
dialogue, one unnatural and
therefore unconvincing, and
the other concise and
realistic; copies of a dull
excerpt ( no longer than 60 –
100 words) from a narrative
essay in which only reported
speech is used (the text,
Making the Grade in BGCSE
English can be used as a
resource); teacher-generated
situations involving two
characters

Assessment

Students will be graded
based on their ability to
change the dialogue in
the second clip to both
narrative and direct
speech, properly
punctuated.

Students will be graded
based on their ability to
write short pieces based
on teacher-generated
situations, using a
balance of narrative
and direct speech.

Objective 2.13 Write an autobiography or biography
Grade
Suggested Activity

7-9

10-12

Teacher shows students on the overhead (or on a handout) the
characteristics of a biography (background information, childhood
experiences, education, occupation, famous acquaintances, major
accomplishments). Students then read and discuss a sample biography
mini-poster provided by the teacher on himself/herself. Working in pairs,
each student then collects biographical information on the other person in
the pair. They use a teacher-provided worksheet for the collection of
biographical information. Extended activity: create a biography miniposter on your classmate, who should provide you with a photograph to
be used on the poster. Teacher later displays these posters. (If the class
has a webpage, these posters can be created electronically and posted
there.)
(In a previous lesson, the teacher would have asked students to collect
biographical information on a Bahamian writer, to research on the Internet
or elsewhere. The teacher can create his/her own list of writers or have
students select a writer. He/She ensures that the person students choose is
famous enough to have sufficient information available on the Internet or
is accessible for an interview to be conducted. Teacher can provide
students with an information-gathering handout.)
Teacher provides students with a model of a biography on a Bahamian
writer (one who is not on the list or who has not been selected by the
students). Students write the biography on their selected person, using the
material gathered and the model biography as a guide. The activity will
most likely have to be continued as a homework exercise. Students may
add photographs if they like. When they have handed the biographies in,
if possible, the teacher publishes them in an anthology to be displayed in
the classroom. If there is a class webpage, the biographies can be
displayed there.
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Suggested
Materials/Resources

Assessment

Copies of a handout: the
characteristics of a biography
or overhead presentation;
sample biography miniposter provided by the
teacher on himself/herself;
teacher-provided worksheet
for the collection of
biographical information

Students will be graded
based on their ability to
collect relevant
information and create
interesting biography
mini-posters

Information-gathering
handout; model of a
biography on a Bahamian
writer

Students will be graded
based on their ability to
collect relevant
information and write
interesting biographies

Objective 2.14: Write journal entries
Grade

7-9

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

The teacher asks students to compose a journal entry, writing from the
perspective of one of the characters in a short story, drama or poem being
studied for Literature lessons. Students are to imagine that the character
turns up on the doorstep of another character from another text. What
happens? What do they say to each other? The teacher stresses that the
entry must be written from a character’s point of view and may give a few
sample sentences to establish that students understand the assignment.
OR
Teacher asks students to write a journal entry about a character in one of
the Literature readings for the week. The teacher could ask a series of
questions to stimulate students’ interest, such as: Which character can you
most relate to? Why? Is the character as mature as you are? Is he/she
immature? What would you do if you were in his or her situation?
Teacher encourages students to answer the questions within their journal
entry. This activity teaches students to reflect, and assists them in making
sense of the events that are occurring in their everyday lives.
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Literature texts; sample
sentences

Assessment
The journal entries
should be written in
thefirst person and
should involve at least
two important persons /
characters from
different texts. The
entries should reflect
students’ understanding
of the events in the
texts from which the
characters were taken.
Have students drawn
connections between
their schoolwork and
their life outside of
school? Have they
drawn personal
connections to the work
that they are doing?

10-12

Teacher directs students to do the following: imagine you have a secret,
one which you are afraid to tell anyone. Write a number of journal entries
in which you reflect on why this secret needs to be confessed, who will be
affected if you reveal the secret, and consider why you are afraid to share
the secret. The journal entries are to be written as though they were
produced over a period of several days or a week. In the entries, you can
include your interactions with others andyour decision to tell. Your secret
should be revealed in the final journal entry. All the journal entries need
to work together as a whole. That is, they should sound like a single
person wrote them, and there should be consistency from one entry to the
next (for example, if you write that you are deadly afraid of your stepmother in one journal entry, it would be inconsistent to write an entry
three days later in which you talk about the fun time you spent with her in
the mall).
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Assessment is to be
focused on the use of
relevant content, the
creativity of the content
(although this is highly
subjective), sense of
audience, appropriate
tone and strong
organization

Objective: 2.15 Exhibit library skills, locating specific information using reference material
Grade

7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

- Have the librarian do a class visit to inform students of available
resources in the school library, other tools available for research, and
locations of community libraries.
- Teacher arranges a tour of the school’s library or any other library.
Students list types of resources available to aid research, e.g. Card
catalogue, Internet, encyclopedia.
- Ask students to work in groups and make a card catalogue of 4 – 5
authors on a specific subject given by the teacher, e.g. Obesity
- Teacher organizes students in groups and asks each group to use one
reference resource to find specific information on a given topic, e.g.
Recycling.
Groups report findings.
- Vocabulary exercise: Students will find meanings of given words using
both online and print dictionaries.
- Teacher gives students a topic. Students list key words they would use to
search the web for information.
- Teacher arranges meeting with librarian who will demonstrate how to
use available resources.
- Students do a library tour and note reference materials available.
- Teacher puts students into groups. Give them a specific topic and have
them decide the best keyword to use in a database search to retrieve
information on the topic. Examples of topics: The History of Basketball;
Infant Mortality.
- Students do research on given topics using reference materials available.
They do an oral report, giving the researched facts and noting the resource
and method/s used to retrieve the information.
- Students work in groups and do a bibliography of 5 - 6 sources available
on a given topic. They should use multiple reference materials.
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Library
Internet
Encyclopaedia – print and
online, etc.
Dictionary – print and
online.

Library
Internet
Encyclopaedia, etc.

Assessment

Assess accuracy in
arranging information
on a card catalogue.

Assess students’
knowledge of available
resources in the library
and how to use these.
Grade students’ oral
presentations and
bibliography.

Objective: 2.16 Use note-taking strategies when researching
Grade

7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity
- Role-Playing: Ask students to listen to the news (Radio, TV). And list
the main points in two news items. They pretend they are on radio or
television. (They can assume the role of their favourite radio/TV anchor).
They are to give the highlights of each news item. Video tape the
presentation.
- Summarizing and paraphrasing: Teacher provides a short article for the
class, noting its source. Students highlight the main points in the article.
Students work in groups, using the highlighted points to write a summary
of the original. Students share the summary with the class.
Teacher asks students to get an article from the Internet, encyclopedia,
etc. They list the main points in the article. They paraphrase the article
orally or in writing.
*Delete-substitute-Keep Strategy:

- Summarizing and paraphrasing:
Teacher provides a short article for the class, noting its source. Students
highlight the main points in the article. Students work in groups, using the
highlighted points to write a summary of the original.
Students share the summary with class.
- Students use index cards to note points from a reference source.
- Ask students to get an article from the Internet, encyclopedia, etc. They
list the main points in the article. They paraphrase the article orally or in
writing.
- Sifting material/ The “Trash and Treasure” exercise:
Students are given a topic for research. They are given a paragraph as
resource material. They make two columns on a sheet of paper, labeled
‘trash’ and ‘treasure’. They list the information from the paragraph under
either of the two headings. This could be done individually or in groups.
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Suggested
Materials/Resources

Assessment

Excerpts from a literary text
Tabloid
The Tribune
The Guardian
Camcorder

How well students are
able to identify main
points.
How well students are
able to use main points
to give the gist of the
article.

The Punch
The Guardian
The Tribune
Excerpts from a literary text.

How well students are
able to identify main
points.
How well students are
able to use main points
to give the gist of the
article.
How well they
distinguish between
facts, opinion, gossip,
informed opinion,
generalizations, etc.

Objective: 2:17 Write various types of reports
Grade

7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

- Informal report
You are the class prefect. While your teacher steps out of the classroom
for a few minutes, two students are engaged in an argument which
disturbs the rest of the class. Write a report for your teacher.
Email / telephone your mother/father who is away for two weeks, telling
how you managed a particular task at home.
- Formal report: Write a report to your principal on the activities of the
Key Club or any other club/society.
- Write a report to Apple or BTC about your new iPhone or Blackberry
- Write a book report on a book being used by the class.

Informal report
- You are away for a few weeks. Email your coach, giving him a report on
your athletic training.
-Send a text message to your brother in another country, telling about the
hurricane
Formal: Write a report to your principal on the activities of the Key Club
or any other club/society.
A report to Apple or BTC about your new iPhone or Blackberry
-You are a journalist. You have witnessed an incident/ event. (motor
vehicle accident, fire, a state funeral, etc). Prepare a report for your
newspaper/radio/television)
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Cell phone
Computer

Assessment
Assess the student’s
ability to focus on the
main points and his/her
clarity of expression.
Assess the students’
ability to format a
formal report.

Objective 2:18 Write a formal speech
Grade
7-9

Suggested Activity
Have students read a short speech, for example Jesus’
Sermon on the Mount, and identify the parts and
elements of the speech (e.g. direct address, repetition,
call to action). Have students imitate the sermon by
writing a speech in which they pretend to be the
principal of the school and are telling their students
about the consequences of both their good and bad
behaviour.

Suggested
Materials/Resources
Bible or copies of the
Sermon on the Mount

Assessment
The teacher will grade the students’ speeches on the
students’ ability to convey a sense of audience, use
techniques in speech writing and use standard
English. The teacher can also ask the students to
present their speeches orally and have their
classmates assess them based on a set of given
criteria.

OR
Students use effective speech writing and exposition
techniques to develop a speech:
~ in the role of Valedictorian’s Reflections (usually
shared at Prize Giving)
~upon acceptance of a Most Helpful Student or Student
of the Month Award

Writing to Explain from
the Success in
Writing Series
Compact diskette with
song
“Da’ Hook’ by
Christian Massive

Session I - Introduction (Wake up)
Session II- Supporting Cast
Session III- Wrap up

Have students read a formal speech, for example, one of
John F. Kennedy’s or Barack Obama’s inaugural
10-12 speeches or the words of a eulogy. Have the students

Copies of speeches
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The teacher will grade the students’ speeches on the
students’ ability to convey a sense of audience, use
techniques in speech writing and use standard

identify audience, purpose and techniques in the speech.
Then have students write a speech of their own in which
the audience, purpose and techniques are clear. For
example students can write a eulogy for a character in a
novel, a speech in praise of one of their heroes etc.

English. The teacher can also ask the students to
present their speeches orally and have their
classmates assess them based on a set of given
criteria (speech development, gestures, grammar,
voice audibility, modulation, etc)

OR
Students use effective speech writing and exposition
techniques to draft a speech for: ~Commonwealth Day
Address
~Best Effort Award (Graduation)

Writing to Explain from
the Success in Writing
series
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Objective 2:19 Write a newspaper story
Grade
Suggested Activity
7-9
*Students work in pairs to match headlines with the
relevant newspaper articles from major national
newspapers as well as the school’s newspaper.
e.g. ‘9S Makes History’
‘Unions to Hold Strategy Meeting Over BTC Sale’
‘Sewage Crisis Hits Pinewood’
*Teacher reviews the pyramid outline and strategy
for compiling newspaper stories.
*Students work in groups and use the 5 W’s to
brainstorm data for an article about a recent school
happening.

Suggested Materials/Resources
Newspapers, computers
The Nassau Guardian
The Tribune
The Bahama Journal
Freeport News
The Reef News
(sources may vary)

Assessment

The teacher will assess the students’ writing
based on the accuracy of the story and their
command of mechanics, usage, spelling, etc.

Elements of Language:
Introductory Course
(relevant section)

*Students jot notes using pyramid graphic
organizer.
*Students work as a group to write a newspaper
story.
OR
The teacher will assess the students’ writing
based on the accuracy of the story and their
command of mechanics, usage, spelling, etc.

The teacher gives students copies of newspapers
and has them identify the parts of the story
(headline, by-line, lead) and the five Ws and one
H(Who, What, When, Where, Why and How). The
teacher then asks the students to imitate the story by
pretending to be a reporter and write about an event
that took place recently on campus (e.g. the opening
of school, a special assembly, a sporting
competition). If computers are available, the
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10-12

students can set the page in columns like a real
newspaper and write their stories using Microsoft
publisher.
The teacher reviews the 5 Ws and H of a newspaper
story, using copies of newspapers. The teacher asks
the students to write a news story about a conflict in
a work of literature that they are reading or have
read. For example, students can pretend to be
reporters covering the aftermath of the hurricane in
BekaLamb or the murder of Duncan in Macbeth.

Newspapers, novels, plays, etc
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The teacher will assess the students’ writing
based on the accuracy of the story and their
command of mechanics, usage, spelling, etc.

Objective 2:20 Write an editorial
Grade
Suggested Activity
Suggested Materials/Resources
7-9
The teacher begins by having students read ‘Letters
Chalkboard
to the Editor’ of a newspaper in which readers/
writers express their views on an issue. The teacher
will then ask students to candidly express their
opinions about a particular school rule and the
reasons they hold those opinions. The teacher
writes down the reasons on the board. The students
are asked to write an editorial calling for the
abolition or retention of one school rule, explaining
reasons for their position. Topics might include
• Corporal punishment in schools
• School uniforms
• Hair extensions
OR
Teacher initiates a discussion on a salacious topic
e.g. Cell-phones Banned or Students Told ‘No
More Fun Days’.
Students brainstorm and share their views via
discussion supported by reasons, examples and
facts.

The Nassau Guardian
The Tribune
The Bahama Journal
Freeport News
The Reef News
(sources may vary)

Students read and analyze a model editorial.
Students work in small groups (based on
persuasion) to write editorials.

Writing to Persuade from theSuccess
in Writing series
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Assessment
The teacher should assess the
editorials on how well the
students support their position
as well as the organization,
mechanics, usage, etc. of the
article.

10-12

The teacher will distribute a newspaper to each
student in the class and ask each student to identify
a problem or conflict in one of the stories. The
students then write their solutions to the problem in
the first draft of their editorials. The teacher then
puts students in collaborative groups where they
discuss their solutions round-robin. After
discussion, students write a final draft of their
editorial for submission and assessment.

Newspapers
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The editorials should be
assessed on the students’
ability to clearly identify the
problem and present cogent
solutions. The editorials
should also be assessed on
students’ command of
mechanics, usage, etc.

Objective 2:21 Compose magazine articles
Grade
7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity
The teacher provides magazine articles from a
variety of magazines (sports, travel, news, etc) and
discusses the style of writing with the students.
Each student is asked to imitate one of the magazine
articles. The teacher then puts the students in
groups to review and discuss articles. After review
and suggestions, students submit final draft for
assessment. Examples of topics for magazine
articles might include
• A profile of a classmate with high
academic/athletic ability
• The profile of a FamilyIsland
The teacher asks students to interview fellow
students in the class or the school about a topic (e.g.
what they find memorable about high school, the
joys and stresses of being a teenager, etc) and write
a magazine article for teens based on the interviews
as well as their own experiences. Students should
aim to write a strong piece, backing any assertions
with evidence from interviews and personal
experience. The article should also have a strong
sense of audience.

Suggested Materials/Resources
Magazine articles

Assessment
The articles should be assessed
on students’ ability to provide
details and appropriate style as
well as the students’ command
of mechanics, usage, etc.

The articles should be assessed
on the students’ ability to
provide details and appropriate
style, as well as their ability to
convey a strong sense of
audience. In addition, the
students should also be
assessed on their command of
mechanics, usage, etc.
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Objective: 2. 21 Compose magazine articles
Grade
Suggested Activity

10 - 12

Students should have been
taught summary writing and
paraphrasing as well as had
exposure and practice with the
different purposes for writing
e.g. explain, describe,
persuade, or tell a story.

Suggested
Materials/ Resources
Writing to Describe;
Writing to Explain;
Writing to Tell a Story;
Writing to Persuade from the
Success in Writing series
Sensory details graphic
organizer

Option 1:
*Students venture on a field
trip to Mario’s Bowling Alley.
Students brainstorm details to
describe their experience
using a sensory details graphic
organizer.
Students work as a group to
write a magazine article about
the experience at the bowling
alley.
Option 2:
*Students respond to a
pictorial, and brainstorm and
discuss.
Students use ideas to
formulate a magazine article
which is either narrative,
descriptive, expository or
persuasive in nature.
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Assessment
The articles should be
assessed on students’ ability to
provide details and
appropriate style as well as the
students’ command of
mechanics, usage, etc.

Objective 2.22 Write formal research papers, using basic features of the MLP or APA style of documentation
Grade Suggested Activity
Suggested Materials/Resources
Assessment
10-12 Students will select a topic that interests them, and
Library, Internet access, MLA or
The teacher can assess the
with the help of the teacher, narrow the topic for
APA style sheets
students on each step of the
research purposes. This would be ideal for crossassignment (narrowing topic,
curriculum instruction. For example, students might
identifying thesis, finding
do more in-depth research on the impact of the
sources etc, drafts, final essay)
Europeans’ arrival on the indigenous people of the
or can assess the students on
Bahamas, in conjunction with their History class, or
the final essay based on the
argue that the Bahamas would be better/worse off if
criteria for writing
it joins the CSME in conjunction with their
argumentative or expository
Economics class. Students should be given a tour of
essays (depending on which
the library and shown where to find relevant
the student chooses) and the
information. Students should also be shown how to
students’ accuracy in following
get information online. They should be encouraged
the recommended
to use 3x5 index cards to write bibliographical
documentation style.
information and summaries of and quotes from the
information they need to use. As students may find
this topic quite intimidating, the teacher should go
through this process in stages, and if possible in
small groups. This activity should be done over the
course of several weeks or longer, especially at the
beginning.
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Objective:2.24Write argumentative paragraphs

Grade

7-9

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Read a dramatization/story in which characters present both sides of an
argument on a given topic.(e.g. It’s Awful/ Great being the oldest child in
the family)In groups or individually, studentschoose a position then extract
the relevant ideas from the play/story to support their view.Students then
choose an opposing detail to highlight its weakness. In
groups/independently, students write an argumentative paragraph ensuring
that an opposing idea is included in order to reveal its weakness.

A typed copy or recording of
a drama/play in which
characters present arguments
on a specific topic

Students revise and restructure a jumbled, disjointed argumentative
paragraph placing sentences in their correct order and deleting unnecessary
ideas from the paragraph. Students listen to an opposing view then write
the weakness in the argument.

10-12

Students listen to/ read an argumentative paragraph on a given topic, (e.g.
Girls and boys should not be educated in the same facility. OR Students
should be allowed to take cell-phones to school.) Students identify all of the
details which support the position that was taken. In groups,students
discuss the contrasting view, and details which support it. Students use
ideas generated to write an argumentative paragraph on the contrasting
view.
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Tape Recorder/ DVD player
or a typed copy of an
argumentative essay

Assessment

Objective: 2. 25 Plan, draft, revise/edit and proofread well-structured, imaginative narrative essays in which attention is paid
to characters, plot, setting and resolution and in which a variety of effective story-telling devices are used
Grade

7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Using PowerPoint or the overhead, the teacher shows students an image
(painting/picture) that tells a story. Working collectively, students
brainstorm about the possible events and characters the image illustrates. Image that tells a story;
Students review effective story-telling devices. Teacher then has students visual equipment
work individually, writing a narrative from the point of view of one of the
characters in the painting/ picture, sharing the character's thoughts and
feelings about the events that led up to the picture and/ or the events that
followed.The essays are completed at home and, after the teacher has
collected them and offered feedback, students are given the opportunity to
revise and proofread them.
Each student interviews an elderly person, preferably a relative, in order
to gain information about a crisis in that person's life. The student then
writes a narrative in the voice of the individual interviewed. In
preparation, the students must come up with good interview questions.
Teacher has students work individually or in small groups to design these
questions – about 15 to 20. The questions should pay attention to plot,
character and setting The interviews are held, and students then draft the
essays in class, after having reviewed effective story-telling devices. They
are reminded to use the voice of the elderly person. The essays are
completed at home and, after the teacher has collected them and offered
feedback, students are given the opportunity to revise and proofread them.
In a follow-up lesson, each student shares his/her narrative with the rest of
the class and his/her peers critique it concerning the inclusion of effective
story-telling devices.
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Resource for review of storytelling devices: Making the
Grade in BGCSE English
Language

Assessment

Students will be graded
based on their ability to
write interesting
narratives based on an
image

Students will be graded
based on their ability to
write interesting
narratives based on an
interview

Objective 2.26Plan, draft, revise/edit and proofread well-structured descriptive essays in which persons, places or things are
depicted using sensory details, figurative language and other devices
Grade

7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity
A series of lessons resulting in a comparative descriptive essay: Myself
Then and Now. Students bring in two pictures – one of themselves when
they were very young and the other, a picture of themselves today. Guided
by the teacher, they write lists of strong adjectives and figurative language
that can be used in a description of each image. They also generate
material on a handout under the headingsthen and now. This material will
concern their odd and amusing sayings and mannerisms/ habits, beliefs,
and positive and negative personality traits. They will probably have to
interview relatives for the information about themselves as a very young
child. Next, students write, peer edit, and possibly word-process the essay
for publication on a webpage or in the classroom.

A series of lessons. Working in small groups, students create their own
imaginary kingdom. They review descriptive devices, then write a
descriptive essayabout their kingdom, beginning by using a graphic
organizer to help them come up with creative ideas about the
people/population, the geography, government, industries and major
problems faced by the kingdom. They write their essays, revise them after
having received feedback from the teacher, and then create illustrations
using drawings, clipart, and magazine pictures to present their vision to
the class. They may also create a brochure based on the essay.
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Suggested
Materials/Resources

Assessment

student photographs; handout
with headings for the
recording of relevant
information of students in the
past and present

Students will be graded
based on their ability to
write interesting
comparative descriptive
essays on themselves.

Copies of graphic organizers;
drawings, clipart, and
magazine pictures; resource
for review of descriptive
devices: Making the Grade
in BGCSE English Language

Students will be graded
based on their ability to
write interesting
descriptive essays
about an imaginary
kingdom.

Objective: 2.27

Plan, draft, revise/edit and proofread well structured expository essays which present
information and ideas concisely, logically and sometimes persuasively

Grade

7-9

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

- This is an extended activity (i.e. it will be done over a number of class
periods)
Teacher gives a topic to the class. Students get into groups of 3 – 4 and
brainstorm. The group leader will list ideas generated.
Groups share ideas.
Group members share the research information with the class.
Students continue to work in groups to decide on theme/main idea and
supporting ideas.
Each student in the group is assigned a point to research, using a specific
medium, e.g. Internet, encyclopedia, etc. Teacher will direct the research.
For example, each student will find one fact, one opinion, one expert
advice, etc.
They share researched material with class and the teacher assesses for
relevance, logics, etc.
Students will draft the essay individually or in groups.
- Identifying strategies. Students identify linking words they could use
within paragraphs and in the essay.
- They read the paper aloud in their groups to detect surface errors, errors
in syntax, etc.
- They prepare final draft.
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Assessment

Assess relevance of
material researched.

Assess the final draft.

10-12

- This is an extended activity
Teacher gives a topic to class. Students get into groups of 3-4 and
brainstorm. The group leader will list ideas generated.
Groups share ideas.
Each student in the group is assigned an idea to research, using a
particular medium, e.g. Internet, encyclopedia, etc.
Group members share the research information with the class. Each
student in the group is assigned a point to research, using a specific
medium, e.g. Internet, encyclopedia, etc. Teacher will direct the research.
For example, each student will find one fact, one opinion, one expert
advice, etc.
They share researched material with the class and the teacher assesses for
relevance, logics, etc.
Students will draft the essay individually or in groups.
- Identifying strategies. Students identify linking words they could use
within paragraphs and in the essay.
- They read the paper aloud in their groups to detect surface errors, errors
in syntax, etc.
- They prepare final draft.
Students continue to work in groups to decide on a thesis and main ideas.
Students will draft the essay individually or in groups.
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Objective: 2.28 Plan, draft, revise/edit and proofread well structured persuasive essays expressing a point of
view and using appropriate persuasive techniques and rhetorical devices.
Grade

7-9

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

This is an extended activity.
Teacher gives students a persuasive piece, e.g., an advertisement; they
identify the methods of persuasion used.
Pre-writing activities:
In groups of 4, students brainstorm, cube, loop, free-write, cluster,
dramatize the subject, interview classmates and/others about the subject to
generate ideas for a given topic.
They will list ideas generated.
Groups share ideas.
Students continue to work in groups to decide on theme/main idea and
supporting ideas.
Each group is subdivided into two and is assigned an idea to research,
using a particular medium, e.g., Internet, encyclopedia, etc.
Group members share the researched information with class/with
teacher/with group.
Groups will subdivide, and each subgroup will work to develop a
point/paragraph. Teacher will guide the process, ensuring that persuasive
techniques, adequate development, etc are given attention.
They revise, focusing on content, persuasive techniques, style and
organization.
They proof for grammar and mechanics.
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Tape recorder/camcorder for
interview

Assessment

Assess the final product
by giving verbal
feedback or awarding a
grade .

10-12

This is an extended activity
Teacher asks students to find a persuasive piece in the newspaper, library,
on the web, etc. Alternatively, teacher may provide the class with a piece
of persuasive writing.
Students identify and discuss persuasive strategies used by the writer.
They could do this in groups and then share with the class.
Teacher gives a topic to the class. Students get into groups of 3 – 4 and
brainstorm. The group leader will list ideas generated.
Groups share ideas.
Each student in the group is assigned an idea to research, using a
particular medium, e.g., Internet, encyclopaedia, etc.
Group members share the research information with the class.
Students continue to work in groups to decide on a thesis and main ideas.
Students will draft the essay individually or in groups.
Teacher assesses draft and gives feedback for revision.
Students revise giving focus to content, organization, style, persuasive
techniques.
They proof for grammar and mechanical errors.
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Newspaper or any other
persuasive article.
Assess draft and give
feed-back for revision.
Students read final
drafts and class gives
feed-back.
Teacher may award a
grade for the oral
presentation or collect
the scripts and grade

Objective: 2.29 Plan, draft, revise and proofread argumentative essays which argue a point of view convincingly, using
appropriate techniques and different kinds of evidence from a range of sources

Grade

7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity
Students listen to/ read a deficient argumentative essay. Students are
divided into groups and are assigned a specific aspect of the essay to
critique: development, content, language, types of evidence and sources
used. (a rubric can be used to guide criticism in each area) Each group
orally presents criticism of its assigned element of the essay while other
groups make a note of criticisms. Groups may refute/ justify findings
after which each group/ individual student must revise, proofread and
rewrite the essay using information gleaned from the group reports. (This
activity may also be presented as a game/competition in which the teacher
divides the class into two teams, reads an argumentative essay during
which time students make note of deficiencies, then questions students
about each aspect of the essay. Correct answers should be awarded points
and at the end of the competition, students must revise, proofread and
rewrite the essay making sure to improve each aspect of the essay.)

Students may view a debate in the House of Assembly, read an argument
in a Letter to the Editor in one of the dailies, then critique its organization,
/development, content, language, types of evidence and sources used.
Students will then revise, edit, proofread their draft of the same argument
after which they will present to the class as an independent representative
in the House of Assembly or as an independent citizen. OR
Create a panel discussion in which volunteers present/ dramatize an
argument, then sit as a panel that is questioned by the class on various
aspects of the argument. Students must then use the original argument
along with responses given by the panel to draft, revise, edit, proofread
and submit their argumentative essays.
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Suggested
Materials/Resources

Assessment

Printed copy / tape
recording/ DVD/ CD
recording of deficient
argumentative essay

Essays may be judged
by teacher or
independent judge and
winner(s) given a prize.

Recording of a House
Debate or a copy of a
Letter to the editor
An outline
containing space
where questions can
be posed about the
various aspects of the
argumentative essay.

Objective: 2.30 Write timed essays: descriptive, narrative, expository, argumentative and persuasive

Grade

7-9

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Students are given various types of questions: supplied beginnings or
endings, topics that lend themselves to specific types of writing, pictures
or excerpts of poems, from which students choose a prompt, then plan
and write a specific type of essay.

Students are given various types of questions: supplied beginnings or
endings, topics that lend themselves to specific types of writing, pictures
or bits of poetry, from which students choose then plan, and write a
specific type of essay.
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Past examination papers,
internal & external

Assessment

Assessment is to be
based on the criteria
used in marking the
national BJC
Paper 1 scripts

Assessment is to be
based on the criteria
used in marking the
national BGCSE
Paper 1 scripts

Sub-Goal 3:

Students will interpret, appreciate and respond critically and relevantly to what is read and
experienced in everyday situations (vocational, social, recreational, educational), realizing that
reading is not passive but is an interactive process involving the work itself, the reader and the
context of the reading situation

Objective 3:2 Identify topic, main idea and supporting points/ specific details
Grade

7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources
Students read brief paragraphs, listen to a song, view a cartoon and/or
Movie appropriate for age
movie clip/ excerpt.
group and purpose e.g.
“Madea’s Big Happy
Students then use central/main idea mapping, utilizing a semantic/ graphic Family”
organizer with Think-Link Strategy to identify topic, main idea and
supporting points.
Central/Main idea graphic
organizers

Students work cooperatively in groups of 5 – 6 to unscramble sentence
strips to form logical, cohesive paragraphs.

-Sentence strips

Teacher prompts students to discuss the focus/ central idea using
supporting details as justification.

Expository paragraph
Narrative paragraph
Persuasive paragraph
Descriptive paragraph

Students read brief passages and select main idea (both directly stated
through a topic sentence and implied) through supporting details, plotting
these using focus/ central idea graphic organizers.
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-Graphic organizers

Assessment

Completed graphic
organizers

Compiled paragraph
formations

Completed graphic
organizers

Objective: 3.3 Note correct sequence and arrange events from the text in sequential and chronological order

Grade

7-9

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Students engage in competitive group activity and arrange individual
comic strips in sequential order.

Individual comic strips

Assessment

Sequenced comic strips

Chart reflecting examples of
transitional words and
phrases

Students discuss sequential clues including transitions
Students listen to a recording of a narrative and read the script
simultaneously, then discuss and create a comic strip depicting the events
of the story in the correct sequence.

Teacher uses questioning to guide students in recalling steps in the
process.

Cassette player
Cassette with recording of
narrative
Blank papers
Laptop computer
DLP projector
YouTube video presentation
on ‘Explanation of How to
Make a Paper Hat’

Teacher introduces term ‘sequence’ and provides exposition pointing out
possible indicators such as transitions/ transitional phrases.

Elements of Language
Secondary Course

Students create an elaborate paper hat following presenter’s instructions
(either teacher or segment from YouTube by a video presenter)
10-12

Students read expository passage and use numbers to depict the correct
sequence of events.
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Comic strip sequence
Paper hats

Discussion

Sequence exercise

Objective: 3.5 Use context clues to determine meaning of words.

Grade

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

7-9

Students competitively work in pairs to view nonsense words in sentences
and give denotation based on what is suggested (clues).

Teacher uses explanation and guided practice and introduces types of
clues e.g. synonym, antonym, situational, inferential…

Nonsense word flash cards
(inserted in sentences already
drafted on board) or
Part of Microsoft PowerPoint
presentation highlighted in
sentences

Students work in pairs to complete a multiple choice exercise indicating
the meaning of a word using only context clues.

Worksheets

Students competitively work in pairs to view nonsense words in sentences
and give denotation based on what is suggested (clues).
10-12
Teacher uses explanation and guided practice and introduces types of
clues e.g. synonym, antonym, situational, inferential…

Multiple choice
answers

Nonsense word flash cards
(inserted in sentences already
drafted on board) or
Part of Microsoft PowerPoint Meanings of words
presentation highlighted in
sentences

Students work in pairs to record the meanings of unfamiliar words based
on their use in a passage; additionally, students identify words from the
passage which engender the same denotation as those definitions supplied. Worksheets
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Assessment

Selection of words
from the passage

Objective: 3.6 Use structural signals to determine word meaning

Grade

7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

The teacher gives students a list of about ten to twelve words with
prefixes, root words and suffixes, for which they are to give the
definitions. For example: incredible, decision, transportation,
unbelievable, reaction, relocation, impression, receding, injection,
interceding, preceding, reactivation. Together, making use of dictionaries,
the class identifies the prefix, root word and suffix in each word, gives
their meaning and then gives the definition of the word. The teacher then
gives students sentences (preferably from a literature text) that make use
of other words with the same prefixes, root words and/or suffixes. E.g.
My rejection by the team sent me into a deep depression.Her
inconsideration hurt him deeply. Students use structural signals to
determine the meaning of these words.

In preparation, the teacher asks students to investigate word origins in
order to understand meaning. Teacher puts students in work groups of
about four to five. Students are all given a list of root words and various
prefixes and suffixes with their meanings. The list should be based on
words the teacher has culled from a literature text being studied. Using
this list, students form words and then use the dictionary to determine the
correctness of their words. They then write sentences/ paragraphs making
use of the words
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Assessment

List of ten to twelve words
with prefixes and suffixes;
Students’ ability to
Teacher-generated sentences/ define the words used
passage
in sentences by
employing structural
signals

List of root words and
various prefixes and suffixes
with their meanings,
preferably culled from a
literature text; dictionaries

Students’ ability to
form words from the
list of root words and
various prefixes and
suffixes, and then use
them in sentences

Objective: 3.8 Differentiate between figurative and literal meaning

Grade

7-9

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Students work cooperatively to attempt to role-play instructions on flash
cards
e.g. ‘Give me a helping hand’.
‘Lend me your ears’.
Teacher uses Reciprocal Teaching Strategy as concepts of literal and
figurative language are espoused.

-(worksheets)

Assessment

Statements labeled as
literal or figurative

-Elements of Literature

Students label statements with common word/s or phrases as literal or
figurative, based on writer’s intended message.

10-12

Students work cooperatively to attempt to role-play instructions on flash
cards
e.g. ‘Give me a helping hand’.
‘Lend me your ears’.
Teacher uses Reciprocal Teaching Strategy as concepts of literal and
figurative language are espoused.

flash cards with instructions

Instructions

Students label statements with common word/s or phrases as literal or
figurative based on writer’s intended message.

Labeled statements
(either literal or
figurative)

Students read a short poem and paraphrase each stanza.

Paraphrased stanzas

Students change literal statements to become figurative and change
figurative language to become literal.

Literal statements
Figurative statements
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Objective:3.9 Recognize sensory details
Grade

7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity

Suggested Materials/Resources

Have students examine a picture of a family having a pizza dinner(or any
other type of meal), and imagine the tastes, smells, sights, sounds and
touch that the family may be enjoying. (OR have class enjoy a pizza/
snack then share their thoughts about the tastes, smells, sounds, touch
and sights associated with the snack. This may be done in pairs or fours,
each group sampling something different.) Students will then read a
description of this meal that they have just experienced or seen in a
picture. In groups, they will list all of the sensory details that were used
in the paragraph and share the same with the class.

A picture/ poster of a person/
family eating a meal/ snack, a
sensory-detail table & a
descriptive paragraph.

Students will read a report OR view a movie clip of a junkanoo parade, a
strike/protest, a basketball game or courtcase, paying special attention to
the sensory details that may surface. In groups, students identify these
sensory details then report the same to the class who verifies accuracy or
feasibility of the responses.

A newspaper report/ a
commercial or movie clip
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Assessment

Objective: 3.10 Identify and analyse author’s tone

Grade

7-9

Suggested Activity

Teacher utters the same statement three times, conveying three varied
attitudes by using diction and countenance.
e.g. ‘What’s up?’(anger, surprise, insult)

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Assessment

-Elements of Literature
Colourful construction paper
(one per group)
Crayons/ coloured pencils

Words to describe tone
Words in the context
circled as evidence

Teacher uses Reciprocal Teaching Strategy as concept of tone is exhorted.
Students work in groups to study a statement presented on colourful paper
then identify the tone (writer’s attitude) suggested and use coloured
pencils/ crayons to circle the clues (evidence/ substantiation) evident in
the context.
Students complete a puzzle/ word search finding emotive/ ‘feeling’ words. -puzzle
10-12

Teacher shows students pictures of various Emoticons and asks them to
give words to describe tone.
Students use Think-aloud Strategy to justify conclusions
e.g. happy, peaceful, playful, frustrated, angry.
Teacher uses Reciprocal Teaching Strategy as concept of tone is
exhorted.
Students read an excerpt of a passage and discuss the attitude depicted
then write an expository paragraph explaining the attitude.
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-pictures of various
Emoticons or
Pictures of the above
included as part of a
Microsoft Power Point
presentation

Passage

Completed puzzle with
all the emotive based
words
Adjectives describing
emotions

Expository paragraphs
about attitude depicted
in the passage

Objective: 3.11 Differentiate facts from opinions
Grade

7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity
Teacher introduces a mini-lesson modeling samples of statements from a
series of advertisements demonstrating fact and opinion. Working in
groups, students review enlarged copies of advertisements todetermine
which statements are facts and which are opinions(PowerPoint can be
used). Thenstudents develop their own ads for their favorite brand of
tennisshoes/ school attire, utilizing both facts and opinions about the
shoes/ shirts/ pants/ etc. (4 – 5 facts; 4 – 5 opinions) These ads
areenlarged on the whiteboard for the whole class to analyze and
todetermine the effectiveness of the use of fact and opinion.
Students develop their own ads for a local school or a church, utilizing
both facts and opinions about the school/church. (8 – 10 facts; 8 – 10
opinions) These ads areenlarged on the whiteboard for the whole class to
analyze and todetermine the effectiveness of the use of fact and opinion.

Suggested
Materials/Resources
Teacher-generated samples
of statements from a
series of advertisements
demonstrating fact and
opinion; enlarged copies of
advertisements, viewed via
PowerPoint; whiteboard

Enlarged copies of
advertisements, viewed via
PowerPoint; whiteboard

OR

Students use Think-aloud Strategy as teacher elicits what they know about
a hot topic e.g. Teenage Pregnancy
Teacher uses Questioning Strategy to guide students to differentiating
between factual information(which can be proven) or opinions (mere
beliefs)
Students work in groups to analyse news articles highlighting the facts
and opinions with two different colour markers/ pencils.
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Assessment
Students’ ability to
design creative
advertisements that
make use of a mixture
of facts and opinions

Students’ ability to
design creative
advertisements that
make use of a mixture
of facts and opinions

Hot topic flash card/s
Newspaper articles from
various sources e.g.
The Nassau Guardian
The Tribune
The Journal
Freeport News
The Reef News (school
newspaper)
Ecclesia News (religious journal)

Highlighted facts and
opinions in news
articles

Objective: 3.12 Voice opinions

Grade

7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity
Students read a number of paragraphs, each on a Bahamian public figure
(three or four). They are then to identify any opinions on these figures in
the paragraph, and then come up with two or three opinions of their own
about them. These may be given orally or in written form.

Suggested
Materials/Resources
Teacher-generated
paragraphs or paragraphs
from texts on Bahamian
public figures

Teacher gives students information on a graph or pie chart etc. re the
death penalty in The Bahamas, or revenue from fishing, or cruise-ship
tourism. Students in groups give their opinion on one of the topics,
justifying why the opinion is held. Paragraphs are to be written.
Copies of pie chart/ graph
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Assessment
Ability to generate two
or three opinions about
public figures, writing
coherent sentences or
relaying these opinions
orally

Paragraphs reflecting
the students’ ability to
read the information
presented in the text,
and then express
opinions on it
coherently

Objective: 3.13Use facts to support opinions about print and non-print texts
Grade

7-9

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Teacher explains that the class will read an editorial to determine how the
writers use facts to support their opinions. The students listen as the
teacher reads a short editorial from a local newspaper on a controversial
issue (or a teacher-generated editorial on a topic such as “Are Hair
Extensions on School Campuses Distracting?” or “Should Junior and
Senior Schools be Combined?”. As the teacher reads, the class identifies
the issue/subject being discussed, the writer’s opinion, the facts he/she
uses to support his or her opinion, and, if possible, the sources of the
facts. As the students provide this information, the teacher maps them on
a chart/whiteboard which has the following headings: subject, the writer’s
opinion, facts that support the opinion, sources
Students then work individually or in groups, writing a paragraph in
which they form an opinion on a given subject, such as “School Vacations
Should Be Made Shorter”, “Junior Junkanoo Should be Discontinued” or
“ High School Boys and Girls Should Attend Separate Schools” and then
use at least four – five facts to support that opinion. This writing piece is
to be expanded as an extended activity, with students providing sources
for their facts.
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Teacher-provided editorial or
an editorial from a local
newspaper, written at the
students’ level; chart
paper/whiteboard

Assessment
Ability to write
coherent paragraphs
voicing an opinion on a
given subject, then
using at least four –
five facts to support
that opinion, and
providing sources.

10-12

For average students and high achievers: In preparation, students research
the events surrounding a local controversy. E.g. the sale of BTC, the Bah
Mar issue or dredging in Grand Bahama. In a brief written outline,
students identify the principal players in the controversy and outline the
arguments on both sides. They document all sources used in this research.
In class, as a whole group they discuss the issue. Following this, they
choose a side. Then, using persuasive language and arguments based on
fact, each student writes an interview explaining their opinion about the
controversy to someone. That is, they imagine they are being interviewed
by a reporter and write the transcript of this interview, attempting to
persuade their audience to see their point of view.

Students are assessed
on their ability to form
an educated opinion on
the local controversy
and write an interview
in which they espouse
that opinion, based on
facts gleaned from
research. Correct
spelling, grammar and
usage skills are
expected.

OR
A selected non-verbal text –
a piece of art such as a
Students discuss and express their opinions on a selected non-verbal text –
picture, a sculpture or a
a piece of art such as a picture, a sculpture or a painting. In a class
painting, e.g. a copy of one
discussion, they ‘read’ the selection/text, discussing its theme, mood, and
of Amos’ paintings, or one
relevance of the media used. They then write their opinion of the text,
of the Minnis sisters
stating whether they like it and giving reasons for their opinion.

Cinderella II by Nicole
Minnis http://eddieminnis.com
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Students are assessed
on their ability to write
well-organized
paragraphs that give a
thesis statement about
the text, describe the
text, clearly state
opinions about it and
justify these opinions
using sound reasons.

Objective: 3:14 Identify & analyse cause and effect relationships

Grade

7-9

Suggested Activity
Teacher reminds students that an effect is "what happened" and a cause is
"why it happened." An example is given, such as, Because unscrupulous
or ignorant people filled in the wetlands and built homes there, the wild
birds died. Teacher informs students that some causes have several
effects and some effects have several causes and reminds students to look
for clue words that indicate causes and effects, such as if and because. The
teacher then distributes and reads aloud to the class a news article or
passage that lends itself to a discussion of cause and effect, perhaps one
about an endangered species in The Bahamas, such as the iguana.
Competent student readers can assist with the reading. The teacher starts a
cause and effect chart with a column on the left in which to record causes,
or reasons why things happen and a column on the right in which to
record effects, or short descriptions of the things that happen. She/He
pauses the reading from time to time to have students identify causes and
effects. Students identify both things that might happen if something else
happens and things that actually do happen. Teacher also prompts
students to make inferences, or combine what they already know with
information given in the text to figure out why something happens the
way it does. Students then write paragraphs on the causes and effects in
the reading piece, using the chart as a guide.
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Suggested
Materials/Resources

Assessment

News article or passage that
lends itself to a discussion of
cause and effect; cause and
effect chart

Students are assessed
on their ability to write
well-organized
paragraphs on the
causes and effects in
the reading piece.

10-12

This lesson can be done as a follow-up to one in which students write
creatively, working in groups of four, creating perhaps a folktale filled
with explicit and implicit causes and effects. In the lesson, the groups
swap stories and analyse the one which they have received in the swap,
identifying the stated and implied causes and effects. Working
individually or as a group, they compose detailed paragraphs in which
they explicate the causes and effects in the piece that they read.
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Folktales produced as group
work

Students are assessed
on their ability to write
well-organized,
coherent paragraphs on
the causes and effects
in the reading piece

Objective: 3.15Draw conclusions/Make inferences
Grade

7-9

Suggested Activity
Teacher places students into groups and gives each group an index-card
upon which an emotion is written, such as hate, grief, fear, envy, anxiety.
Each group is to come up with a number of phrases – “hints” – that would
describe a person who is feeling that specific emotion. For example, the
group that has the emotion “grief” might list “contorted mouth” and “tearfilled eyes” as two of the hints. Then the groups pair up and trade hints to
see whether they can draw conclusions about how the person feels based
on the given hints. Students can later segue into drawing conclusions
about characters in literature texts they are reading.
OR
Teacher describes the contents of someone’s bag, as well as what the bag
looks like, and students make inferences about the person based on what
is said about the bag and its contents. For example, a small leather change
purse filled with jump drives and a single tube of lip gloss; a plastic
shopping bag filled with vegetable peelings, fruit skins and corn shucks;
or a backpack containing several library books about pregnancy, a male
student’s uniform and a pamphlet on parenthood. After students have
been provided with several examples, they get into groups and come up
with bags of their own. They record these, and then trade their
descriptions with other groups and determine whether the same inferences
are made. Next, the whole class discusses each “bag” and its contents, as
well as the inferences made, evaluating whether any of these inferences
were unlikely because of a lack of support. For example, it is improbable
that a computer bag containing three sets of students’ exam papers, a
whiteboard eraser, a bottle of fingernail polish, several red pens and a
compact mirror belongs to a student.
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Suggested
Materials/Resources

Assessment

Index cards with an emotion
written on each

Students’ ability to
provide relevant
phrases/ “hints” and to
arrive at the right
conclusion about the
emotion felt by the
persons described by
those phrases/ “hints”

10-12

The teacher shows students how to use inferences to understand
unfamiliar vocabulary. For example, he/she writes several sentences on
the whiteboard such as “I decided not to sebelliate again this spring. The
last time I tried it, the slugs feasted on the leaves to their heart’s content
and it was not warm enough outside for the move to be successful.”
Students come up with a list of facts that they know about the nonsense
word “sebelliate” from reading the sentences, such as the facts that it can
be done in the spring and it involves something with leaves that slugs like
to eat. Then students make inferences about the word “sebelliate”, such as
the ideas that it probably requires the use of slug or pest repellents, warm
weather and involves something being transferred from one place
(indoors) to another (outdoors). Students next extend these inference
activities to real-life applications by using the same process to infer the
meanings of difficult words in sentences from a literature text, when the
words can be understood from context.
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Teacher-generated sentences
containing nonsense words
and several clues about the
meaning of these words;
sentences from a literature
text, these sentences making
use of words that can be
understood from context.

Students’ ability to
make inferences about
the meaning of words
culled from a literature
text

Objective:3.16Make judgements and support them with details from the text

Grade

7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Teacher distributes copies of a complex poem/story, telling students that
its intended audience is a class of lower primary school students. Students
read the piece, and then make judgements about the suitability of the
poem/story for its intended audience, supporting their judgements with
references from the text. They consider factors such as word choice,
length, subject matter and elements of style.

Copies of a poem/story that
is inappropriate for primary
school students

Copies of an interview of a
Teacher leads students in a review of the characteristics of a good
interview, mounting these characteristics on the whiteboard. Students then popular figure, local or
international; whiteboard
read an interview of a popular figure, local or international, and then
analyze and critically evaluate the interview, making judgements about its
quality. Students use details from the interview to support their
judgements. They are expected to write paragraphs in support of a thesis
statement about the success or failure of the interview
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Assessment
Students’ ability to
support judgements
made about the poem/
short story

Students’ ability to
produce paragraphs
critiquing the interview
on the grounds of
whether it meets or
fails to meet the criteria
for a good interview

Objective: 3.18 Identify problem and solution
Grade

7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Assessment

Copies of graphic organiser
In preparation for this lesson, each student will create a short folktale or
story in which there are problems and solutions. Students swap stories and or t-chart; students’ stories
identify the problems and solutions in the swapped piece, perhaps using a
graphic organiser or t-chart to do so. Next, they write brief paragraphs
based on the information gleaned from the story regarding problems and
solutions.

Students’ ability to
write well structured,
brief paragraphs that
outline the problems
and solutions in the
story which they read

In groups, students discuss and present potential problems and solutions
for the different parties involved when parents decide to separate. Each
student then writes an essay exploring this issue. In a follow-up lesson,
students swap essays and identify the problems and solutions in the
swapped piece, perhaps using a graphic organiser or t-chart to do so. They
next write a summary of the essay based on the information gleaned from
the essay regarding problems and solutions

Students’ ability to
write an essay about
the potential problems
and solutions for the
different parties
involved when parents
decide to separate, as
well as write brief,well
structured paragraphs
that outline the
problems and solutions
in the essay which they
peer read and analysed
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Copies of graphic organiser
or t-chart; students’ essays

Objective: 3.19 Determine Point of View

Grade

7-9

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Teacher leads students in a brief discussion of the fact thatwriters often
attempt to persuade their readers to accept a certain viewpoint and that it
is very important for the reader to analyse the reasoning that the author
uses in support of his/her point of view. Readers must be on the lookout
for evidence of bias or weaknesses in the writer’s arguments when a point
of view is being presented. Students then watch a brief clip (no longer
than 10 minutes) of a movie that has been reviewed in print. It may be a
Bahamian movie. Next, they read a review of the movie and determine the
writer’s point of view, analyzing his/her language. Teacher asks probing
questions to elicit a meaningful discussion of point of view. For example:
What is the writer’s purpose? How does the writer feel about this movie?
What makes his/her point of view clear? That is, describe how you are
able to identify the author’s point of view.What are the writer’s arguments
in support of his/her viewpoint?Are emotionally “loaded” words or
images used? If so, what are they?Are there any opinions stated as facts?
Give evidence from the review. During the discussion, students use
highlighters to identify words, phrases and sentences in the review that
reveal the writer’s point of view. As an extended activity, they are asked
to read another review of a different film and analyse the writer’s point of
view in the same way.
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A brief clip (no longer than
10 minutes) of a movie that
has been reviewed in print;
audio visual equipment;
copies of a review of the
movie

Assessment
Ability to intelligently
analyse, whether orally
or in writing, point of
view in the sample
review/s

10-12

Teacher tells students that nearly all speeches that are delivered started off
as words on paper. There is nearly always a writer behind a speech. They
will examine how a speaker attempts to persuade his/her readers to accept
a certain viewpoint, analysing the reasoning that the speaker uses in
support of his/her point of view. Students must be on the lookout for
evidence of bias or weaknesses in the writer’s arguments when this point
of view is being presented. Students then listen to a speech delivered by a
local motivational speaker (no longer than 15 minutes; written copies of
the speech must be available). e.g., David Burrows or Terez Davies, the
popular Miss Daisy). Next, they read the text of the speech and determine
the writer’s point of view, analyzing his/her language. Teacher asks
probing questions to elicit a meaningful discussion of point of view. For
example: What is the writer’s purpose? How does the writer feel about the
aspects of the topic? What makes his/her point of view clear? That is,
describe how you are able to identify the author’s points of view.What are
the writer’s arguments in support of his/her viewpoint?Are emotionally
“loaded” words or images used? If so, what are they?Are there any
opinions stated as facts? Are there any generalizations or
exaggerations?Give evidence from the speech. During the discussion,
students use highlighters to identify words, phrases and sentences in the
speech that reveal the writer’s point of view. As an extended activity, they
are asked to read another speech and analyse the writer’s point of view in
the same way.
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A recording (no longer than
15 minutes) of a speech by a
motivational speaker; audio
equipment; copies of the
speech. Dave Burrows’
“Making the Most of Your
Teenage Years” is an
excellent resource. If no
recording is accessible,
teacher can have someone
role-play this motivational
speaker, using the words
from his text.

Ability to intelligently
analyse, whether orally
or in writing, point of
view in the sample
speech

Objective: 3.20 Determine author’s purpose
Grade

7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Select four segments of a Literature text, which students will read to
determine the writer’s purpose. Assignment can be done in groups or
independently. OR Students listen to a telephone conversation then
identify different segments which convey different purposes. OR Give
students a variety of reading materials (an introduction, advertisement, a
toast, short story, poem, joke, a report, an obituary or a speech) to
determine the writer’s purpose. Answers will be shared along with an
explanation of how purpose was determined.

Literature text, recording of a
telephone conversation or
handouts of different kinds
of writing forms

Students will examine the Prime Minister’s contribution in the House of
Assembly or the Queen’s Commonwealth Day Speech and identify four
different segments which reflect four different purposes. Ideas will be
shared and an explanation given of how the purpose was determined.

Prime Minister’s Speech Or
Queen Elizabeth’s
Commonwealth Day Speech
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Assessment

Objective:3.21 Predict outcomes
Grade

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

7-9

Have students carry out tasks in a series, then have them predict the final
task along with the outcome, before the final direction/instruction is given.
(e.g. making a boat, necklace, out of paper or animal paper-mache, folding
or colouring paper in order to make a specific scene, etc.) Afterwards,
students can discuss/ explain how they were able to make the prediction.
Give students a list of events in a story, then have them predict the
outcome, after which they will explain why their predictions took the form
they did.
Play a game in which students are given a list of items or are actually given
two – four items from which they will predict an action/ outcome
Show students an excerpt of “Law and Order” or some other crime series
before predicting the outcome.

10-12

Predict the outcome of an event in their Literature text (Lord of the Flies or
The Marriage of Anansewa or Perspectives from Inner Windows)
Read a portion of a poem then predict the end.
Have students read portions of a biography of a real or imagined character
and predict what that character would become based on the experiences and
events of his/her life.
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Assessment

Objective 3.25:Analyse characters
Grade

7-9

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Teacher has students review how we determine what kind of person a
character is (by his/her words and thoughts, actions, and by what others
say about him/her). The class reads a fairly long passage that lends itself
to character analysis and then the teacher leads students in the writing of a
“character analysis recipe”. He/She writes the name of the character on
the board; has the class brainstorm the personality/character traits of that
person, with justification; writes those traits on the board as the students
share their thoughts; gives students sample cooking terms, such as a cup
of…, a dash of…, a pinch of…; a tablespoon of…; leads students in
composing a "character recipe" for that person, including as many
cooking terms as possible as they write about the character's concrete and
abstract qualities. For example, the character might be described as having
•
•
•

a cup of dishonesty,
a dash of sarcasm, and
a pinch of compassion.

Next, students work individually or in pairs to create a character recipe for
other characters in the passage. When students complete their recipes,
they share them with their classmates. As an extended activity, they may
attractively prepare them for display, using recipe graphics and Word
Publisher.
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Fairly long passage that
lends itself to character
analysis; board; computers;
Word Publisher

Assessment

Do students’ recipes
reflect a good grasp of
the characteristics of
the characters?Teachers
may not want to assess
this creative exercise
for a grade but the
better and more
accurate recipes should
be displayed.

10-12

Students read a short story with two fully drawn characters, such as
Copies of an appropriate
Langston Hughes’ “Thank You, Ma’am”. They analyse these characters,
short story; copies of Venn
completing a Venn Diagram for each, mapping out the character traits.
Diagrams; Internet; journals
Following a class discussion in which the teacher validates the identified
traits, students then “take on” the personality of one of the characters and
create a Facebook, MySpace, or Blog for this character, on which he or
she discusses the other character and his/her personality, also commenting
on what they have in common, and justifying what is said. More than
likely, this assignment will have to be extended. For those with no internet
access, journal or diary entries are to be written, in which they take on the
persona of one of the characters and write about the other character and
his /her personality, justifying what is said.
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Students’ ability to
analyse one of the
characters from the
point of view of the
next, making use of an
appropriate tone,
appropriate character
traits, and justifying
what is said

Objective: 3.26 Compare and contrast relationships
Grade

7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity
- Students read a piece and identify words that signal
comparison – e.g. like, both, similarly; and
contrast – e.g. however, but, unlike
- Teacher gives students two objects or pictures – e.g. tea kettle/pot;
apples/candies; and asks them to list all or as many points of comparison
and contrasts they can find. They can set up a table/t-chart labeled
'similarities' and 'differences' and list their findings. After presenting their
findings to the class, students may write a paragraph discussing the
similarities and differences between the objects.
- Assignment - over a two-day period, (or any given period determined by
teacher) have students observe and compare as many objects, people,
events as they can – e.g. cars, sportswear, basketball games, dinners,
labels, church services, mother and father, siblings, etc. Students do a
journal presenting findings; they should be encouraged to use signal
words to show comparison and contrast. They may also use pictures or
cartoons to present their findings.
- Students could be given exercises similar to Grades 7 – 9
- Ask students to write a brief paragraph comparing and contrasting a
Wendy's and a McDonald's sandwich.
-Teacher selects two descriptive pieces from a newspaper, journal, novel
or the literary text being studied; the focus of the piece may be character,
event or setting. Students will note differences and similarities in the
pieces.
They do a written exercise presenting their findings.
More advanced students may compare /contrast writers' style,
attitude/tone.
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Suggested
Materials/Resources

Assessment

- Real objects and pictures of
cars, people, food, cellphones, etc.
-Text selected from print
sources.

Assess activities as
they are done.
Assess the journal at
end of assigned period.

As in grades 7-9

Assess activities
Assess journal.

Objective: 3.29 Categorize/classify ideas
Grade

7-9

Suggested Activity
- Mind-mapping; Teacher gives students a topic, e.g. food. Students will
map sub-ideas and sub-branches until they have a wide list of ideas. They
will sort the ideas into subcategories; they may have a number of
categories, e.g. healthy foods, junk foods, desserts, meats, starches, etc.
This activity can be done in groups.
Students share with class.
- OR teacher may do a tree-diagram on a large sheet. The tree will
represent a category, e.g. animals. There will be several subcategories
tacked on to the tree (maybe words or pictures or both). Students play a
game in which they pick a category and select from branches to develop
that category, e.g. mammals, wild animals, domestic, etc.
- Mind mapping as in 7 – 9.
- More advanced students may do Venn diagram to classify while they
also show similarities and differences.

10-12
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Suggested
Materials/Resources

Assessment

Construction paper, crayons,
pictures, markers.

Assess students' ability
to classify based on
activities done.
Award students who
have the 'purest'
categories or the most
members in a class.

Construction paper, crayons,
pictures, markers

Assess students' ability
to classify based on
activities done.
Award students who
have the 'purest'
categories or the most
member in a class.

Objective: 3.30 Identify generalizations
Grades
Suggested Activity
7-9
The teacher will write the following statement on the board: “All snakes
are harmful.” She will then ask the students to write if they agree with that
statement. The teacher will then modify the statement by replacing the
word ‘All’ with ‘Most’, ‘Some’, ‘Many’, and ‘Few’. The teacher will then
ask the students if they know about all snakes. The teacher should then
distribute a worksheet with similar statements and ask the students how
accurate the statement is. The students should write “All’, ‘Most’, ‘Many’,
‘Some’, ‘Few’, or ‘I don’t know’. Statements might include: Tigers are
carnivores; Fish live in the ocean; Poor people are lazy.
10-12 The teacher distributes a number of editorials and letters to the editor from
various newspapers. Students are asked to identify any generalizations that
the writers use in their arguments. Alternatively, the teacher can have
students listen to a call-in radio show or watch a news programme where
opinions are offered and have students identify generalizations that
participants on these shows make.
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Resources/Materials
Chalkboard, paper,
pens/pencils, worksheets

Newspapers, radio,
television

Assessment
Teacher will give the students a
quiz on about ten statements to
see if students can detect
generalizations.

Teacher will assess students on
their ability to detect
generalizations in passages.

Objective: 3.31 Identify assumptions
Grades
Suggested Activity
7-9
The teacher will write the following statement on the board and ask
the student what assumption they can make based on the sentence.
‘Myra is wearing a sweater.’ The teacher then gives the students a
worksheet with similar statements, and asks students what they can
assume from the statements. It is important that the students are able
to justify their assumptions. Statements might include: Gabrielle is
devouring the pizza; Joseph is leaping into the air and Paula wears
glasses.
10-12 The teacher leads a class discussion on assumptions. Teacher asks
students what assumptions they make when people are described as
‘a jock’, ‘a beauty queen’, ‘a nerd’. The teacher then puts the
students into groups and asks each group to identify three
nationalities and what assumptions people make upon hearing the
name of the nationality. Students should write what they hear not
what they necessarily believe to be true. Students should be
encouraged to discuss why people have those assumptions and the
danger in making those assumptions.
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Resource/Materials
Chalkboard, paper,
pens/pencils,
worksheets

Assessment
Teacher will give the
students a quiz on about ten
statements to see if students
can detect assumptions.

Chalkboard,
pens/pencils, paper

Teacher will give the
students a quiz on about ten
statements to see if students
can detect assumptions.

Objective: 3.32 Identify propaganda and its techniques
Grades
Suggested Activity
7-9
The teacher will place students in groups and give each group an
advertisement. The group is asked to write down all the features that
make the advertisement look attractive. They should also note words
which give a positive impression of the product (positive
connotations).
10-12 Students will search through magazines and newspapers to find the
seven different methods of propaganda in advertisements:
(Testimonials, glittering generalities, card stacking, plain folks,
bandwagon, transfer, name-calling). Students can also be asked to
identify propaganda techniques in advertisements from television and
radio. The teacher can also have students go online and identify
propaganda techniques from political campaigns. Students can
examine the language of political advertisements as well as their
images.
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Resources/Materials
Advertisements

Newspapers,
magazines, internet
access

Assessment
The group will create and
present an advertisement.
They will be assessed on the
quality of their
advertisements.
In groups, students will
create and present
advertisements using at least
three propaganda
techniques. They will be
assessed on the quality of
their advertisements and
their ability to defend them.

Objective: 3.33 Interpreting Pictures
Grades
Suggested Activity
7-9
The teacher will place students in groups and give them a number of
photographs of people. The students should write down what the
expression on the face of each person suggests about the mood of the
person, and be able to defend their choices. The teacher then
distributes pictures of products in advertisements. Students are asked
to write adjectives to describe the image which that picture creates
and defend their choice of adjectives.
10-12 The teacher asks students to examine pictures of the aftermath of war
or a natural disaster and write down their observations. What do the
pictures reveal? What emotions do they evoke? Why? The students
can also be asked to take pictures of their own surroundings (family,
neighborhood, beach) and make a PowerPoint presentation to the
class. Their classmates can volunteer to interpret the pictures. Also,
the teacher can also have students look at editorial cartoonists (e.g.
Sideburns) and have students write what they feel the pictures reveal
about the cartoonist’s attitude on a particular subject. Students
should also be asked to defend their responses.
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Resources/Materials
Photographs,
advertisements

Assessment
The teacher provides oral
feedback to students.

The teacher provides oral
feedback to students.
Photographs, Internet
access, newspapers,
camera, computer,
Microsoft Power
Point

Objective: 3.34 Interpret statistical and graphical data
Grades
Suggested Activity
7-9
The teacher will place students in groups. Each group will make a
survey of the TV viewing habits of its members via a prepared
questionnaire. Examples of questions might be ‘On which day do
you watch the TV most? Least? How many hours per day do you
watch TV? What kinds of TV shows do you prefer: reality,
comedies, dramas, etc? Each group then places the information in
the form of a bar-graph. The groups switch papers and write a
report in which they interpret the TV viewing habits of another
group. Alternatively, the teacher can have groups interpret
information based on gender so that the groups interpret the viewing
habits of boys versus the viewing habits of girls.
10-12 For this assignment, the teacher can get information from the Royal
Bahamas Police Force on crime statistics for the past three years.
The teacher puts the students into groups and has them analyze the
reports to look at trends regarding crime. Questions that students
might explore include the following: ‘Which crime has been the
most common over the last three years? Least common? Which
crimes have had the highest detection rates? Lowest? Which areas
have seen the most crime? Least? Students are then asked to write
their report and/or present their report in pie-graph or bar-graph.
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Resources/Materials
Pen/pencils, paper,
questionnaires

Pen/paper, crime
report

Assessment
The teacher quizzes students
on information contained in a
pie and/or graph chart.
Students are assessed on
their ability to draw accurate
conclusions.

The teacher gets a report on
an issue like A.I.D.S from
the AIDS Secretariat and has
students answer questions
based on the information in
the report. Students are
assessed on the accuracy of
their responses to the
questions.

Objective: 3.36 Use relevant information to summarise print and non-print texts
Grade

7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

See note-taking activities in sub-goal 1.
Have students write a brief autobiography. Each student's work is read
and summarized by a peer reader.
Have selected students bring a recorded copy of a news item.
The recording will be played and students write a summary. Alternatively,
(and in the interest of time) the teacher may bring the recording.

Camcorder, tape recorder

See note-taking activities for sub-goal 1.
Have students write a brief autobiography. Each student's work is read
Camcorder, tape recorder,
and summarized by a peer reader.
business dress.
Have students record the local news for a week or so. They role-play
their favourite anchor, national or international doing a segment called
"The week that was". They will present the week's news in five minutes or
so.
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Assessment

The writer gives
feedback on the
accuracy of his/her
peer's summary.

The writer gives
feedback on the
accuracy of his/her
peer's summary.
Teacher gives feedback
on the presentations.

Objective:3.42 Recognise and use base words and affixes(prefixes, suffixes)
Grade

7-9

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

**Play the ‘Hang the man’ game using the base words as the foundation,
and blanks to replace prefixes and/ or suffices of the words. Ask students to
supply remaining letters then explain meaning and how they were able to
determine which letters were missing. Word must then be used in an
original sentence. This may be a whole class or group activity. (Sample
word: irreconcilable = ----concil----) Class may refer to dictionary to
confirm/ assist with answers.
**Students use index cards to break up/ disassemble words into base, and
affixes, then create new words mixing and matching parts. Words must
then be used in original sentences.
In groups deduce the meanings of new words as they are used in sentences,
then categorize parts in a table labeled Prefix/ Root/ Suffix. Students then
report to class how word parts were used to determine meanings.
** The above activities can also be used with Grades 10 – 12.

10-12

**Class may read an article then deduce the meanings of underlined words
using word parts as clues. Share answers and explanations with class.
**Have students change the meanings of sentences by rewriting them using
the same base word but different prefixes and/or suffixes. (e.g. The officers
were happy that they were able to reconcile their differences. > The officers
were disappointed that after two years their differences were still………
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Assessment

Objective: 3.43 Recognise and use multiple-meaning words
Grade

7-9

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Students must deduce the meanings of several homographs as they are
used in different sentences. Students must then demonstrate the different
meanings of the homonyms. e.g. (desert: dry place; to leave). Students
may work in groups then share findings with the class.

10-12
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Assessment

Objective: 3.44 Recognize and use synonyms, antonyms and homonyms
Grade

7-9

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Students use Word find/ puzzles to identify synonym, antonym or
homonym answers for clues given.
Students change the meaning of a sentence/ paragraph/ poem by replacing
underlined words with their antonym.
Students improve a sentence/ paragraph/ report/ article by replacing
smaller words with their more sophisticated synonyms.
Students find and correct homonym errors in a sentence, paragraph,
article, memorandum, conversation etc.

Students use Word find/ puzzles to identify synonym, antonym or
homonym answers for clues given.
10-12

Students examine a picture, and then write a paragraph reporting what is
happening. They must use synonyms or antonyms of a list of words, in
their writing.
Students improve a sentence/ paragraph/ report/ article by replacing
smaller words with their more sophisticated synonyms.
Dictate a memorandum etc. to students with a focus on homonyms.
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Assessment

Ability to identify and
use synonyms,
antonyms and
homonyms
word find/

Puzzles;
teacher-supplied
sentences/paragraph/poem/
report/article etc

Puzzles; picture; teacher –
supplied sentence/
paragraph/ report/ article;
memorandum

Ability to identify, use
and spell synonyms,
antonyms and
homonyms correctly

Objective: 3.45 Recognize and use homonyms, homographs and homophones
Grade

7-9

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

- Word games: Divide class into two groups. Divide each group into pairs.
Write homophones on slips of paper and place in a bag or a hat. Alternate Hat, paper-bag, slips of paper
the drawing between the groups. One pair of students draws a slip of
paper from the bag. The pair has 30 seconds to give two sentences, one
with each word, e.g. right/write. Sentences may be silly, provided the
word is used correctly. To make it more competitive, if the pair fails to
come up with a sentence, the words may be given to the other group.
A similar game may be done with homographs, e.g. wind, well, minute.
- Journal: Students keep a daily journal with lists of homophones and
homographs they encounter in readings or hear in speech. They share with
class at a time appointed by the teacher.

Assessment

Give groups a point for
each pair used
correctly.
Give feedback as
students share their
journal with the class.

- A more advanced version of the word game and journal may be used.

10-12

-Silly paragraph: Give students a list of homophones and homographs;
(they may draw these from a bag (prepared by teacher).
Each student (or groups of students) will write a paragraph using all the
words given.
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Hat, paper-bag, slips of paper Give groups a point for
each pair used
correctly.
Assess journal.

Objective: 3.46 Identify words that signal cause-effect relationships and sequences
Grade

7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources
Literature text; jumbled
sentences.

- From the literature text being studied, students will identify cause and
effect relationships. They will identify words which signal the
relationship.
- Students are given signal words to use in sentences to show cause and
effect relationship and sequencing, e.g., because, since, as a result of,
hence, for this reason, firstly, to begin with, consequently, then,
subsequently.
- Students are given jumbled sentences which they must sort in the correct
order of sequence – sentences demonstrating how to make a cheese cake,
going on a fishing trip or on a cruise, etc. They will sort the sentences in
the correct sequence; then they will use signal words or sequence words to
add flow to the piece.
-From the literature text being used, students will identify cause and effect Literature text.
relationships. They will identify words which signal the cause and effect.
They will change signal words in these sentences and explain how this
activity changes the relationship or the meaning of the sentence.
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Assessment
Assess students' ability
to identify signal words
and connect sentences
with appropriate signal
words.

Assess students' ability
to identify signal words
and connect sentences
with appropriate signal
words.

Objective: 3:53 Differentiate denotation, connotation/ implication of words

Grade

7-9

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

The teacher writes the terms “denotation” and “connotation” on the board
and students review the meanings of the words (Denotation: the
dictionary meaning of a word. The literal meaning of a word.
Connotation: The emotional or cultural meaning attached to a
word.These may be positive or negative). Teacher models the difference
with the class.
Students give alternative words for the neutral word “overweight”. The
class discusses whether each word has a negative or positive connotation,
describing their mental pictures. Examples: fat, chubby, plump, obese,
solid, big-boned. Another example: “dog”: potcake, hound, puppy, mutt,
canine, flea-bag and man’s best friend. The teacher then distributes a
graphic organiser that has three columns, headed: Positive, Negative and
Neutral. Teacher also gives students a copy of a passage, perhaps an
excerpt from a literature text, one that lends itself to the analysis of
denotation and connotation. In pairs, students work at discussing the
denotation and connotation of underlined words in the passage, and then
organise the words in the appropriate column. If some of the words are
unfamiliar to the pair, one student can look up the word in the dictionary
while the other student records the answer. A pair may disagree on where
some words should be placed, as words may have different connotations
to each student. The teacher lets them know that it is all right to disagree,
but they must be able to support why they have categorized a word in a
certain way. The groups share their answers with the class.
Disagreements on connotations may arise, and this should add to a lively
discussion. Having students describe their mental pictures may enhance
the discussion.
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Graphic organiser; copies of
passage; dictionaries

Assessment

10-12

The teacher has students review the meaning of connotation and
denotation, and then explains that good writers choose their words
carefully, because if they use words/diction with the ‘wrong’
connotations, they may end up having an undesired effect on the readers.
Students then read a newspaper or magazine editorial, presented on the
overhead or the whiteboard, and orally analyze the diction to determine
how the writer uses connotation to express his/her point. As an extended
activity, students can be asked to write paragraphs discussing how word
choice in another editorial helps the writer to express his/her points.
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Copies of newspaper or
magazine editorials;
whiteboard; audiovisual
equipment

Paragraphs assessed for
how well the students
have discussed the
connotations of words
in the editorial.

Sub-Goal 4:

Develop students’ ability to understand basic and advanced levels of what is beingcommunicated in
literature.

Objective: 4.2Identify the theme in literary works.
Grade

7-9

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Students will read two Aesop’s fables and identify the main idea or theme
in each. In groups of four, they will then write their own versions of a
fable such as: ‘The Fox and the Grapes’.
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Assessment

Teachers assess how
well students identify
the main idea or theme
and create unique
versions of a fable.

10-12

Students will identify the theme in a short story such as ‘Pot of Gold’
from Perspectives from Inner Windows by analyzing the following
elements as they relate to greed: the title, how characters in the story
change, the setting, conflict, plot events and any sentences that have an
effect on them as readers.
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Teachers assess
students’ ability to
identify the themes in a
short story by
analyzing the story
elements as they relate
to theme.

Objective: 4.4 Explain the themes in literary works.
Grade

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

7-9

Have students look at a series of pictures and ask them to state what each
picture has in common. They should be able to identify themes that each
picture shares.

Calendars (International),
Magazines

Teachers will assess
students’ ability to
identify themes from a
series of pictures.

Students will listen to parts of various songs. They will state what the
main idea contained in each song is. (They may say love, happiness, etc.)

‘Pot Cake’ by Geno Davis,
‘Black or White’ by Michael
Jackson.

Teachers assess how
well students state the
main ideas contained in
songs.

10-12
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Assessment

Objective: 4.6Identify the mood of a literary piece
Grade

7-9

Suggested Activity

Suggested Materials/Resources

Assessment

The teacher will ask students to listen to a sad/happy song. After
listening to the song, students will be questioned about how they feel.
The questioning will lead to a discussion on mood.

Oops.bizland.com/tonemood.doc Teachers assess
students’ ability to
identify and elaborate
on mood in the song.

The class-room will be decorated to create a particular mood and
students will write about the mood created by the setting.

brighthub.com/education

10-12
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Assess students’
writing about the mood
created around them.

Objective: 4.7Identify the tone of a literary piece.
Grade

Suggested Activity

7-9

A sentence will be written on the board. Students will be asked to read the
sentence aloud. However, each time the sentence is read it must be read to
demonstrate anger, sorrow, indifference, etc.

10-12

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Students will work in groups of 3-4. Each group will be given a card with
a different tone word written on it: (examples may include: love, hate,
fear, happiness, pride, sadness, etc.) Each group will then be invited to
write a description of a ‘pot-cake’ dog walking in the street, conveying
the attitude on the card. Students may also give an enactment of what is
written on the card.
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Assessment

‘Making the Grade’ page 101 Teachers assess
students’ ability to use
the appropriate tone to
express a given
emotion.

brighthub.com/education

Teachers assess
students’ ability to
write a description
conveying a particular
attitude or role-play a
person or animal
displaying the attitude.
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Objective: 4.13 Identify different points of view: first person, third person, omniscient
Grade

Suggested Activity

Suggested Materials/Resources

7-9

Students will retell a well-known story from a different point of view.
For example, they may write the story of ‘The Three Little Pigs’, from
the wolf’s perspective.

www.shol.com/agita/wolfside.htm Assess students’
ability to rewrite a
story from a different
perspective.

‘A Comprehensive English
Course Bk. 3’ page 25

10-12

In groups of three or four, students will write about a scene from their
own experience e.g. a fight, or a sporting event. Each person in the
group will write from a different point of view: first person, third
person, or omniscient. Groups may then evaluate which piece of
writing is the most effective.
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Assessment

Assess students’
ability to write about a
scene from their own
experience.

Objective 4.16 Place a literary work in its appropriate social, cultural and historical context.
Grade

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Assessment

7-9

Students will be shown sentences written in various dialects. They will try
to determine which country speaks the dialect. They will say something
about the setting where each dialect is spoken.

How to Be a True Bahamian
by Patricia Glinton.

Assess how well
students will match a
dialect with its country
and give details about
setting.

Show students idioms from different cultures and ask them to match the
idiom with the country and explain what each one means. For example:
‘Chip don fall far from the block’ (The Bahamas), or ‘Hang in there’
(United States), or ‘Hard head don’ make good soup’ (The Bahamas).

How to Be a True Bahamian
by Patricia Glinton.

Assess students’ ability
to explain the meanings
of idioms and state the
country where they are
used.

10-12
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Objective: 4.17 Identify and describe different types of conflict
Grade

7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Discuss the meaning of conflict with your students. Explain the difference ‘After Twenty Years’ A
between internal and external conflict. Then ask students to give examples Comprehensive English
of conflicts they have experienced or observed.
Course BK. 2 p.52.

On plain paper, have students draw four columns. Each column should be
labelled: type of conflict, visual, definition and example. Under the first
column have students fill in: person vs. self, person vs. nature, person vs.
person and person vs. society. Students fill in the remaining columns
using a literature text that has been studied or is being studied e.g. Telcine
Turner’s Woman Take Two. Under ‘visual’ they draw each conflict; under
‘definition’ they define each conflict and under ‘example’, they give an
example of the conflict from the text being studied.
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Woman Take Two by Telcine
Turner-Rolle

Assessment
Assess students’ ability
to: define conflict;
demonstrate the
difference between
internal and external
conflict by giving
examples of each type
of conflict from a
literary piece studied in
class.

Assess students’ability
to complete a graphic
organizer by filling in
columns with examples
of different kinds of
conflict found in a
literature text studied in
class.

Objective: 4.22 Analyse cause/effect relationships
Grade

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

7-9

Students can role-play a relationship between a boy and a girl which
resulted in teenage pregnancy. The class will talk about the consequences
of their actions.

A Taste of Honey by Shelagh
Delaney

10-12

Students will read an excerpt from a text being studied e.g. a short-story
Perspectives from Inner
from Perspectives from Inner Windows or a scene from Woman Take
Windows, Woman Take Two
Two. They will complete a graphic organizer showing the cause and effect or other literature text
for choices that each character has made.
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Assessment
Assess students’ ability
to describe the effect or
consequences of a
particular action taken
by a character in a
literary work.

Assess how well
students complete a
graphic organizer
showing the cause and
effect choices that each
character has made.

Objective: 4.24 Identify the speaker in a poem.
Grade

7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Students will listen to a recording of a poem such as ‘Hurricane Floyd”.
After listening they will be asked to identify the lines where Floyd
‘spoke’. They will then discuss whether the hurricane actually spoke or
whether the poet used his voice as a poetic device.

Students will match the words of various speakers within a number of
poems. They will then state how effective the poet’s use of the speaker
was in conveying the message of the poem.
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BJC Paper 2
Literary Appreciation

‘The Pond’ by Mervyn
Morris

Assessment
Teacher assesses
students’ ability to
identify the speaker in
a poem.

Teacher assesses
students’ ability to
identify the speaker and
the message conveyed
by the speaker of the
poem.

Objective: 4.29 Trace the development and resolution of internal and/or external conflict/s.
Grade

7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity

Suggested Materials/Resources

Assessment
Teacher assesses
www.eduplace.com/graphicorganizer students’ ability to
distinguish between
internal and external
conflict experienced
by characters in a
literary work.

Students will create a T-chart to list examples of internal and
external conflict experienced by characters in a literary work.

Students will describe the conflict a character faces and state
whether it is internal or external. They will predict how the
character will resolve the conflict. Students will use a ‘Chain'
diagram (sequence of events chart) to list the events that result from
a particular conflict and lead to its resolution.
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Teacher assesses how
www.eduplace.com/graphicorganizer well students identify
the conflict faced by
the character, and
predict how it will be
resolved.

Objective: 4.30 Identify flashback and foreshadowing
Grade

7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Assess students’ ability
to complete a time-line
organizer to represent
flashback in a short
story.

Students will listen to the teacher relate a short story which involves the
use of flashback. Students will then place the events of the story on a
simple time-line graphic organizer to represent the flashback.

Students will create a cartoon-strip of the short story ‘Waiting for Love’
from Perspectives from Inner Windows that contains a bubble illustrating
the flashback in the story. Students will then write an explanation of the
present events and the flashback.
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Assessment

‘Waiting for Love’ from
Perspectives from Inner
Windows; Woman Take Two.

Assess students’ ability
to create a cartoon strip
of ‘Waiting for Love’
illustrating flashback.

Objective: 4.31 Identify elements of local colour
Grade

7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Students can extract from prose, drama or poetry, all the descriptions
(elements) that are related to a particular culture e.g. food, dress, dialect
etc.

Plays by Susan Wallace

Students work in groups on selected stories from An Evening in Guanima
to extract aspects of Bahamian colour. Students add their own experiences
relevant to information extracted.

An Evening in Guanima by
Patricia Glinton
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Assessment
Assess students’ ability
to identify examples of
descriptions which
relate to food, dress or
dialect in a particular
culture.

Assess how well
students identify
aspects of Bahamian
colour in ‘An Evening
inGuanima’ and state
how it relates to their
experience.

Objective: 4.36 Identify motifs in literary works
Grade

7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Students will watch the movie The Sixth Sense and make a list of the
number of times that the director uses the colour red as a motif.

Movie ‘The Sixth Sense’

Students studying Macbeth (or any other literary work that uses motif)
will create a graphic organizer that has specific headings for the particular
motifs. In the case of Macbeth these headings may include ‘blood’
‘clothing’ ‘animals’ ‘hands’ ‘visions’ and ‘insomnia’. Students complete
the graphic organizer as they read the play.

Shakespeare’s plays.
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Assessment
Assess students’ ability
to identify motifs in a
movie.

Assess how well
students complete a
graphic organizer
which displays motifs
used in a particular
literary work.

Objective: 4.39 Identify poetic forms based on syllabication and structure.
Grade

7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Students will compare and contrast various poems with different shapes
and lines (traditional and free-style). They will discuss the effectiveness
of each type of poem.

Bite In Books 1 and 2

Students completing this activity should have already been exposed to
more sophisticated poetic forms such as sonnet, villanelle, and ode.
Provide students with a list of poems (or copies of the selected poems),
each employing a different poetic form, and a list of the relevant
categories. Ask them to fit each poem in to one of the categories,
justifying their choices by referring to the use of lines, rhyme, and
syllabication.

BGCSE Literature Poetry
selection.
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Assessment
Assess how well
students state the
effectiveness of poetic
form in various poems.

Assess students’ ability
to create haikus and
clap the syllabication
for each poem.

Sub-Goal 5: Enhance students’ ability to appreciate and respond to different forms of literature
Objective: 5.08 Comment on / evaluate writer’s diction.
Grade

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Read a passage. Circle words that convey a particular tone or mood.

Pull from The Wooing of
Beppo Tate or a selected
Bahamian poet such as Pat
Rahming (“Breakfast
Bruise”)

Begin by asking students to role-play different verbs to replace the word
“walked” in the sentence “The young man walked through Gaol Alley.”
Then ask students to read a stanza from the poem “Flowers” by Dennis
Craig and interpret the poet’s feelings. They should be able to identify
words that convey these feelings, and say why these words cause their
reaction. Finally, they will write a paragraph that expresses their view.

Word Associations Handout

7-9

10-12
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Assessment

A unit review in the
form of a quiz (An
individual graded
assignment).

Evaluate student
paragraphs.

Objective: 5:09 Explain the significance of the title of a literary work.
Grade

7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Set students in groups and provide each group with a title from a novel or
drama. Each group makes a “book report” [written and verbal]
identifying characters, setting, plot events and theme from their
imagination, based on their interpretation of the title. After presentations
have been made teacher reveals the key elements – the “true story” of the
actual literary work. Alternatively, encourage students to read books
themselves (purchase or borrow from library).

Black Beauty
The SecretGarden
A Midsummer Night’s
Dream

Ask students a predictive question about the meaning of the title of a text
to be studied. Students should consider the potential symbolic / figurative
value as well as the literal meaning of the text’s title.

Perspectives from Inner
Windows
Lord of the Flies
The Fledgling
A Raisin in the Sun
Woman Take Two

Following the reading of the text, students conduct a research project on
the literary text to get background on the title. Have students collate their
research findings with their understanding and interpretation of the text
and their earlier predictive responses to the title.
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Assessment

Evaluate student
reports for originality,
imagination, and
relevance to title.

Take list from age
appropriate titles; visit
library / bookstore to select
titles.

Selected Poems

Assess student ‘s
research reports.

Objective: 5:12
Grade

7-9

10-12

Explain the effect of literary devices: figures of speech, symbolism, rhyme, rhythm, imagery.
Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Assessment

Use a song or a poem which includes literary devices. Have students
identify devices found in the poem and respond to those devices by either
a) drawing a picture that represents the feeling, image or message
conveyed by the work
b) writing a poem of their own that represents the feeling, image or
message conveyed by the work
c) writing a narrative or descriptive piece that expresses the feeling, image
or message conveyed by the work

“I Believe I can Fly”
“Potcake Song”

Evaluate student
responses based on
how well they capture
or represent the feeling,
image, or message
conveyed by the
original text.

“You Be the Critic”
Students work in groups to assign a star rating (1 – 5) of individual poems
studied based on positive qualities, literary elements used and the effect
created. Students should identify effects being created by poet or the
goals of poet, discuss how effects are being created, and evaluate quality /
impact of effect. Group reports could consist of a “Siskel and Ebert” style
commentary on each of the poems rated (including the thumbs up / down
if they wish).

Video / recording of a
“Siskel and Ebert” movie
review
Poems selected from BGCSE
Poetry selection (or related
texts)

Evaluate student
reports on presentation,
and on quality of
comments regarding
the effect of the poem.
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Objective: 5:18 Interpret and respond appropriately to a variety of literary questions.
Grade

Suggested Activity

7-9

Students will use figurative language, imagery and other literary elements
to create advertising slogans, jingles, billboards, commercials, etc. based
on texts they have studied.

“I Believe I can Fly”
“Potcake Song”

Evaluate the billboards
to see how well
students would have
illustrated the given
literary elements.

Apply the five point approach (Read, Focus, Identify, Plan, Write,) to
essay questions to a specific question about a text they have studied. Use
the “Five-Point Star” organizer to complete each pre-writing step.

Five-Point Star organizer
(See Literature Lesson Plan
in Appendix D, Page 324 )

Essay question will be
graded using a specific
grading rubric based on
the “Five-Point Star”
technique.

10-12

Suggested
Materials/Resources
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Assessment

Objective: 5:19 State ways in which the writer’s personal background has influenced the literary work
Grade

Suggested Activity

7-9

Students work in groups to compile a visual display of the writer’s
background, including pictures, drawings, maps etc of the writer’s
country, travels, family, etc. An oral presentation may also be made if the
teacher so desires.

The Learning Resources Unit A group project in the
of Ministry of Education.
form of a collage will
be submitted and
The Department of Archives. graded.

Have students work in groups to research various aspects of the writer’s
background e. g. personal history, country of origin, etc. Have students
identify parallels between what they discover and aspects of the literary
work they have studied. Students present reports orally and in writing.

Text written by the authors
Assess journal entries
The Learning Resources Unit in the form of a
of Ministry of Education.
biography submitted by
students
The Department of Archives.

10-12

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Interviews of family
members
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Assessment

Objective: 5:21 Identify unique Bahamian and Caribbean cultural aspects in a literary work
Grade

Suggested Activity

7-9

Students listen to a song or a poem like “Bonefish Foley” or “Song of the
Banana Man” which includes cultural aspects unique to The Bahamas or
other Caribbean countries. Have students identify the various cultural
aspects that they hear. Students will present their findings to the class.

“I Believe I can Fly”
“Potcake Song”

Evaluate the oral
presentation of
students, focusing on
information relevant to
the task.

Have students examine the text Woman Take Two in order to identify
elements of local colour: description of setting, dress / costume, dialect,
customs and traditions, and other lifestyle elements. Students write an
essay which presents their findings.

“Woman Take Two”

Assess essays based on
the information
included.

10-12

Suggested
Materials/Resources
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Assessment

Objective: 5:25 Compare / contrast literary works studied in class with other forms of literary and non-literary writing
Grade

7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Have students fill in a Venn diagram that will show similarities and
differences between a poem they have studied (like “Breakfast Bruise”)
and a news article on the hotel or restaurant industry, bringing out literary
elements observed: e. g. characters, events, themes.

Breakfast Bruise
The Punch
The Tribune
The Nassau Guardian

Have students work in groups to compare a poem (or short story) they
Welfare Baby
have studied (such as “Welfare Baby”) with another poem on a similar
Refugee Mother and Child
topic or theme (like “Refugee Mother and Child”). Students can comment
on similarities and differences as a part of their group presentations.
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Assessment

Evaluate the Venn
diagrams to see how
well students have
illustrated the
similarities and the
differences.

Evaluate the group
presentations to see
how well students have
illustrated the
similarities and the
differences.

Sub-Goal 6: Develop creative self-expression through writing and performance
Objective: 6:02 Write poems which employ specific literary structures related to sound and syllabication (e.g. rhymed couplets, quatrains,
haiku, and limerick)
Grade

7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity
Provide students with two lists of words, and ask them to group the words
in rhyming pairs or groups. Then have students work individually or in
pairs to create lines of poetry which end in the rhyming words. Students
may begin with rhymed couplets, and, as they are exposed to quatrains or
forms containing internal rhyme, may create lines for more complex
forms.
Activity One. Students work in groups to compose a selection of haikus
based on a variety of topics. Students will clap the syllabication initially
to familiarize themselves with the correct rhythmic structure and then
brainstorm synonyms for each subject matter with one, two, three or four
syllable words, to match the correct rhythm of the haiku.
Activity Two. Students completing this activity should have already been
exposed to more sophisticated poetic forms such as sonnet, villanelle, and
ode. Have students work in groups to brainstorm lists of rhyming words
which relate to a particular event or season (Junkanoo, Summer, Easter
Sunday). Each group shares its lists with the other students, either by
writing the list onto a large poster-board which is then displayed in the
classroom, by making a photocopy of the list for each student, or by
emailing the list to each student. From the lists, groups work to create
lines that follow the rhythm pattern of the selected poetic form and that
express their ideas or views of the event or season. Group members
decide on the most effective sequence of lines to communicate their ideas.
Finally, copies of the completed poems can be published via class display
or Internet page.
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Suggested
Materials/Resources
Word lists

Samples of haiku, other
poetic forms
Poster board / markers
OR photocopies

Assessment
Evaluate student
writing.

Evaluate resulting
poems.

Objective: 6:10 Convert narratives between prose and poetry
Grade

7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Assessment

Have students read and discuss the poem, “Bulla Claudy Funeral”.
From their discussion, students should list the important events that take
place in the poem in their own words. Finally, have students write a
paragraph that tells the story of the narrator’s attendance at the funeral.

“Bulla Claudy Funeral” by
Susan Wallace

Evaluate student
paragraphs.

Read and discuss the story and poetic form of a narrative poem with
students. Then have students work in groups of three or four to turn the
events of one chapter in Chester Thompson’s The Fledgling into a poem.
The poem may reflect the style of a poem originally discussed, or it may
be reflective of other poems students have studied or experienced. The
completed poem should be presented in written form as well as orally
(performance).

“Theophilus Jones Walks
Naked Down King Street”
“The Pond”
“Barefoot Boy”
“The Highwayman” by
Alfred Noyes

Evaluate student
performances.
Assess written version
of poems for accuracy
of content and quality
of poesy.
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Objective: 6:16 Dramatize a play by employing the full range of dramatic elements – director, producer, cast, crew, scenery, sets, and
lighting
Grade

7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Assessment

Have students read scenes from “The Chance”, a play in Susan Wallace’s
anthology Back Home, with different students trying out or “auditioning”
for the different parts. Have students decide which class members should
play the different roles, giving reasons for their decisions based on the
role and the students’ performance. Students can then work in groups to
lay out a floor plan of the stage for the play, draw a backdrop to be added
to the set, and design costumes for each of the major characters. A
playbill, identifying cast, director, producer, and crew members can also
be designed. Final copies of the illustrations should be displayed in the
classroom.

“The Chance”, a play in
Susan Wallace’s anthology
Back Home,
Plain paper [white and
coloured]
Drawing [other craft]
utensils

Evaluate students’ final
playbills and other
illustrations.

Select a scene from the play Woman Take Two by Telcine Turner and
assign roles to students based on ability, interest and general course of
study (e. g. cosmetology, electrical installation, woodwork, art, etc).
Have students work in groups to design a set, including backdrop and
lighting effects, create costumes, practise roles and organize timing of
events. Students should perform their scene utilizing all of the dramatic
elements they have at their disposal; for example, some schools may not
have access to a stage which allows for lighting effects to be created.

Play Woman Take Two by
Telcine Turner
Video camera

Record and rate student
preparation for and
performance of scene.

Objective: 6:20 Write stories, plays and poems that employ a unique voice to create mood and tone
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Grade

7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Assessment

Have students read three different poems about love and listen to a
romantic song (for example “I Just Called to Say I Love You”). Ask
students to consider how each helps to create a loving and caring mood.
Then ask students to write their own poems about love, using any of the
different techniques they are familiar with to express their love for family,
friend, country, or romantic interest. (The teacher may continue to play
various “love songs” in the background as students work.)

“I Just Called to Say I Love
You” by Stevie Wonder
[recordings are readily
available via the internet]
Optional special paper for
final drafts.

Evaluate poems for
unique expression of
theme, tone, and / or
mood.

Having completed the study of one of the dramas from the BGCSE
syllabus, ask students to dramatize a recent event or an original story in a
way that expresses their views about or attitude towards the event or
theme. This should take the form of a skit or a scene from a larger work
(which students may or may not be asked to create).
Have students begin by outlining the major plot events and identifying
characters who should be in the play. Next, students should put together
the dialogue, keeping it realistic and appropriate to each character.
Finally, students add or refine stage directions, especially those which
refer to characters’ actions, emotions and facial expression. Neat final
drafts of scripts should be typed and submitted to the teacher.
Students may work individually, or may be asked to work in pairs or
small groups.

Source information about the
recent event [e.g. newspaper,
YouTube.com video] OR
final draft of a story they
have previously written.

Assess final drafts of
scripts based on
development of literary
qualities and clarity of
voice
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Sub-Goal 7:

Students will communicate their ideas clearly and effectively using standard English, demonstrating
technical accuracy (grammatical structures, spelling, punctuation, word usage), while appreciating
the place and value of Bahamian dialect and other creoles in appropriate social and cultural
situations.

Objective: 7.19 Recognize and use the perfect tense: present, past, future
Grades
Suggested Activity
Materials/Resources
7-9
The teacher will explain that the perfect tense consists of past, Chalkboard;literature text as
present or future tense of the verb ‘to have’ (depending on the stimulus; worksheet
tense one wishes to use) plus the participle of the main verb.
For example, has+given. The purpose of the perfect tense is
also discussed. The teacher then writes sentences about the
characters and plot of a literature text being studied on the
board and asks students to identify orally if the sentences are
in the present, past or future perfect tense. E.g., “After
Charlotte had talked to Wilber, she spun a web which spelt
out a word”. The lesson should then be reinforced with
worksheets, with students composing their own sentences and
identifying the perfect tense being used in given sentences.
10-12

The teacher divides the class into small groups (three or four
to a group). Teacher then ‘auctions’ sentences, and the groups
have the option of bidding on those sentences which they
believe make use of the perfect tense:
-

A mixture of sentences, about
twenty-five, half using the perfect
tense , whether present, past of
future, and the others not

The aim of the game is to purchase as many correct
sentences as possible
Each group will have $5000 to spend
Bids begin at $200
Bids increase by $100 each bid
The sentence will be sold to the highest bidder ("$600
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Assessment
The teacher will give the students a
quiz of about ten sentences in
which they will be asked to identify
and/ or construct sentences using
the past, present and future perfect
tenses.

-

-

going once, $600 going twice, $600 sold to group 5!")
The group which has bought the most correct
sentences is declared the winner and gets a prize
The teacher can make the auction more difficult by
declaring the winner based on the number of correct
sentences minus the number of incorrect sentences.
Once the game is over, the students discuss each
sentence, explaining why it is correct (in that it makes
use of the perfect tense) or incorrect (doesn’t use the
perfect tense).
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Objective: 7.20 Recognize and use the progressive tense of verbs
Grades
Suggested Activity
Materials/Resources
Assessment
7-9
The teacher will explain that the progressive tense is created by Chalkboard,
The teacher will give the students a
using the past, present, or future of the verb ‘to be’ plus the ‘ing’ worksheet
quiz of about ten sentences in
form of the main verb. For example, ‘are + dancing’. The
which they will be asked to identify
teacher will write sentences on the board and ask students to
or construct sentences using the
identify if the sentences are in the present, past or future
past, present and future progressive
progressive tense. The lesson should be reinforced with
tenses.
worksheets.
10-12 The teacher will ask students to develop scenarios in which a
character will perform a continuous action in the past, present
and future. This activity can begin as an oral exercise in which
the teacher asks all students to add details to a story of a
character doing something in the progressive tense. Students can
then write their stories. For example, ‘Virginia was laughing.’
Students can then write the complete story.
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Objective: 7.22 Practise correct subject-verb agreement in speech and writing
Grades
Suggested Activity
7-9
In preparation, the students will research an entertainer, learning
something about his/her family and pets, and their daily
(routine). Students use the present tense to present this
information in no more than six sentences, using the correct
agreement of subject and verb. E.g. Jada Pinkett-Smith walks
the dogs early in the morning. The rest of the class critiques
these sentences orally for correct s-v-a. The teacher then
distributes worksheets to students and has them place the correct
form of the verb in the blank spaces.
10-12 The teacher will ask students to listen to advertisements and
music in which the subject verb agreement is incorrect e.g. ‘At
Superwash they washes ya, presses ya, feeds ya and entertains
ya 24/7’ and asks students to write the advertisements or part of
the song in standard English, using correct subject-verb
agreement. Students can then work in groups to write
advertisements in which they deliberately use incorrect subjectverb agreement to create humor. The groups then switch
advertisements and write them in standard English. The teacher
can also use this to lead a class discussion on the use of standard
English in formal and informal situations.
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Materials/Resources
Assessment
Chalkboard,
The teacher will give the students a
worksheet
quiz of about ten sentences in
which they will be asked to place
the correct form of the verb in the
blank spaces so that the verb agrees
in number with the subject.

Advertisements,
music lyrics

Objective: 7.23 Identify and use simple and complete subjects and complete predicates.
Grades
Suggested Activity
Materials/Resources
Assessment
7-9
The teacher will have students work in pairs to create complete
The teacher will give the students a
sentences. One student will begin five sentences with a simple
quiz of about ten sentences in
subject and then a compound subject, and the other will
which they will be asked to identify
complete the sentence with a predicate. The students should
the subjects and predicates of
then switch roles.
sentences.
10-12 The teacher will have students select a newspaper story and
Newspapers
Ability to identify complete
analyze the sentences in the story, identifying the complete
subjects and predicates
subject and predicate of the sentences. Each student writes ten –
twelve sentences found in the article, and then completes the
task.
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Objective: 7.24 Identify and correct run-on sentence errors and sentence fragments

7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity
Materials/Resources
Assessment
The teacher will post a number of sentences, run-on sentences
Poster paper
The teacher will give the students a
and fragments around the classroom. Students must go to each
quiz of about ten sentences in which
and decide if it’s a correct sentence, fragment or run-on
they will be asked to identify and
sentence. If it’s a fragment or run-on sentence, the students
correct any sentence fragments or
must correct it.
run on sentences.
The teacher will give students a sample of writing (e.g. first
Writing sample
draft of an essay) and have students circle and correct all run-on
sentences and sentence fragments.
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Objective: 7.25 Identify and correct sentence errors – the comma-splice
Grades
Suggested Activity
7-9
The teacher will distribute a worksheet in which students must
identify and correct sentences with comma splices

10-12

Materials/Resources
Assessment
Worksheets
The teacher will give the students a
quiz of about ten sentences in
which they will be asked to identify
and correct any sentence which has
a comma-splice.
Writing sample

The teacher will give students a sample of writing (e.g. first
draft of an essay) and have students circle and correct all
comma- splice errors in sentences.
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Objective 7.27 Identify and use correct pronoun-number and person
Grades
Suggested Activity
Materials/Resources
Assessment
7-9
The teacher will distribute worksheets in which students identify
Worksheets
The teacher will give the students a
and correct errors in pronoun-number agreement.
quiz of about ten sentences in
which they will be asked to identify
and correct any sentence which has
a pronoun error.
10-12 The teacher will give students a sample of writing (e.g. first
Writing sample
draft of an essay) and have students circle and correct all
sentences with incorrect agreement with pronoun-number
person.
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Objective: 7.28 Practise pronoun-antecedent agreement (person, number, gender)
Grades
Suggested Activity
Materials/Resources
Assessment
7-9
The teacher will distribute worksheets in which students identify
Worksheets
The teacher will give the students a
and correct errors in pronoun-antecedent agreement.
quiz of about ten sentences in
which they will be asked to identify
and correct any sentence which has
pronoun-antecedent errors.
10-12 The teacher will give students a sample of writing (e.g. first
Writing sample
draft of an essay) and have students circle and correct all
sentences with incorrect pronoun-antecedent agreement.
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Objective: 7.29 Identify and use nominative and objective case pronouns
Grades
Suggested Activity
7-9
The teacher will distribute worksheets in which students use the
nominative and objective pronouns correctly.

10-12

The teacher will give students a sample of writing (e.g. first
draft of an essay) and have students circle and correct all
sentences with incorrect use of the nominative and objective
pronouns.
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Materials/Resources
Assessment
Worksheets
The teacher will give the students a
quiz of about ten sentences in
which they will be asked to use the
nominative and objective pronouns
correctly.
Writing sample

Objective: 7.31 Identify and use personal, possessive, indefinite, reflexive, interrogative, demonstrative, relative pronouns
Grades
Suggested Activity
7-9
The teacher will distribute worksheets in which students use the
personal, indefinite, reflexive, interrogative, demonstrative
possessive and relative pronouns correctly.

10-12

The teacher will give students a sample of writing (e.g. first
draft of an essay) and have students circle and correct all
sentences with incorrect use of the personal, indefinite,
reflexive, interrogative, demonstrative, possessive and relative
pronouns.
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Materials/Resources
Assessment
Worksheets
The teacher will give the students a
quiz of about ten sentences in
which they will be asked to use
various forms of the pronouns
correctly.
Writing sample

Objective: 7.32 Recognise and use the positive, comparative and superlative forms of adjectives and adverbs
Grades
Suggested Activity
7-9
The teacher will distribute worksheets in which students use the
positive, comparative and superlative forms of adjectives and
adverbs correctly.

10-12

The teacher will give students a sample of writing (e.g. first
draft of an essay) and have students circle and correct all
sentences with incorrect use of the positive, comparative and
superlative forms of adverbs and adjectives.
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Materials/Resources
Assessment
Worksheets
The teacher will give the students a
quiz of about ten sentences in
which they will be asked to use the
positive, comparative and
superlative forms of adjectives and
adverbs correctly.
Writing sample

Objective: 7.33 Distinguish between the use of adjectives and adverbs
Grades
Suggested Activity
7-9
The teacher will distribute worksheets in which students use the
adjectives and adverbs correctly. Special emphasis should be
placed on troublesome adjectives and adverbs. E.g. good vs.
well, bad vs. badly, further, etc.
10-12 The teacher will give students a sample of writing (e.g. first
draft of an essay) and have students circle and correct all
sentences with incorrect use of adjectives and adverbs.
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Materials/Resources
Assessment
Worksheets
The teacher will give the students a
quiz of about ten sentences in
which they will be asked to use
adverbs and adjectives correctly.
Writing sample

Objective: 7.34 Identify and use adjective phrases, adverb phrases

Grade

7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

- Teacher asks students to identify adjective phrases in given sentences.
E.g. The boy from my class won the first prize.
Cell phones
- Teacher asks students to use adjective clauses to expand given
sentences.
E.g. The fishermen ........ caught many fishes. (Prompt: ask yourself which
fisherman, and use your answer - ensure it's a phrase and not a clause - to
complete the sentence; Answer could be, "from Exuma").
- Place students into groups of three; have them engage in a simulated
telephone conversation (teacher could provide dumb cell phones for use in
the exercise). In the conversation, they will use as many adjective and
adverb phrases as possible. The rest of the class will keep a record of the
phrases they identify in the conversation.
- Similar exercises to be done for adverb phrases.
- The first two exercises for 7-9 can also be done with 10-12, using more
sophisticated sentences.
- Treasure Hunt: Students select a newspaper or magazine article or a
passage from the literature text being studied and find all the adjective
phrases they can.
- Do similar exercises for adverb phrases.
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Newspaper, magazine,
literature text.

Assessment

Award a prize to the
group that uses the
most phrases and to the
student who records the
most phrases.

Award a prize for the
student with the most
phrases from the
treasure hunt.

Objective: 7.35 Identify and use prepositions and prepositional phrases

Grade

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Activities similar to those used for adjective and adverb phrases
7-9

Activities similar to those used for adjective and adverb phrases.

10-12
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Assessment

Objective: 7.36 Identify a variety of conjunctions (coordinate or subordinate) and use them to combine sentences

Grade

7-9

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

- Coordinating conjunctions: Give students the acronym F A N B O Y S.
Have them list the name of the coordinating conjunction under each letter
(for, and, nor, but, or, yet, so ).This exercise will help younger students
remember the seven coordinating conjunctions.
- Have students write seven sentences using each of these conjunctions.
They may be instructed to write sentences in which they join words,
phrases and clauses. Emphasize that there must be equality of the
relationship between the ideas joined.
- Silly Game. Have students write one long sentence using the seven
coordinating conjunctions. They may be instructed to use them in a
particular order, eg FANBOYS or in random order.
- Subordinating conjunctions: Give students independent clauses on strips
of paper and have them complete the clauses with a subordinating
conjunction and a dependent clause. E.g. The car was not moving...
(because the gas tank was empty).
Give them phrases and have them add independent clauses. E.g.
Although I trained very hard.... (I did not win the race).
- Have students identify coordinating and subordinating conjunctions in
sentences.
Rap Competition: Have individuals or pairs of students enter a rap
competition. They will create a piece using as many conjunctions as
possible. They will perform their piece for the class
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Strips of paper and markers

Assessment

Assess accuracy of
sentences, especially
equality of
relationships between
ideas.

Judge the silly game
for the silliest ones.
Reward students for
their effort, creativity,
use of conjunctions,
etc.

10-12

-Have students identify conjunctions in sentences. Then have them rewrite Strips of paper and markers
the sentence omitting the conjunction. Discuss the problems that arise
(fused sentences, etc.)
-Silly Game: Have students write long sentences using all seven
coordinating conjunctions.
Give students a list of about six subordinating conjunctions and have them
write one long sentence.
- Complete the story: Divide class into two groups. Give each group a
sheet of paper with a prompt for a narrative. E.g. The old man was sitting
by the lake and he had a fish in his hand.... The first student in the group
will add an idea to advance the story but must use either a coordinating or
subordinating conjunction. Teacher may choose to have each student
conceal his/her sentence by folding the paper so the next student writes
his/her sentence not knowing what the previous sentence is; only the
prompt is revealed. This will generate a really humorous
paragraph/narrative.
-Sentence structure: Have students identify fused sentences and fragments
in their own work and correct these by adding coordinating conjunctions
or subordinating conjunctions.
- Rap competition;(as in Grades 7-9).
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Assess students' ability
to identify and use
conjunctions.

Objective: 7.38 Identify and compose sentences that are classified according to their structure – simple and compound

Grade

7-9

Suggested Activity
-Have students identify the verb in a sentence. E.g. The agent sold the boy
a cell phone. Students will recognize this is a simple sentence because it
has only one verb (finite). Students will do exercises with longer
sentences so they understand that simple does not mean short.
- Have students expand the simple sentence to form compound sentences.
E.g. The agent sold the boy a cell phone and he was excited. Have
students identify the elements which make this a compound sentence.
(Two main clauses [two finite verbs] + conjunction).
- Do several exercises in which students identify simple and compound
sentences.
- Have students identify simple and compound sentences from
comprehension passages and literature text being studied. They will copy
some of these sentences and break them into parts showing clauses and
conjunctions.
- Have students join given simple sentences with appropriate conjunctions
to form compound sentences.
Game: "Performance". Have a student stand in front of the class and
perform an action. Have another student write this on the board. E.g. The
boy claps his hands. The student will do a number of activities, each time
the class verbalizes the activity and a class member adds it to the original.
E.g. The boy claps his hand and he nods his head, but he sways to and
fro....
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Suggested
Materials/Resources
Reading passages
Literature text.

Assessment
Oral or graded
assessment of students'
ability to identify and
compose simple and
compound sentences.

10-12

- Exercises similar to Grades 7-9.
- After the initial exercises, use more complex structures. E.g. The
merchant from Dominica sold a cell-phone to the boy with the red bag.
-Ask students to explain why this is a simple sentence (only one verb
[finite]; only one clause).
- Game: "Supersize me". Write a simple sentence on the board and have
each student add a conjunction and another simple sentence. The final
sentence might be silly, but that is not important. Ring a bell whenever a
student's addition is off task.
- This game could be done in groups. Teacher could have each student in
the group come to the chalkboard and add a clause to the sentence, each
group working on one half of the chalk board with a different sentence.
- The game could be done by individual students, whereby each student
selects a simple sentence prepared by the teacher. Students are given a
specific time to add as many clauses as possible.
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Bell. Paper. Marker

Assess accuracy in the
game.
The game could also be
assessed based on time
used to complete the
exercise on the
chalkboard.
Assess students' ability
to distinguish between
simple and compound
and to compose
compound sentences.

Objective: 7.40 Differentiate between and use transitive and intransitive verbs.

Grade

7-9

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

-Give students a sheet of paper labeled Subject. Verb. Object. Verb Type.
Give them a sheet of paper with a number of sentences, some transitive
and some intransitive. Students will break each sentence into three parts –
subject, verb, object. They will write 'Transitive' in the verb type column
if there is something in the object column and 'Intransitive' if there is
nothing in the object column.
- Game: "Fill the wagon" – Divide class into two groups. Give each group
a wagon (paper make-shift wagon). Label one wagon "Transitive Takes
Objects" and the other "Intransitive - no object on board". Have two boxes
(one for each group) with several sentences, some transitive and some
intransitive. Have members of the Transitive group pick sentences from
their box and load it on to their wagon. Do the same with the Intransitive
group. Award the group with the better wagon (least number of sentences
that do not belong). This could also be a timed exercise.
- Composing sentences: Give students a number of finite verbs and have
them use each in two sentences – transitive and intransitive.

Do similar exercises as Grades 7-9 with modification, depending on
ability level.
10-12
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Paper with columns.
Slips of paper with sentences
Wagons (make-shift)
Markers

Assessment

Oral assessment of
table

Award group with the
better wagon.

As in Grades 7-9

Objective: 7.41 Distinguish between and use active and passive voice forms of verbs

Grade

7-9

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

- Teacher writes sentence on board and has students identify subject,
action and doer/ receiver of the action. E.g. Mary baked the cheesecake.
(Subject is doer). Have students explain why the verb is active (The
subject does the action). Do similar exercises to help students identify
passive voice.
- Game: "Fill the Wagon": Students can play the wagon game along the
lines of transitive and intransitive verbs above.
- Have students change sentences from active to passive and vice versa.
E.g. The policeman arrested the burglar (A). The burglar was arrested by
the policeman(P).
Students identify sentences with passive and active verbs in their reading
passages and literature texts.

Do similar exercises to Grades 7-9 above.
10-12
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Paper and markers

Assessment

Award group with the
better wagon.

Objective: 7.42 Distinguish between clauses and phrases

7-9

Write a number of phrases and clauses on slips of paper. Have each
student draw a slip of paper from the hat and identify as phrase or clause.
Those who draw a phrase will be asked to convert to a clause and vice
versa.
Give students a stem and direct them to expand with a phrase or a clause.
Give students sentences and ask them to underline the phrases and
clauses.

Do activities similar to Grades 7-9.
10-12
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Objective: 7.43 Classify clauses (independent, subordinate/dependent)
Grade

7-9

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Review subordinating and coordinating conjunctions.
Give students sentences with subordinate clauses and have them correctly
identify subordinate and independent clauses.
Underline parts of a sentence and have students identify these as
independent or subordinate.

Do similar exercises as in grades 7-9.
10-12
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Assessment

Objective: 7.44 Identify and compose sentences that are classified according to their structure: complex, compound-complex

Grade

7-9

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Do activities similar to compound sentences and adjective /adverb
clauses.

See 7-9 above.
10-12
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Assessment

Objective: 7.45 Identify, form and use adjective and adverb clauses

Grade

7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

- Students identify adjective and adverb clauses by breaking given
sentences into main and subordinate clauses.
- Complete sentences by adding adjective and adverb clauses or replacing
adjectives and adverbs with clauses.
E.g. John helped the desperate child. John helped the child who was
desperate.

Students combine two simple sentences with a subordinating conjunction
to make one into an adjective or adverb clause. E.g. She ran. The dogs
were chasing her. She ran because the dogs were chasing her.
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Assessment

Objective: 7. 46 Identify, write and use participial and noun phrases

Grade

7-9

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

- Provide students with a sentence and have them rewrite using a noun
phrase. E.g. Something amused the students. His laughter amused the
students. His being so funny amused the students.
Students are given sentences similar to the above and they are to identify
the noun phrases.
Do similar exercises with participial phrases

Similar activity to 7-9.
10-12
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Assessment

Objective: 7. 47 Identify and use gerunds

Grade

7-9

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

- Students are asked to distinguish between verbs and gerunds in given
sentences. E.g. He was swimming (V) in the lake. He likes swimming
(G).
Bag, strips of paper with
Students will explain the differences in usage.
sentences, candies for prize.
- Students are given stems and asked to complete with gerunds. E.g. I am
tired of .... eating, sitting, running.Smoking ..... is bad for your health.
- Game: What am I? Teacher puts a number of sentences in a bag. Label
the bag "What am I?" Class is divided into two groups and members of
each group will alternately pull a sentence from the bag. Once the student
pulls the sentence, the other group will ask "What am I?" The student will
read the sentence and answer verb/gerund. The group with the most
correct answers will receive a prize.
- Students are asked to distinguish between verbs and gerunds in given
sentences. E.g. He was swimming (V) in the lake. He likes swimming
(G). Students will explain the differences in usage.

10-12
- Students are given stems and asked to complete with gerunds. E.g. I am
tired of .... eating, sitting, running.Smoking ..... is bad for your health.
- Students are given a sentence. They will rewrite the sentence by
replacing the verb with a gerund. E.g. It is a waste of time to speak to her.
Speaking to her is a waste of time.
- Students are given a word and they are to write two sentences using the
word as a verb and as a gerund. They could use a table labeled
Word.
Verb.
Gerund.
Drive. It is dangerous to drive at that high speed. Driving at high speed is
dangerous.
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Assessment

Assess their ability to
identify gerunds and
construct sentences
with gerunds.

Assess their ability to
identify gerunds and
construct sentences
with gerunds.

Objective: 7.48 Identify and use infinitive phrases.
Grades
Suggested Activity
7-9
The teacher and students discuss the difference between
prepositional phrases and infinitive phrases. Teacher distributes
worksheets on which there are printed prepositional and
infinitive phrases (or writes them on the board). E.g. to the
shop; to purchase; to the beach; to the next one; to comfort; to
lose; to cross the street; to go to bed.Afterwards, students orally
identify which are infinitive phrases, and explain why. They use
the infinitive phrases in written sentences.
10-12 Teacher reviews infinitive phrases, using a chart. Chart:
Infinitive (phrase); part of speech (adjective/adverb/noun) and
word modified (if adj./adv.) or function (if noun). He/She then
gives students a newspaper article. Working in collaborative
groups, students identify five infinitive phrases that modify
words and give the words modified (if adj./adv.) They also
identify five infinitive phrases that function as a noun. Working
individually, they use the phrases in sentences of their own, five
as modifiers and five as nouns.
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Materials/Resources
Assessment
Worksheets with
The teacher assesses students’
phrases/ chalkboard ability to write about ten sentences
in which they use the given
infinitive phrases correctly.

Newspaper article

The teacher assesses students’
ability to write ten sentences in
which they use infinitive phrases as
modifiers and as nouns.

Objective: 7.49 Write sentences that make use of parallelisms.

Grades
7-9

Suggested Activity
Materials/Resources
Teacher explains parallelism to the students, providing examples on the Chalkboard/whiteboard;
chalkboard, and then gives students examples of sentences lacking in
teacher-generated
parallelism. Students read these aloud and make corrections orally,
sentences
guided by the teacher. Teacher writes the corrections on the board and
students discuss why the corrected sentences are correct. Next, they
complete an assignment calling for them to rewrite a number of faulty
sentences.

Assessment
Ability to rewrite
sentences so that
parallelism is achieved.

Example: I like dancing, playing music, and rap music. [incorrect]
Example: I like dancing, playing music, and listening to rap music.
[correction]
10-12

The teacher elicits from students that parallel structure, or parallelism,
means two or more items in a sentence have the same grammatical
form because they have the same function.Parallel structure creates
balance and makes one’s ideas clearer. Teacher gives students a copy
of a very brief portion of a speech that he/she has written, in which the
sentences lack balance. It may begin in the following way:
My fellow citizens, I know some of you are tired, angry and some are
suffering from frustration. People have lied to you; people have been
stealing from you and you have been misled by people. Well, I am here
to soothe your weary souls and I want to reassure you as well.
Working together, the students orally re-compose the sentences so that
they are balanced. As they do so, the teacher writes the corrected
sentences on the chalkboard. Next, students complete an assignment
calling for them to re-write several other paragraphs of the speech so
that parallel structure is clear.
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Chalkboard/whiteboard;
teacher-generated speech

Ability to rewrite
paragraphs so that
parallelism is achieved.

Objective: 7.50 Identify and use the emphatic forms of verbs
Grades
Suggested Activity
7-9
Teacher explains the concept of emphatic forms of verbs, and
then orally gives students a number of examples of sentences in
which do, does and did are used to give greater emphasis to the
idea expressed by the verb. Students also provide examples.
Teacher then gives students a number of sentences in which do,
does or did are used in questions or to mean ‘to accomplish’ or
‘carry out’ etc. The class discusses why the three are not
emphatic forms of verbs in these sentences. Students write a
dialogue between two persons in which they use do, does and
didas emphatic verbs at least two times each.
10-12

-
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Materials/Resources
Assessment
Teacher-generated
Teacher assesses the students’
examples of
ability to write a dialogue between
sentences
two persons in which they use do,
does and didas emphatic verbs at
least two times each.

Objective: 7.51 Practise consistency of tenses
Grades

Suggested Activity

Materials/Resources

7-9

Teacher and students discuss the importance of practising consistency of tenses,
as the verbs in a text direct the reader about when actions or conditions/states of
being occur. Working in pairs, students edit a short sample narrative essay that
is weak in tense consistency, changing verbs that have slipped from the present
tense into the past.

10-12

Teacher informs students that when one is recounting the plot of a play or other
literary work, one should use the present tense. He/She provides an example,
using information from a literary text studied by the students:

Teacher-generated
sample essay

Excerpt from a literary
work being studied by
the class (the first
activity uses a short
At this point Phyllis and Stafford decide to elope to the United States. Phyllis is story from Cheryl
a little uneasy about the decision but she goes along with Stafford’s wishes
Albury’s “Perspective
because she loves him. It is at this point that she and Stafford consummate their from Inner Windows”)
relationship.
Short story
Teacher cautions students not to slip into the past tense:
At this point Phyllis and Stafford decide to elope to the United States. Phyllis
was a little uneasy about the decision but she goes along with Stafford’s wishes
because she loves him. It is at this point that she and Stafford consummated
their relationship.
Teacher informs students that it may be necessary to use the perfect tense when
a chronological sequence of events is involved. E.g.
Once Stafford has succeeded in seducing Phyllis, he disappears, although this
is not immediately apparent.
Students read a very short story and summarize the plot, using the present tense.
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Assessment
Students’ ability
to edit a narrative
essay, using the
past tense
consistently
Students’ ability
to summarize the
plot of a short
story, using the
present tense
consistently

Objective: 7.52 Identify and avoid the use of the double negative
Grades
Suggested Activity
7-9
Teacher and students discuss how the double negative is very
much a part of Bahamian Creole. They explore examples, such
as, “He een give me none” and “She say she didn’t see nobody
in the room when she been there”.
Teacher reminds students that the double negative is to be
avoided when standard English is spoken or written.
Each student composes a declarative sentence in which the
double negative is used and shares it orally with the whole class.
The teacher questions the student, converting the sentence to an
interrogative one which corrects the double negative. The
student rephrases the declaration, echoing the correction of the
double negative.
E.g. Student: I didn’t tell her nothing.
Teacher: You didn’t tell her anything?
Student: No, I didn’t tell her anything.

Materials/Resources

Assessment

No grade to be assigned, but the
teacher will note the students’
degree of success in completing the
task

10-12
Working in small groups, the students compose brief skits,based
on a variety of scenarios, in which they use the double negative
in Bahamian Creole at least ten times. For example, a child
‘fibbing’ to a parent about skipping school; a pickpocket lying
to the police about the crime committed; a patient trying to
convince a doctor that he/she has been sticking to a strict diet; a
customer inquiring from a vendor whether she/ he has certain
goods for sale etc.
The groups share their skits out loud, and then produce a
standard English version, to be graded by the teacher.
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Sufficient scenarios
for each group to be
assigned a different
one

Students’ ability to rewrite a
paragraph in standard English,
correcting the double negative.
Only their success at changing the
double negative will be graded.

Objective: 7.53 Avoid using dangling or misplaced modifiers
Grades
Suggested Activity
Materials/Resources
Assessment
7-9
Teacher reminds students that a modifier is a word or phrase that Teacher-provided Students’ ability to rewrite a
gives more information about the subject, verb, or object in a
sentences
number of sentences, correcting the
sentence.He/She tells students that a word or phrase that
dangling or misplaced modifiers
modifies (or describes) a word that has been left out of the
sentence or that has been written in the wrong place is called a
dangling or misplaced modifier. Students examine and discuss
several examples, identifying modifiers that are used correctly
and incorrectly in sentences, and explaining why they are
correct or incorrect.
E.g. Dashing up the stairs, the school bell rang(incorrect);
While I was dashing up the stairs, the school bell rang(correct);
Stashed in the cupboard for a year, my mother decided to throw
away the mouldy cereal(incorrect); The mouldy cereal had been
stashed in the cupboard for a year, so my mother decided to
throw it away(correct).

10-12

Next, students rewrite a number of sentences, correcting the
dangling modifiers. E.g. While eating lunch, a roach crawled out
of her sandwich; Dangling in the sea, the fish nibbled at our toes
etc.
Teacher and students discuss the importance of avoiding the use
of dangling or misplaced modifiers, as they lead to confusion,
unintentional humour and impaired communication. Working in
pairs or individually, students edit a short sample narrative essay
that has a number of dangling modifiers.
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Teacher-generated
sample essay

Students’ ability to edit a narrative
essay, using modifiers correctly.

Objective:7.59 Use quotation marks to indicate the exact words spoken by someone
Grades
7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity
The teacher selects a comic strip from the newspaper or internet
and shows it on the overhead. Students read it and a number of
them approach the chalkboard, writing the text of the comic in
dialogue form, making use of quotation marks to indicate the
exact words spoken by the characters, and other appropriate
punctuation marks. They also use appropriate signal phrases,
selecting the verbs carefully (said, shouted, complained,
whispered, etc.) and comment on why they used a particular
verb instead of another. Teacher gives a comic strip to each
student, and each child completes the same exercise with this
strip, without the commentary/explanation.

Materials/Resources

Teacher distributes copies of a dull story that contains no direct
speech, divides the class into small groups, then tells each group
where its members are to work together to insert dialogue that
moves the story along or brings the characters alive. Working in
small groups, the students insert a few lines of dialogue,
properly punctuated with quotation marks, at specific points in
the story. Teacher reads the story aloud, pausing to allow each
group to insert its dialogue. The class discusses how the
dialogue enhances the plot. Later, the teacher (or a student)
prepares the re-written story for display in the classroom.

Copies of a dull
story (not the essay
of a student in the
class) without
dialogue
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Chalkboard;
overhead, copies of
newspaper/internet
comic strips

Assessment
Students’ ability to use quotation
marks in dialogue to indicate the
exact words spoken by the
characters, and to use other
punctuation marks, such as
commas and periods, appropriately.

Students’ ability to use quotation
marks in dialogue to indicate the
exact words spoken by the
characters, and to use other
punctuation marks, such as
commas and periods, appropriately

Objective: 7.62 Identify, form and use contractions
Grades
Suggested Activity
Materials/Resources
Assessment
7-9
Teacher revises contractions with a discussion of common
Overhead; copy/
Teacher assesses students’ ability
contractions. He/She then puts on the overhead (or distributes
copies of comic
to use at least three contractions in
individual copies of) a comic strip that has lots of contractions
strip; comic strip
each box of the comic strips.
(comic strips generally do). Students read the comic strip aloud,
template
identify the contractions and discuss how they are used. The
teacher next has the students brainstorm on paper what they
would like to write/draw about in a comic. If they cannot decide,
the teacher can provide them with a topic, such as someone, all
dressed up, being caught in the rain on the way to school on funday and having to take shelter in an old building. Teacher gives
students the template for a comic strip, with 5 – 6 boxes.
Students create their comic strips, using at least three different
contractions in each box. Strips can be displayed in the
classroom after teacher has checked them.
10-12

Teacher mounts a chart on contractions. Students each write a
paragraph on a specific topic, ensuring that the paragraph
contains at least fifteen different contractions. Working in pairs,
they exchange paragraphs and proofread each other’s work,
checking for the correct placement of apostrophes and the
spelling of words that are homophones, such as ‘theirs’ and
‘there’s’. Teacher checks the paragraphs as well.
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Chart

Teacher assesses students’ ability
to use at least fifteen different
contractions in a paragraph and to
place the apostrophe correctly and
use the right homophone.

Suggested Activities for the Use of Technology in the Teaching and Assessment of
Language Arts
Sub-Goal8:

Objective: 8.1
Grade

7-9

Students will explore and expand their understandings and communicative skills by using visual and
auditory formats to support their written and spoken messages. Students should be stimulated to
communicate and respond using a variety of electronic media.
Use words and phrases that convey strong feelings in electronic presentations
Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Students will use their relative texts and identify words and phrases from
the texts that convey strong feelings. The words will be presented using
the following programs:
- Microsoft Word
- Publisher
- PowerPoint
Each word will be listed and defined either through:
a) The use of words
b) clip art or pictures that have been cut and pasted
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Related texts
Computer
Internet access

Assessment
Students’ ability to
identify and define and
orally present words
that express strong
feelings.

10-12

Students will analyze their own writing using:
a) Essays
b) Directed Writing responses
They will then identify words previously used that convey strong feelings.
Students will write their own poems, essays and stories in response to any
passage previously read, and use words that convey strong feelings. The
creative writing pieces will be presented through:
a) Microsoft Word
b) Publisher
c) PowerPoint
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A Comprehensive English
Course CXC English A
New Revised Edition
Relative Texts
Past BGCSE Papers I & III
Computer

Students’ ability to use
strong words in writing
exercises.

Objective: 8.2 Deliver orally self-designed electronic presentations
Grade

7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Assessment

Produce and present a basic PowerPoint Presentation consisting of
approximately ten (10) slides to accomplish the following:
a) To tell a story
b) To describe an event or an individual

Relative Texts
Computer

Students’ ability to tell
stories or describe
events.

Produce and present a PowerPoint Presentation consisting of a minimum
of ten (10) slides using the following:
a) Sound effects
b) A voice narration track
c) Music
PowerPoint presentation will accomplish the following:
a) Tell a story
b) Describe an event or an individual
c) Describe a process
d) Present and argue a point

A Comprehensive English
Course CXC English A
New Revised Edition

Students’ ability to
narrate, describe or
argue.
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Relative Texts
Past BGCSE Paper I
Computer

Objective: 8.4
Grade

7-9

Dramatize scenes from literature text and record using video camera
Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Students will be grouped and each group will consist of:
a) Script writers
b) Actors
c) Videographers
Groups will have scenes from sections of the literature text to produce and
present.

Related Texts
Video/DVD Recording
Device

Assessment
Students’ ability to
collaborate among
themselves.

DVD Machine
Television

10-12

Students will be grouped and each group will be expected to:
a) Write scripts where necessary
b) Produce actors
c) Produce a video
d) Edit the video
e) Present the video

Woman Take Two
Perspectives from Inner
Windows
Macbeth
Other Related Texts
Video/DVD Recording
Device
DVD Machine
Television
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Students’ ability to
collaborate among
themselves.

Objective: 8.5 Create Language Arts projects using Microsoft Office
Grade

7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Create documents using the following programs:
d) Microsoft Word
e) Publisher
Documents can include:
a) Book Reviews
b) Book Marks
c) Poems (Poetry Appreciation)
d) Picture Stories

Related Texts

Create documents using the following programs:
a) Microsoft Word
b) Publisher
c) PowerPoint
Documents can include:
a) Book Reviews
b) Letters (Formal and Friendly)
Newspaper Articles
c) Speeches
d) Advertisements
e) Brochures

A Comprehensive English
Course CXC English A
New Revised Edition

Assessment
Students’ ability to be
creative.

Computer

Past BGCSE Paper III
Computer
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Students’ ability to
create summaries from
reading comprehension
passages.

Objective: 8.6 Use simple graphs and charts to report data using Microsoft Office
Grade

7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Create charts to present data from stories or passages read.
Interview classmates based on given topics and use the information
gathered to create charts.
Charts can include:
a) Pie-charts
b) Bar-charts

Relative texts

Create charts to present data from passages read. Using the previously
read passage as a basis, interview individuals to glean opinions on a given
topic.
Varying opinions can be presented in the form of:
a) Pie-charts
b) Bar-charts
c) Line-charts

Computer
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Assessment

Computer
Microsoft Excel

Microsoft Excel

Students’ ability to pull
information from a
passage and their
ability to glean related
information from
individuals.

Objective: 8.12 Use the Internet for research and documentation
Grade

7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Students will use the internet to identify:
a) Various books written by a particular author
b) Various genres of Literature
Use the Internet to learn “why document” and the proper way to
document

Related texts

Students will use the Internet to research information on:
a) Information pertaining to an author
b) Writer’s Style
c) Themes
Use the Internet to learn “why document” and the proper way to
document

Related literature texts

Computer

Assessment
Students’ ability to use
the Internet to conduct
research.

Internet access

Computer
Internet access
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Students’ ability to use
the Internet to conduct
research.

Objective: 8.14
Grade

7-9

10-12

Create electronic media presentations and written reports using the Internet
Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Read electronic stories and from the reading exercise respond to questions
based on the use of:
a) Comparison and Contrast
b) Synonyms and Antonyms
c) Figurative Language
d) Vocabulary
Responses in writing can presented using:
a) Microsoft Word documents

Computer

Read electronic articles and use analytical skills and powers of judgment
to determine:
a) Fact from opinion
b) Relevance from irrelevance
c) Central and supporting ideas
d) Writer’s intention and attitude
e) Cause and effect relationships
Responses in writing can be presented using:
a) Microsoft Word documents
b) Microsoft Publisher

Computer
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Internet access

Internet access

Assessment
Students’ ability to
respond to electronic
stories.

Students’ ability to use
their analytical and
reasoning skills.

Objective: 8.15
Grade

7-9

10-12

Create audio-visual electronic presentations representing a particular tone or mood.
Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Create an audio or visual presentation to portray each other’s tone or to
evoke a particular mood towards a subject/topic.
Tones/Moods may include:
a) Humorous – Serious
e) Happy/Lively
b) Hostile – Encouraging
f) Serious/Grave
c) Agreeable – Disagreeable
g) Light-hearted
d) Enthusiastic – Dispassionate h) Ecstatic

Related texts

Audio or visual presentation can be in the form of:
a) Sound clips (Media Player)
b) PowerPoint
c) Graphic art

Portable stereos

Create an audio or visual presentation portraying writer’s tone and the
mood evoked or conveyed through identifying words and expressions
used.
The following can be used:
a) Poems
a) Reading passages
b) Advertisements
Audio or visual presentation can be in the form of:
a) PowerPoint
b) Microsoft Word documents

Related texts
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Computer

Assessment
Students’ ability to
identify each other’s
tones and moods.

Cellular phones
MP3 Players/I Pods

Computer

Students’ ability to
determine tone and
mood through a
writer’s language.

Objective: 8.18 Produce an audio-visual presentation for a specific audience and purpose
Grade

7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

After reading chapters 7-9 of A Cow Called Boy, students with be placed
in groups.
They will create an advertisement to convince their audience that Boy
should/should not be given back to Josh.
Each group will create scripts and act like characters in the novel.
Students will use a camcorder to record the characters speaking in favor
of /against Boy’s return.
Advertisements will be judged on the credibility of characters and
accuracy of information taken from the text. Advertisements will be
viewed on a television.

A Cow Called Boy by
C. Everard Palmer.

After reading the play A Raisin in the Sun, by Lorraine Hansberry
students will be placed in groups and will create news reports about what
led up to the Youngers losing their money.
Groups will have to write their reports to convince someone that it was
Walter’s fault that the money was taken or that it was Mama’s fault.
Each group will record their reports on camcorders and then play them to
the class on television. As the reports are viewed, students will guess
which group was in support of Walter and which group was in support of
Mama.

A Raisin’ in the Sun by
Lorraine Hansberry
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Assessment

Rubric

Camcorder
Television

Camcorder
Television

Peer evaluation

Objective: 8.19

Gather information using electronic media such as the Internet

Grade

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

7-9

Before reading A Cow Called Boy, students will use the Internet to
research the topics: farm animals, names of male and female animals, and
the author C. Everard Palmer.

A Cow Called Boy by
C. Everard Palmer.

Assessment

Verbal assessment

Camcorder
Television

10-12

After learning about expository essays, students will focus on How-To
Essays.
Students will be given a topic; for example,‘How to start their own
business’.
Use the Internet to gather information about their topic and make
presentations.
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Computer

Rubric

Internet access

Peer evaluation

Objective: 8.21Justify choice of electronic devices used for presentations

Grade

7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Assessment

Students will have to write an expository paragraph entitled ‘All about Me Computer, Microsoft Word
and My Family’. They have to accurately spell words and use capital
letters correctly. They will use the Microsoft Word ‘language-check’ for
spelling/capitalization errors.

Peer evaluation

After reading the poem ‘Miss Rosie’, students will try to imitate the style
of the poet and create a poem of their own about a street vagrant. They
will be encouraged to use word choice,repetition, similes and metaphors.

Peer evaluation

Students will use mood music and pictures as they read their poems to
their peers.
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ActivBoard to show pictures
CD-Instrumental music

Objective: 8.22Select media forms appropriate for the viewer’s purpose

Grade

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Students will transcribe dialect/text messages into Standard English.
7-9

Students will read a passage named ‘Dog’.
10-12

They will pick out adjectives to describe dog’s appearance and draw
conclusions about Dog’s personality.
They will find evidence in the passage to support adjectives.
They will then use Microsoft PowerPoint and create a presentation
about Dog.
They will insert pictures and information.
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Assessment

Cell-phones,
E-mails, computer, Internet
access

Discussion, test

Microsoft PowerPoint,
computer

Visual presentation
Teacher evaluation

Sub-Goal 9:

Objective: 9.1

Students will interpret and evaluate audio-visual material and programs, in this way enhancing their
skills in responding, and critically assessing what they see and hear.
Identify story elements in movies, and audio-visual electronic programs

Grade

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

7-9

Students will view a movie of “The Pearl” or any other movie and
compare/contrast the way the characters look in the movie to the way they
are described in the book and compare the plot of the novel to that of the
movie.

DVD/VCR,TV,
novel

Compare and contrast
Essay question

Students will watch the movie ‘Titanic’. They will identify and explain
the central themes of love and death in the movie.

DVD, ActivBoard/TV

Thematic Essay

10-12
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Assessment

Objective: 9.2Make predictions about information presented in audio-visual electronic programs
Grade

7-9

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Assessment

The teacher will play several commercials about mysterious products.
Students will make predictions about what the products are by using
context clues/hints.

Tape recorder

Verbal response
written response

After reading an advertisement about a Family Island hotel, (that has been
displayed on the ActivBoard), students will make predictions.

ActivBoard

Discussion

10-12
They will guess from the information given whether the hotel caters to the
wealthy or middle-class guest; if native foods are served, and if the hotel
is ‘child-friendly’.
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Objective: 9.11Make judgements about characters, events, and setting in movies and other audio-visual electronic programs
details to support
Grade

7-9

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Watch a T.V. sitcom or movie version of a book.
Identify the story elements.
Create a scrapbook depicting the characters, events and setting. (Use
Microsoft Publisher)
Make Judgments:
Think about the entire situation.
Evaluate the pros and cons.
Make connections with your personal experience or beliefs.

Television

Assessment

Rubric.

DVDs & Player
Cable access
Computer
Microsoft Publisher

10-12

View a movie chosen by the class.
Comment on the behaviour of the characters, the events and the setting of
the movie.
Use Microsoft Word to write responses to these elements of the movie in
paragraph form.

Television
DVDs & Player
Computer
Microsoft Word
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Teacher evaluation

and use

Objective: 9.12Interpret messages in advertisements
Grade

7-9

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Using the Internet, students will locate examples of different types
of advertisement using persuasion such as bandwagon (everyone is
doing it).
The students will view these advertisements and respond to them.

Internet access

Students will search the web for advertisements that show
propaganda.

Internet access

10-12

Computer

Assessment

Peer evaluation
Teacher evaluation

Teacher evaluation

Computer
Decide what type of propaganda technique is being used
Interpret the message in the advertisements and write a response to
the propaganda technique used.

Accelerated
Learners

Students can create advertisements to sell a product they have
created.
Using Power Point and/or video presentations, they can present
their ads to the class.
Their classmates can explain why the ads do or do not appeal to
them.
Use a rating sheet, the students will rate the advertisements.
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Materials needed for ads
Computer
Video camera/equipment

Rubric

Objective: 9.13Examine the effects of audio-visual electronic programs on one’s mood and emotions
Grade

7-9

10-12

Accelerated
Learners

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

View movie clips or listen to songs.
Respond to a survey related to the effects of these audio-visual
electronic programs on their mood and emotions.
Display results of their surveys in a graph, using Microsoft Excel

View a selection of clips on ‘You Tube’ related to topics such as: - abuse
- separation
- love
- struggle
Respond to the video clips in writing.

Students can view the 1959 American film, Imitation of Life.
Before viewing the movie, the students will discuss themes from the
movie.
During the movie, they will attempt to examine how the actors present
the theme.
After the viewing, they will comment on how the movie affects their
mood and emotions.
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Television
DVDs & Player
CDs, Player, MP3 or iPod
Computer
Microsoft Excel

Assessment

Teacher evaluation

Computer
Internet access

Teacher evaluation

Television
DVD & Player

Verbal feed-back

Objective: 9.15Identify the central theme and main idea in audio-visual electronic programs
Grade

7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Assessment

Create a Bulletin Board in the Language Arts Classroom.
Use a digital camera to produce photos related to the central theme in
a movie or audio-book.
Mount photos on the bulletin board.

Digital camera

Teacher evaluation

Explore the theme of ‘Family’ in A Raisin’ in the Sunby Lorraine
Hansberry.
Students use a digital camera and other supplies to create their family
trees.
In paragraph form, and using Microsoft Word, students will explain
how selected family members have contributed to their lives.
These will be presented orally.

Digital camera

Rubric
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Microsoft Word

Objective: 9.18 Compare stories in print with their filmed adaptations
Grade

7-9

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Read the text being studied.
View film adaptation of the short-stories or novels.
Identify the story elements.
Using a spreadsheet application, list five major similarities and
differences. This should be in a two-column application.

Television

Assessment

Teacher evaluation

DVDs & Player
Computer
Microsoft Word

10-12

Accelerated
Learners

Read the drama, A Raisin in the Sun by Lorraine Hansberry, then
watch the film version produced in 2008.
Identify the story elements such as characters, setting, and plot.
Compare the two versions of the drama and create a scrap-book of
the information

Television

Read the drama, Woman Take Two, by Telcine Turner and view the
film version produced on stage at The Dundas Center for
Performing Arts in 2010.
Produce a comparative analysis of the two. The report can be
produced as a computer-generated project.
The elements of character, characterization, setting, plot and themes
should be analyzed.

Television
DVD & Player
Computer
Microsoft Word
Microsoft Publisher
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Rubric

DVDs & Player
Scrap-booking supplies

Rubric

Objective: 9.20
Grade

7-9

Distinguish between factual and fictional elements in audio-visual electronic programs
Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

View a series of clips on ‘YouTube’.
Use a two-column chart to evaluate whether the clip is fiction or nonfiction

Computer

10-12

Have students read fiction and non-fiction, including biographies and
historical fiction on various websites.
Explain the author's purpose.
Describe how the choice of language, setting, and information
contributes to the author's purpose.
Compare the use of fact and fantasy in historical fiction with other
forms of literature.
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Teacher evaluation

Internet access

Computer
Use e-mail and an interactive board as a source for comparing
fiction/non-fiction information.

Assessment

Internet access
ActivBoard

Teacher evaluation

Objective: 9.23Distinguish different points of view in audio-visual electronic programs
Grade

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

7-9

Read a series of short-stories on the Internet.
State whether the story is written in first person, or third person.

Computer

Assessment

Teacher evaluation

Internet Access

10-12

Contrast points of view and explain how they affect the overall
theme of the story on audio stories, in movie versions of books or in
music.
Understand that the point from which the writer has chosen to
present the story affects the impact of the information on the
listener or viewer.
Explain howthis might have changed had the story been presented
from a different point of view.
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Stories on CDs
DVDs & Player
CDs, Player, MP3 or iPod

Grading Scale

Objective: 9.25 Understand the uses of the Internet
Grade

7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Make a list of the uses of the Internet.
Work in groups, and each group will use the Internet to perform a
different task such as:
- Research
- Communication
- Advertising
Each task can be related to a Language Arts concept.

Computer

Use the Internet to research information about the author of the
literature text being studied.
Explore the ‘Spark notes’ website for information related to the text
such as: themes, characters, and the plot overview

Computer
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Assessment

Rubric

Internet access

Internet Access

Verbal feedback

Objective: 9.26Evaluate the emotional effects of electronic media on audiences
Grade

7-9

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Play a series of video clips of advertisements (e.g. Colgate,
McDonalds, Cottonelle, etc.) After watching, let students write down
how the advertisements make them feel.

DVDs & Player

Assessment

Verbal Feedback

Computer
Internet access

10-12

Students watch excerpts of advertisements/speeches of the following:
Insurance Companies, Humane Society (Animal Cruelty), Law Firms,
addresses by the Leaders of Political Parties etc.
Students discuss the speakers’ choice of words and the dominating
emotions that they experience after watching/listening to the clips.
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Television & DVD Players
LCD Projector & Laptop
Computers

Verbal Feedback

Objective: 9.27Describe how techniques used in audio-visual electronic media compare to techniques used in print media.
Grade

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

7-9

Posters of products are displayed. Students read the advertisements.
Audio-visual advertisements of the same products are played.

DVDs & Player

Rubric

Radio

Compare & Contrast

Students are given a Venn Diagram to compare the techniques that are
used by both audio-visual and print media.

10-12

Local Advertisements are scanned and displayed on a LCD screen
(e.g. Mario’s Bowling Alley, Atlantis Aqua Adventure, The Shoe
Village etc.)
Audio-visual recordings of these same advertisements are played.
Students analyse the advertisements, noting the similar techniques
used.
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Assessment

Columns

LCD Projector & Laptop

Rubric

CD & DVD Players

Compare & Contrast
Essay-Type Question

Objective: 9.28Analyse the use of words, sounds, and movements to convey intended message
Grade

7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Students watch a series of video-clips. A note is made of the
repetitious, catchy words and phrases, the types of music used and the
actions of the actors. Students state the producer’s purpose for each
selection.

Students read a poem.
Using “YouTube”, students listen to dramatic readings of these
poems.
Students comment on the way the meaning of the poem changes after
hearing the dramatic reading.
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Assessment

Verbal Feedback
DVDs & Player
CDs & Player

Computer
Internet Access

Verbal Feedback

Objective: 9.29Analyse the use of narrative elements in understanding movies and other audio-visual electronic media
Grade

7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Students are given a worksheet with a list of Narrative Elements (e.g.
Characters, Conflict, Setting etc.). Students watch a narrative movie
(e.g. “Charlotte’sWeb”, “Cinderella”). While they watch, students
write down the names of characters, examples of conflict, setting etc.

Television

Students watch the movie, “Lord of the Flies” and then discuss the
events of the movie, identifying a number of narrative elements:
Character, Conflict, Resolution, Theme etc.

Television & DVD

Students write about their understanding of the movie.
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Assessment

Grade Scheme

DVDs & Player

Essay Response
Questions

Objective: 9.31Evaluate the pros and cons of visual and auditory advertisements
Grade

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

7-9

Posters of products are displayed. Students read the advertisements.
Audio advertisements of the same products are played.

Assessment

Radio

Rubric

LCD Projector & Laptop

Discussion

Students are given a worksheet where they list the Pros & Cons of the
visual and auditory advertisements.

10-12

Local & international advertisements are scanned and displayed on a
LCD screen (e.g. Twin Brothers, The Golden Corral etc.)
Audio-visual recordings of these same advertisements are played
Students discuss the pros and cons of reading and hearing the
advertisements.
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Essay-type question

Objective: 9.34Analyse figurative versus literal meaning in movies and other audio-visual electronic programs
Grade

7-9

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Teacher provides students with a list of titles of movies and television
programmes (e.g. “Total Drama Island”, “House of Anubis”, “Silence
of the Lamb”, “Snapped” etc.)

Television

Assessment

Verbal Feedback

DVDs & Player

Students give the literal and figurative meanings of these titles.
Excerpts of these movies are shown.
Students discuss whether the content of the movies/programmes are in
alignment with the literal or figurative meanings.

10-12

Students watch the movie, “Lord of the Flies” and identify symbols
that are used throughout the movie (e.g. conch, Piggy’s glasses, fire
etc.)
Students discuss the literal and figurative meanings of these objects
etc.
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Television

Verbal Feedback

DVDs & Player

Essay-type Questions

Objective: 9.37Explore study guides for literature texts on the Internet and use information to enhance responses
Grade

7-9

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Teacher gives students an assignment based on a literature text,
e.g.‘Describe the role a character plays in a novel/drama’.
Students discuss the question.

Assessment

Verbal Feedback

Teacher downloads information from the Internet on the text. Students
extract information that can be used to enhance their responses.

10-12

Students make a list of the themes that appear in literature texts (e.g.
Macbeth, Lord of the Flies, A Raisin’ in the Sun etc.)
Information about the themes found in the texts is downloaded.
Students discuss the themes outlined online.
Students select one of the themes and show how it is developed in the
literature text.
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Computer
Internet access

Essay-type question

Objective: 9.38Identify the use of literary devices such as flashback, foreshadowing, imagery, and satire in movies and other audio-visual
electronic programs
Grade

7-9

10-12

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Assessment

Excerpts of the beginning, middle and ending of the “Titanic” are
played. Students identify the use of foreshadowing, flashback, irony
etc.

Television
DVDs & Player

Verbal Discussions

Students watch the video recording of Woman Take Two. As they
watch, they make predictions and identify examples of foreshadowing
that give hints of what will happen later in the drama.

Television
DVD & Player

Verbal Discussions
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Objective: 9.39Respond critically to the content in audio-visual electronic programs
Grade

Suggested Activity

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Students watch a recording of “You Gat Issues”.
7-9
Students are given a worksheet with two columns: What I Agree with/
What I Disagree with. They respond to the guest/host comments on
certain issues.

Television
DVDs & Player
CDs & Player

Assessment

Verbal Feedback

Students listen to/watch and read information and share their views.

10-12

Listen to/watch a local documentary on a provocative issue (e.g. The
Sawyer’s Report on “The Privatization of BTC”; Steve McKinney’s
“Hard Copy Talk Show”; the documentary on Sir Stafford Sands)
Students discuss their views based on the facts presented.
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Television
DVDs & Player, Radio

Verbal Feedback
Essay-type question

Objective: 9.40Summarize main points to avoid plagiarism when using electronic media for research
Grade

7-9

Suggested Activity

Teacher downloads a passage. Students are given a worksheet with the
5W – 1H (Who, What, When, Where, Why & How) Graphic Organizer.

Suggested
Materials/Resources

Assessment

Computer
Internet

Rubric

Students read the passage together, then are guided on how to extract the
main ideas that answer the questions on the work sheet.
Points are written next to the questions. The points are organized into a
coherent paragraph.
Teacher displays a document from the Internet. (for example: “The
Effects of Global Warming)
10-12
Students discuss, in their own words, what the document is saying, and
identify the main points.
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Computer, Internet
access

Rubric

APPENDIX A
WHY TEACH GRAMMAR/ THE CONVENTIONS OF STANDARD ENGLISH?

Some educators refer to grammar and mechanics as conventions. Conventions represent the extent to which an individual uses grammar and
mechanics with precision, whether speaking or writing.Educators have long acknowledged that multiple errors in grammar and mechanics result in
decreased clarity of meaning and sometimes credibility. For this first reason, it is important that Language Arts teachers assist their students with
the mastery of the conventions of Standard English.
Additionally, English is one of the most widely spoken languages in the world, ranking fourth in the list, and it is the most spoken official language
in the world. Although it can be argued that more Bahamians speak Bahamian Creole/Dialect than Standard English, English is the official
language of The Bahamas, and is used in our business sectors and our systems of education and justice. Equally important, English is the primary
language used in international affairs and is inarguably the chief language of global trade and commerce. In many countries, including The
Bahamas, where tourism is the main industry, tourism authorities and other officials must speak and write Standard English to communicate
effectively with millions of persons interested in visiting the country.
Moreover, having more than a rudimentary/basic working knowledge of the grammar of Standard English is important for those who seek to study
abroad. In universities and colleges in Great Britain, the United States and Canada, which typically attract Bahamians as international students,
English is the major language of instruction.
Also, the twenty-first century has seen an increasingly interconnected and globalized world and the importance of learning Standard English cannot
be overstatedin this world. Having very good communicative skills in English, that is, knowing and using the conventions effectively, can bring an
individual numerous employment opportunities in international markets and regions.
Conventions are undeniably important. However, teachers are urged to remember that students in classrooms where conventions are valued over
everything else get a distorted view of English. Expect correctness from students, but do not emphasize the correctness of grammar and mechanics
over the joy of experiencing and experimenting with the English language in listening, speaking, writing and reading exercises.
Languages evolve. Teachers are reminded to stay current.
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GRAMMAR & RESEARCH - RESEARCH REVEALS THAT:
•
•

the isolated teaching of traditional grammar, meaning the identification of parts of speech and the rules of usage, has little or noimpact on
students’ abilities to write well (Hillocks, 1986);
grammar is best learnt when taught within the context of reading, writing, listening and speaking ( Glover & Stay, 1995);

•

there are often patterns in student error and these patterns frequently reflect misconceptions and problems with logic;therefore, a teacher can
study a student’s writing, identify the problems he/she has with grammar, and discuss how to improve the writing with that student
(Shaughnessy, 1977);

•

when students see the logic or meaning behind grammar and mechanics, rather than the correctness, their ability to write effectively
improves (Patterson, 2001);

•

learning punctuation in the context of writing is much more effective than studying punctuation marks and rules for punctuation in isolation
(Calkins, 1986);

•

usage, sentence variety, sentence-level punctuation, and spelling are applied more effectively in writing itself when studied and discussed in
the context of writing, rather than through isolated skills instruction (DiStefano and Killion, 1984);

•

systematic practice in combining and expanding sentences can increase students' repertoire of syntactic structures and can also improve the
quality of their sentences, when stylistic effects are discussed as well (Hillocks and Smith, 1991);

•

teachers who are aware of the rules that govern the dialects or creoles their students speak are better able to help students see that they have
linguistic choices and alternatives and that “they must use language that is appropriate to the situation and audience” (Smitherman, 1977).

•

for learners of English as a second language, extensive reading may promote the acquisition of grammatical structures better than explicitly
studying or practicing such structures (Elley, 1976);

•

for both first and second language learners, extensive reading significantly promotes grammatical fluency and a command of the syntactic
resources of the language (Krashen, 1993);

•

“it is not unusual for people acquiring a skill to get ‘worse’ before they get better and writers err more as they venture more”
(Shaughnessy, 1977).
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APPENDIX B
STRATEGIES FOR TEACHING GRAMMAR & MECHANICS
•

Focus on usage. Limit the time spent on complex grammar explanations, with students memorizing cumbersome terms and then poring over
and parsing copious examples. Instead, concentrate on helping students to use Standard English grammar and mechanics in the context of
listening, speaking, writing and reading.

•

Model the conventions of Standard English. Most students already are expert dialect speakers. Unless the focus of the language is dialect,
speak Standard English at all times. When students respond to questions in dialect, ask them in non-threatening ways to repeat what they
have said in Standard English (many speakers of English as a second language see efforts to make them speak a standard version as a threat
against an important part of their personal culture – their first language). An example of a non-threatening reminder is: “That’s good, but
let’s practise our Standard English”. The teacher can also restate a Creole speaker’s sentence/s in Standard English before proceeding with
the lesson. Example:
Student: He did say he een ga do it ‘cause he was scared a what his mother was ga’ say.
Teacher: He said he wasn’t going to do it because he was afraid of what his mother would have to say. Yes. Can we all agree that that
answer is right?

•

Target two or three specific types of errors, e.g. sentence structure, spelling and subject-verb agreement, instead of correcting all errors in
the first draft of an essay. Ideally, the errors targeted should be those that have been taught or reinforced in recent lessons.

•

Use examples as teaching tools. Create examples on a particular theme or topic so that students have more contact with specific information
and vocabulary. For example, use examples culled from literature texts. Create fragments, run-on sentences, errors in subject-verb
agreement etcetera from the content of the texts, and have students correct these errors.

•

Give students numerous opportunities and encouragement to write for a variety of purposes and real audiences. Let them write letters to
members of administration, community organizations, the editors of local newspapers, fan clubs, and so on. Local newspapers often
encourage students to submit articles for supplements and periodic student pages. Make use of these opportunities. The teacher’s
involvement should include assistance with sentence structure and the mechanics of writing, during both revision and editing.
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•

In an effective Language Arts writing classroom, students gather ideas, draft a writing piece, receive feedback on it, revise the draft, and
then edit it before publishing the final draft. Editing involves getting the conventions –grammar and mechanics –of a writing piece right.
Editing cleans up a writing piece, making it readable. Teach students to correct their spelling, put punctuation in the right places, ensure the
grammar is correct, check for capitals, and so on. Be sure students understand that editing andrevising are different and create opportunities
for them to edit their writing.

•

Teach the grammatical concepts that are critically needed for editing writing, and teach these concepts and terms mostly through minilessons and conferences, while helping students edit.

•

Students have different learning styles, so present grammar and mechanic points in oral and written ways. For example, music is an
excellent way of teaching grammar.

•

Use culturally appropriate examples. If students have to grapple with unfamiliar vocabulary and contexts when learning grammar, they will
often not get the grammar points. British students being told to change the following sentence from passive to active will not see the
vocabulary as a problem: “The soldiers, rashers and bangers were eaten by him for breakfast”. Bahamian students may.

•

Give students plenty of opportunities and encouragement to read, choosing at least some selections that have more sophisticated sentence
structures than the literature that the students would ordinarily read by themselves.

•

Above all, be patient. It takes time to learn how to use conventions well.
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APPENDIXC
Meeting the Needs of ESL/LEP Students in the Mainstream Classroom
1. The teacher will never have sufficient time to fill the linguistic gaps of all of his / her students.
2. However, ESL/LEP students need daily contact with the second language. In The Bahamas, we are fortunate because the students are already
placed in an informal immersion setting when they are placed in a mainstream class (as opposed to a pull-out class).
3. Students need to learn ESL in an anxiety-free classroom environment, because they have to summon twice the courage to risk expressing
themselves in a new language.
4. As much as possible, teachers are to allow the students to work at their own pace. Therefore, they are to ensure that each lesson caters to
several ability levels. The ‘readymade’ Backpack series, published by Longman (See the references, for how to find Backpack resources), does
this for the teacher.
5. Beginners, especially, need to hear the language before they are asked to look at the written words. Teachers should isolate audio assistance,
where possible, by having students use headphones.
6. Intermediate students, who may be able to do some reading (with comprehension) may be allowed to complete activities without audio
assistance, but they too need to at least hear the new words pronounced before they are assigned the reading activity.
7. The ESL/LEP teacher is not to overlook the importance of rote learning in the early stages. This is how we all start to process our mother
tongue in the first stages of language learning. Teachers must use contextualised short poems, chants, rap, songs. (Again, already prepared for
the teacher in the Backpack series).
8. Teachers must let students read –and answer comprehension questions to pictures–before they read print.
9. Teachers are to integrate subjects and ensure that each lesson includes several different language learning skills / modes – listening, responding,
reading, copying, guided writing, research, rote-memorisation, role plays, hands-on activities, etc.
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10. Teachers are encouraged to remember that the skills should be taught in the order of the natural progression of language acquisition: listening
→ speaking → reading → writing →. This natural progression should not be broken, whatever the concept or language structure being taught /
learnt.
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ESL/LEP COMPREHENSION LESSON
The following lesson illustrates how the teacher skilfully uses the natural progression of language acquisition: listening → speaking → reading
→ writing →
Learning about Hurricanes
Grade:8/9
Topic:The Havoc of Hurricanes

Duration of Lesson: 70 minutes

AbilityRange: Mixed
Objectives: Students will be able to:
1. describe hurricanes, requesting and contributing information about hurricanes in a conversational exchange with a partner;
2. demonstrate the ability to define key words;
3. learn and use descriptive terms such as spiraling, cyclone, typhoon, humidity, and tropical to tell about hurricanes in oral and written
formats;
4. verbally recall conditions that must be present for a hurricane to form.
Learning Resources:map, copies of passage about hurricane, video clip of a hurricane, LCD and an overhead screen, highlighters, index cards,
markers
Introduction:
The teacher introduces the theme of the lesson by activating students’ background knowledge about hurricanes. He/She first shows a video-clip of
a hurricane, then assigns students to work in pairs, each member of the pair telling the other two things he or she knows about hurricanes. Some of
these are shared with the class.
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Development (Teacher & Student Activities):
The teacher explains that hurricanes are nature’s largest storms. They can be as large as 600 to 1,000 miles wide, which is roughly the
distance from Bimini to Haitior from New York to The Bahamas.The teacher then uses the map as a visual aid to show distance.
Prior to reading, teacher tells students to listen and then look for three things that must be present for hurricanes to form.
The teacher then reads aloud a short passage about hurricanes (copy of passage is to be found at end of the lesson), using stress,
intonation, and brief pausing to alert students to key facts and key words for the lesson.
The teacher stops during reading to elicit from students definitions to key words (hurricane, typhoon, cyclone, violent, swirling,
cluster, spinning, maximum, intense, typically, tropical),writes the key words on 4 x 6 index cards, and posts them on the word wall, if
there is one, preferably next to the chalkboard.
The teacher distributes the passage about hurricanes and has students read along with him/her a second time, following in their own
text.
Using their highlighters, students highlight key ideas and vocabulary.
Next, the teacher asks students what important facts about hurricanes were learned during the lesson.The students orally respond to the
questions and state facts learned about hurricanes(e.g., size, strength, effects)from their reading selection, the short video and their
prior knowledge.Prompted by the teacher, they verbally recall conditions that must be present for a hurricane to form.
The teacher asks the students to write down at least one question about what else they might want to know about hurricanes, based on
the lesson.For example, after having learnt that hurricanes form over warm oceans, students might ask, “How warm must the water be
for a hurricane to form?

1

Conclusion:
Students, guided by teacher, summarize the lesson.Teacher explains the follow-up activities.
Follow-Up Activities
Students research the answers to their question and different names of hurricanes in other languages (any language – French, Spanish,
Chinese, Hindi, etc.). They also write ashort one paragraph /a short essay/a longer essay, (depending on ability level) descriptive,
narrative or expository, on hurricanes.
NB: Modifications and accommodations are built into the lesson through the use of visual aids (video) andleveling of text. Other
accommodations include repeating directionsand preferential seating. Another modification is to simplify the level of language used
by the teacher and expected from the student.

Lesson adapted from “Extreme Weather: Hurricanes”by Nicole Koonce and Jennifer Conlon
http://www.everythingesl.net/lessons/extreme_weather_hurricanes_60832.php
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Teachers can level this passage, making it more difficult or easier, according to the linguistic ability of the students.
What is it?
A hurricane is the most violent storm on earth. The name hurricane comes from the Mayan storm god Hunraken and the Arawak word
hurican, which meant devil wind. A hurricane is a swirling storm measuring 60 –1,000 miles wide that forms over warm ocean
waters. Hurricanes start life as a cluster of strong thunderstorms moving across the ocean, called a tropical disturbance or tropical
wave.
Atmospheric conditions must be just right to turnthese strong thunderstorms into a hurricane – very few of them ever become fullblown hurricanes.One of these conditions is ocean water temperatures that are quite hot. This provides the storm with the heat-energy
it needs to grow. That's why hurricanes in this region happen from Junethrough November, when ocean temperatures are warmest.
September 10 is the peak of the Atlantic Ocean's hurricane season.
A tropical wave needs to begin spinning to become a hurricane. A tropical wave that begins spinning around a center of low pressure
is called a tropical depression. Tropical depressions have maximum sustained wind speeds of less than 40 mph at the ocean's surface.
When the maximum winds reach 40 mph or greater, the storm changes into a tropical storm, becomes strong and dangerous and it is
given a name. The storm name is always used in all weather warnings. Using a name helps people tell one storm from another and
follow its movements.Official storm trackers all over the world have lists of names ready.
Once the maximum winds reach 74 mph or greater, the storm becomes a hurricane. Category 3, 4, and 5 hurricanes are all called
intense or major hurricanes. These intense hurricanes cause over 70% of the damage in the United States and The Bahamas.
Each hurricane has an eye of calm winds and low pressure, surrounded by powerful thunderstorms with high winds and heavy rain.
Hurricanes typically last from two to fourteen days. They tend to move from east to west, at speeds between 10 and 30 mph.
Another name for a hurricane is atropical cyclone. These storms are called typhoons when they take place in the western Pacific
Ocean, and are known as cyclones in the Indian and southern Pacific Oceans.
http://teacher.scholastic.com/activities/wwatch/hurricanes/
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APPENDIX D
SAMPLE LESSON PLANS
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DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
DETAILED LESSON PLAN
FOR
LANGUAGE TEACHERS
WEEK ENDING 4TH November, 2011
DATE: 31st OCTOBER, 2011
DURATION: 70 MINS
ABILITYRANGE: Mixed

GRADE: 7-9
SUBJECT: Language Arts
TOPIC: PUBLIC SPEAKING

OBJECTIVES: Students will be able to:
1. present information orally in different genres (e.g. informative speech, interviews)
2. compose speeches for a variety of occasions
LEARNING RESOURCES: Television, Literature Text, Magazines, a book of fairy tales
INTRODUCTION: Teacher will discuss with students the importance of being able to speak well before an audience. He or she will
point out that whether one is a celebrity being interviewed, a politician speakingat a rally or an employee speaking before a group of
supervisors, it is important to be able to speak before an audience.
DEVELOPMENT:
TEACHER’S ACTIVITIES
The teacher will tell the students that today’s lesson will centre
around public speaking and ask students for examples of public
speaking.
The teacher will show students (on television or DVD) several
examples of public speakers and ask students what makes the
speeches interesting.

STUDENTS’ ACTIVITIES
Students will give examples of public speaking.

Students will listen to speeches and say what they find interesting
about the speeches.
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The teacher will place students in pairs, with one student
pretending to be a news anchor and the other a newsmaker (e.g.
celebrity, politician). The teacher will ask students to formulate
questions and answers for an interview which will be broadcast
on television. The teacher will ask the students to conduct the
interview in front of the class.
For advanced students, the teacher will ask students to compose
or read a speech with different tones/emotions, being sure to
capture the different moods of the speech.
Alternatively, the teacher will ask the students to read parts of
their Literature text, capturing the different moods and characters
through their voice intonation.
For the remedial students and/or ESL students, the teacher will
write short sentences on slips of paper and ask students to
determine the mood of the sentences and read them aloud
accordingly.

Students will work in pairs to formulate questions for an
interview and then conduct the interview in front of the class.

Students will compose original speeches with different
tones/emotions and present them to the class or read aloud from
their Literature texts passages that have different moods and/or
characters, emphasizing the differences with their voice
intonation.
Students will read aloud from the slips of paper.

CONCLUSION: The teacher will review the importance of speaking as a means of communication.
EVALUATION:
Depending on the size of the class, the teacher might want to conduct this lesson over the span of several classes, especially the
presentations. Once students have composed their speeches in one class period, the teacher might want to allow a limited number of
students to present their speeches during the first ten to fifteen minutes of each class until everyone is finished; especially if it is a
mixed class, as students can easily become restless if they are forced to listen to speeches for an entire class period. After the students
have given their presentations, the teacher might want to begin another lesson on another topic.
Teacher: Mr. Jack Peterson
Head of Department: Mrs. Adele Williams
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DETAILED LESSON PLAN
FOCUS: LISTENING SKILLS
GRADE: 10/11

SUBJECT: Language Arts

TOPIC: Distinguishing between fact and opinion
DURATION OF LESSON: 70 minutesABILITY RANGE: Mixed
OBJECTIVES:

Students will be able to:

1) explain the difference between fact and opinion;
2) identify facts and opinions in several authentic television commercials;
3) write and perform a commercial which includes facts and opinions; and
4) identify facts and opinions in commercials created as group assignments.
LEARNING RESOURCES: Audio-visual equipment( laptop and LCD projector); DVD of several television commercials
INTRODUCTION: Teacher has students review facts and opinions. Questions to be asked will include: What is a fact? What is an
opinion? Give a few examples of each. Why is it important to be able to tell the difference between them? Why are opinions and facts
so very important in the world of advertising? Teacher then explains the second, third and fourth objectives of the lesson.
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DEVELOPMENT:
TEACHER’S ACTIVITIES
In preparation for the lesson, the teacher has taped several
television commercials – fast food restaurant, retail automobile
company, clothes store, etc. After instructing students to listen
out for facts and opinions from each commercial and take notes,
the teacher presents these advertisements, using the audio-visual
equipment.
Teacher asks students to identify the facts and opinions which
were presented as a part of the commercial.
*Teacher arranges the students in small groups, with each group
responsible for writing and performing a 30-second-long
commercial about something (an aloe product, a jitney company,
toothpaste, some special Bahamian food, etc.), including facts and
opinions. Each group has a scribe. Teacher encourages students
to be creative.
Teacher asks each group to present their commercial, privately
assigning a grade for use of facts and opinions, and for
effectiveness.

STUDENTS’ ACTIVITIES
Students will watch and listen attentively, making notes and
jotting down facts and opinions from each commercial.

Students give the facts and opinions gleaned from the
commercials.
*Working in small groups, students write a creative 30-secondlong commercial that includes facts and opinions about a real or
fictitious product.

Groups present their commercials. Following each presentation,
the rest of the class identifies the facts and opinions heard.
Students also constructively critique the effectiveness of each
commercial in terms of its content.
**Students comment on the content of each commercial – was it
convincing? Would it persuade them to purchase the product?
etc.

**If possible, the teacher video-records the students’
commercials. In a follow-up lesson, the teacher shows their
commercials on the television and has the students write down
ororallyidentify each fact and opinion from their classmates’
commercials. A discussion should ensue.
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*ESL/LEP Students: Facts and opinions limited to two each.
*Accelerated Learners: provision of at least five facts and five opinions.
CONCLUSION: Restatement of the importance of being able to differentiate between fact and opinion.
EVALUATION: Teacher assesses the commercials for creativity and content relevant to the objectives of the lesson – opinions and
facts.
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DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
DETAILED LESSON PLAN
FOCUS: DEMONSTRATING TECHNICAL ACCURACY (GRAMMATICAL STRUCTURES; PUNCTUATION)
GRADE: 9/10

SUBJECT: Language Arts

TOPIC: Identifying and correcting run-on sentence errors and sentence fragments

DURATION OF LESSON: 70 minutesABILITYRANGE: Mixed

OBJECTIVES:

Students will be able to:

1) identify and correct run-on sentence errors and sentence fragments; and
2) write sentences/paragraphs/essays that reflect the ability to avoid writing run-on sentences and sentence fragments .
LEARNING RESOURCES: copies of an altered literary passage;brief, teacher-generated paragraphs comprising fragments and runon sentences
INTRODUCTION: Teacher has students briefly review run-on sentences and fragments: on the whiteboard or chalkboard, teacher
presents several examples of each type of error. Students identify which type of error each example reflects. E.g. When John opened
the door he was stunned leaping back in fear he recognized several of the people in the room before he turned around and ran(run-on
sentence) The tourists who come to this country expecting to be greeted by happy, smiling natives who are delighted to serve them
(fragment).Questions to be asked include: What is a run-on sentence? How can we recognize it? What is a fragment? How can we
recognize one? Why is it important to avoid writing such errors? What problems do they create for readers? Teacher then explains the
objectives of the lesson.
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DEVELOPMENT:
TEACHER’S ACTIVITIES

STUDENTS’ ACTIVITIES

Teacher gives students copies of a passage taken from a literary text
(prose) that has been a part of their course of study or that is
presently being studied. In preparation for the lesson, the teacher has
rewritten several paragraphs from the passage so that they comprise
run-on sentences and fragments.

Students read the passage (several do so orally), identifying the paragraphs
that have been re-written to comprise run-ons and fragments. The class
comments on how the change has affected the reader’s ability to engage
with the passage.

Teacher asks students to read the passage, identifying the paragraphs
that have been re-written to comprise run-ons and fragments and
commenting on how the change has affected their ability to enjoy
understand the passage.

*Working in groups, students correct the fragments and run-on sentences
in their given paragraph.

*Teacher arranges the students in small groups, with each group
responsible for proofreading a brief, teacher-generated paragraph
comprising fragments and run-on sentences.

A representative from each group assigned a paragraph approaches the
whiteboard and points out the errors, and then presents the revised version
by reading it. * The group comprising accelerated learners will comment
on and present only a portion of their revised essay, with the teacher’s
judicious guidance.

Teacher displays each paragraph on the whiteboard and asks a
representative from the group assigned the paragraph to point out the
errors and then present the group’s revised version.

*ESL/ LEP Students: Several sentences are to be rewritten.
*Accelerated Learners: An essay is to be proofread
CONCLUSION: Restatement of the importance of being able to avoid writing fragments and run-on sentences. Teacher informs
students that when he/she assesses their next written assignment, a key part of the assessment will be their ability to write fluent,
complete and controlled sentences.
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DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
DETAILED LESSON PLAN
FOR
LANGUAGE TEACHERS
WEEK ENDING November 4th 2011
GRADE: 8

DATE: Oct 31st, 2011

SUBJECT: Language Arts

TOPIC: Complex Sentences

DURATION OF LESSON: 70 MINS

ABILITY RANGE: Mixed

OBJECTIVES: Students will be able to:
1) define a complex sentence.
2) identify complex sentences.
3) write complex sentences.
LEARNING RESOURCES: Literature text, laptop, projector, screen, worksheets

INTRODUCTION: Teacher will review thedefinition of a phrase, clause, dependent clause and independent clause. Questions she
will ask will include: ‘What two elements are necessary for a complete sentence?’ ‘What is needed for a clause?’ ‘What’s the
difference between a dependent clause and an independent clause?’
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DEVELOPMENT:
TEACHER’S ACTIVITIES
Teacher will tell students what the topic for the day’s lesson is.
Afterwards, she will ask, ‘What is a complex sentence?’
The teacher will put a series of sentences on the screen and ask
students to volunteer to identify the complex sentences and justify
their responses.
The teacher will place students into small groups. She will assign
each group a different chapter in the text they are studying in
Literature. She will ask students to identify as many complex
sentences as they can.
The teacher will ask the advanced learners to combine a number
of the simple sentences into complex sentences.
The teacher will provide the slower learners with a worksheet
with sentences which contain fewer words and less complex
vocabulary, and ask them to combine the simple sentences into
complex sentences.
The teacher will give the students a worksheet on which they will
be asked to combine a series of simple and compound sentences
into complex sentences.
The teacher will assign advanced students a short composition
(about 150 words) in which they must use at least five complex
sentences. For slower learners, the teacher will ask them to write
a paragraph which includes at least two complex sentences.

STUDENTS’ ACTIVITIES
Students respond to question and then write the definition given
in their books.
Students will volunteer their answers and justify their responses.

Students will work in small groups to identify complex sentences
from the text they are studying in Literature.

Students will combine short sentences into complex sentences.
Students will complete and submit worksheets.

Students will complete and submit worksheet.

Students will write and submit compositions.

CONCLUSION: The teacher will review definition of complex sentences.
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EVALUATION:
This lesson took two classes. Many of the slower learners found this lesson difficult so the teacher had to spend a lot of time with
those students and had to assign at least one advanced learner to those groups to help them along.
As students often find grammar tedious and difficult, the teacher had to exercise a lot of patience and move slowly, especially for the
slower learners and ESL students.
The teacher should come back to this lesson periodically to refresh students’ memories about complex sentences.
It is also recommended that when discussing the Literature text, the Literature teacher might also discuss the various types of
sentences the writer uses and the effect of each type of sentence.
TEACHER: Mr. Buck Rolle
HEAD OF DEPARTMENT: Mrs. Becky Ferguson
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DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
DETAILED LESSON PLAN
FOR
LANGUAGE TEACHERS
WEEK ENDING March 2011

GRADE: 11 (Set 1)

DATE: March 2011

SUBJECT: Language Arts

TOPIC: Persuasive Writing (Ads.)

DURATION OF LESSON: 70 MINS.
OBJECTIVES:

ABILITY RANGE: Mixed

Students will be able to:

1) define persuasive writing.
2) identify specific techniques used to persuade.
3) create an advertisement.
LEARNING RESOURCES: ‘Writing to Persuade’ published by Globe Fearon from the Success in Writing series, Internet
resources, laptop and LCD projector
INTRODUCTION: Teacher will review writing techniques. Questions she will ask include: What are writing techniques? Do
you know any examples of writing techniques? What possible effects can occur when these techniques are used?
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DEVELOPMENT:

TEACHER’S ACTIVITIES

STUDENTS’ ACTIVITIES

Teacher will tell students what the topic for the day’s
lesson is. Afterwards, she will ask “What is persuasive
writing? Teacher will provide a definition.

Students will respond to question and then write the
definition given in their books.

Teacher will explain what an advertisement is. After
which, with the aid of a PowerPoint presentation, she will
introduce and explain the techniques that the class will
focus on (i.e. loaded words, basic needs appeal, expert
opinion, testimonial, bandwagon and slogan).

Students will listen, make notes and respond to questions

Teacher will give students an assignment. She will provide
them with a mark scheme.

Students will copy the mark scheme. They will then create
an advertisement. The service or product being advertised
must be an original idea. Students must include loaded
words and four other techniques from the lesson.

She will advise students to become creative and use a
range of resources such as technology.

Teacher will ask students to present. She will assign a
grade for use of techniques and creativity.

Teacher will give students an advertisement.

Individually, students will present their advertisements.
They will also identify examples of the different
techniques in each presentation. In addition, they will
assign a creativity grade to each presentation.
15
Students will read and answer questions related to the
advertisement.
.
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CONCLUSION – The teacher will review definition (of persuasive writing) and persuasive techniques.
FOLLOWING UP – Students will research and find other persuasive techniques.
EVALUATION:
This lesson took three classes. The first class was about thirty minutes because of a general assembly. As a result, the students had to
create their advertisements at home. The teacher encouraged them to use PowerPoint and other aspects of technology to make the
presentation as persuasive and creative as possible.
When it was time to present, the students were eager to share their ideas. Many presented with the aid of PowerPoint, CD players and
dramatizations. One student actually did an original video and had it on a DVD for the class to view.
The teacher was extremely pleased because the students listened attentively to each presentation and frequently helped the
presenter/student to identify the persuasive techniques and support in the advertisements. The creativity grades assigned (by the
students) were similar to the teacher’s. In the end, the students received above average marks on both assignments; thus, it was clear
that they understood the concepts taught.
The lesson did have one ‘hiccup’ and this occurred when the laptop froze. However, this did not stop the presentations because not all
students needed to use the laptop and LCD.
The lesson went well.

TEACHER: Ms. Kadeisha Cooper
HEAD OF DEPARTMENT: Mrs. Carla Williamson
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Sample Literature Lesson Plan 1
Class: Grades 7-9

Topic: Poetry

Subject: Language Arts

Ability Range: High, middle, low

Duration: 1 hr.
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
OBJECTIVES: Students will be able to :
1. develop an appreciation for poetry
2. compare poems to songs.
3. construct a poem.
INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES: Copies of poems, Copies of the song ‘I Believe I Can Fly’, CD player, copies of T-chart.

INTRODUCTION: The teacher will ask students to listen carefully to a song because questions will follow. After listening to
the song, students will be asked the following questions: a. Did you enjoy the song? b. How did it make you feel ? Students will
respond. The teacher will tell students that today they will compare songs to poems.
CONTENT: Poetry is language written in a specialway, usually arranged in lines. Poems usually have a regular rhythm and a rhyme
scheme. The groups of lines in a poem are called stanzas.
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DEVELOPMENT

METHODS AND TECHNIQUES
1. The teacher will give students copies of the song and ask
them to look at it. She will ask them the following
questions: How is the song written? Why do you think it
is written this way?
1. The teacher will then give students copies of a poem. She
will ask students to discuss how they are different and
how they are alike. Students will be asked to record their
observations on a T-Chart.
2. The teacher will inform students that, as they have
discovered, poems and songs are similar. They both
employ the same techniques. An example would be the
way they are written. The teacher will then point out other
ways that they are alike (the use of figurative language,
rhythm, rhyme, etc.).
3. The teacher will introduce the class to an auto-bio poem.
The teacher will then explain that this kind of poem
follows a format and it reveals something about the poet.
The teacher will then read an example of this kind of
poem and after reading, will give students copies of the
format. Students will then write poems of their own.
4. The teacher will assist students as they write.
5. The teacher will ask volunteers to share what they have
written.

STUDENTS’ ACTIVITIES
Students will respond to the question by stating what they observe
about the song.

Students will point out differences and similarities between the
poem and the song. They will complete the T-Chart and share
what they have written.
Students will listen attentively and write notes. They will ask
questions as needed.

Students will listen to the reading and write poems of their own.

Students will complete poems.
Some students will share their poems.

CONCLUSION: Students will state how poems and songs are similar and different.
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FOLLOW UP:
Low achievers:
High achievers:

Students will be given a poem with missing words. They will fill in the blanks with words from a list.
Students will include figurative language in their poems.

EVALUATION OF THE LESSON (Personal reflections of Teacher on Lesson)

HEAD OF DEPARTMENT: ________________________________________ DATE:_________
SUBBECT SUPERVISOR: ________________________________________ DATE:_________
PRINCIPAL:

_________________________________________ DATE:_________
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Sample Literature Lesson Plan 2
CURRICULUM REVIEW LITERATURE LESSON PLAN
CLASS/SET: GRADES 10 – 12
SUBJECT:LITERATURE
DURATION: 1hr

NO. OF STUDENTS: 24 – 30
TOPIC: Writer’s use of mood
ABILITYRANGE: High, middle or low

*******************************************************************************
OBJECTIVES Students will be able to :i)
define the term ‘mood’
ii)
identify mood created in a selected poem
iii)
differentiate between ‘mood’ and ‘tone’
INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES
i)
lap-top/LCD/OHP presentation
ii)
dry-white board and markers
iii)
Mervyn Morris’ poem ‘Little Boy Crying’ to be found on page 48 ‘Touched with Fire’
iv)
William Golding’s ‘Lord of the Flies’ (accelerated learners)
CONTENT
‘Mood’ and ‘tone’ are literary techniques that students sometimes confuse or fail to identify. They
are, notwithstanding, essential components of the writer’s craft. Students need to appreciate that ‘mood’ is an
atmosphere that the writer wishes to create which may directly or indirectly affect the reader; whereas, ‘tone’ is an
expression of the writer’s own feelings or attitude towards a subject, situation or event. This lesson on ‘mood’ has
been designed with mostly middle to high achievers in mind. However, a slower approach or a reduction in activities
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would accommodate lower achievers, whilst the accelerated learner should also be able to participate fully in this
lesson and be stimulated by the challenges of the follow-up activity indicated. It is expected that ‘tone’ has already
been taught prior to this lesson.
KEY QUESTIONS
i)
ii)
iii)

What is ‘mood’?
How is ‘mood’ different from ‘tone’?
How does the writer create the desired mood in his writing?

INTRODUCTION
Assuming the teacher has already taught ‘tone’, he/she may desire to review this literary element
at this stage to elicit some prior knowledge from the students before continuing. If this is not felt necessary, then
the following introduction might catch the students’ attention:
The teacher or a selected student (one well-known for having a certain talent for the dramatic) enters the
class-room displaying an immediately identifiable ‘mood’. This ‘mood’ could be ‘lively’, ‘depressed’, ‘angry’ or just plain
‘happy’. (Voice, small gifts, tears or other emotional signals should be used to reflect the mood). The dramatic
presentation should be followed by questions such as: “What sort of mood is the teacher or student in?”; “What is
‘mood’?”; “How was the ‘mood’ demonstrated in the dramatic presentation?”
This series of questions should be followed by the teacher explaining that today’s lesson will be dealing with ‘mood’ and
how writers create and use this literary element. The teacher will then direct students’ attention towards a visual
presentation.
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DEVELOPMENT:
TEACHER’S ACTIVITIES
i) Using ‘Power Point’, an OHP or other medium of visual
presentation, the teacher will provide a definition of ‘mood’.
ii) Teacher will use another slide/transparency to list various
types of mood (e.g. anger, joy).
iii) Teacher will use additional slides/transparencies to
outline techniques that can be used to create mood (setting,
colour, character’s actions and reactions).
iv) Teacher will ask students to turn to Page 48 of Touched
with Fire to locate the poem ‘Little Boy Crying’ by Mervyn
Morris.
v) Teacher will explain vocabulary where needed (e.g.
metamorphosed) and discuss the mood created in each
stanza, and techniques used, with the students.
vi) Teacher will draw a table on the board and label it:
a) Mood; b) Technique; c) Support.

STUDENTS’ ACTIVITIES
Students will note down this definition and contrast it with
the definition of ‘tone’ given in a prior lesson.
Students, as they write, could be encouraged to display each
mood (facially) or give a verbal explanation.
Students will note the chosen techniques to create mood and
add their own explanations or ones provided by the teacher.
A selected student or students will read the poem aloud as
other students identify and respond to the various moods
created in each stanza.
In groups, students could be encouraged to act out the poem,
with one student playing the role of the child, another
student the adult, and other students acting as
commentators.
In pairs or individually, students will draw and fill in the table
copied from the board.

CONCLUSION
Depending on the number of activities completed:i) Teacher will ensure that students know the difference between ‘tone’ and ‘mood’ by eliciting responses to
general review questions based on the day’s lesson.
ii) Selected students could begin filling out the table drawn on the board.
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FOLLOWING UP:
Low achievers:
These students could continue with the activities listed above including the completion of the table.
Middle to high achievers: These students should be able to complete the table and then write a paragraph or two on how
the poet creates mood in the poem ‘Little Boy Crying’.
High achievers:
These students should look at selected passages from a novel such as Golding’s ‘Lord of the Flies’ and
analyze how the author creates mood and ultimately tension in his writing e.g. the murder of Simon. Following the dramatic
presentations during the lesson, the analysis of Morris’ poem and the completion of a literary appreciation based on a passage
from Golding’s novel, students will appreciate the importance of ‘mood’ in all three genres of literature.
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APPENDIX E
RESOURCES REFERRED TO IN DOCUMENT
In outlining suggested activities in the scope of work, various resources were used, some of which are listed below. Also included in
this list are examples of audio-visual equipment which demonstrate the effectiveness of using technology to enhance the
teaching/learning process in Language Arts. Teachers are free to use these or other relevant resources in developing lessons for their
classes.
RESOURCES USED
GRADES 7 – 9
Armbrister, Cindy Runnin’ Sheep. Nassau: Guanima Press, 1995.
Burnett, Frances Hodgson. The Secret Garden. Manchester: World International Publishing Limited, 1990
Glinton-Meicholas, Patricia. How to Be a True-True Bahamian. Nassau: Guanima Press
Gray, Cecil. Bite In. Nelson Thornes, 2000.
Palmer, C. Everard.A Cow Called Boy. Macmillan Caribbean Publishers, 2011.
Wallace, Susan J. Back Home. Singapore: Longman Singapore Publishers Pte. Ltd., 1992.
GRADES 10 – 12
Albury, Cheryl. Perspectives from Inner Windows. Nassau: The Counsellors Limited, 1994.
Delaney, Shelagh A Taste of Honey. London: Methune London Ltd, 1995.
Hansberry, Lorraine. A Raisin in the Sun. Mass Marked Paperback, 1959.
Moultrie, Pamela and The Bahamas Ministry of Education, Youth, Sports and Culture. Making the Grade in
BGCSEEnglishLanguage. Oxford: Heinemann, 2007.
Narinesingh, Uriel & Clifford. A Comprehensive English Course, CXC English A, New Revised Edition. Trinidad: Royards Publishing
Company, 2003.
Thompson, Chester. The Fledgling
Turner, Telcine.Woman Take Two. London: Macmillan Caribbean, 1994.
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GRADES 7 – 12
Glinton-Meicholas, Patricia.AnEveninginGuanima. Nassau: Guanima Press Ltd., 2010.
Holt,Rinehart and Winston Inc. Elements of Literature. Austin, TX: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich Inc., 2000.
Levadi, Barbara, ed. Success in Writing. [Series]. Upper Saddle River, NJ: Globe Fearon Publishers, 1996.
Odell, Lee, et al.Elements of Language[Series]. Austin, TX: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 2004.
Grammar and Composition Houghton & Mifflin
Learning Resources Section, Ministry of Education
Local Newspapers/Magazines
Past BJC and BGCSE Examination Papers

WEBSITES
brighthub.com/education
http://eddieminnis.com
oops.bizland.com/forewood.doc
TECHNOLOGY
Camcorder
CD/DVD Player
Cellular Phone
Internet Access
LCD Projector & Laptop
Radio/Television
Tape Recorder
Video Camera
White Board
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APPENDIX F
CONTRIBUTIONS BY WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS

In a workshop held during the summer of 2011, participants compiled a number of suggestions for using local resources in the
Language Arts classroom. Teachers are encouraged to use these and other local material when developing lessons for their students.
Workshop participants are gratefully acknowledged for their contribution to the development of this revised curriculum.
Stylistic Devices Used By Local Writers: Compiled By Workshop Participants
DePass, Iris.Extract from “Mail Boat to New Providence” in Comprehension Our Way. Unpublished Manuscript.
Travel to New Providence was an infrequent treat. We, who lived in the southeastern islands, would sail for two days on a
mail boat. This made the journey a forty-eight hour fast because the constant motion of the boat as it mounted the oncoming waves,
and its sharp descent into the valleys beneath, made eating impossible for us children. What really made matters worse was the smell
of the boat. Boats normally have a scent of their own that is not too disagreeable when one is standing on land or just taking a brief
tour. But when one’s stay amounted to more than a few hours, the smell of paint, irregularly sanitized bathrooms, and food being
prepared or regurgitated, became overbearing.
We travelled on the Motor Vessel Commonwealth, which was the boat assigned to our island. It was the largest boat I had
ever seen and was painted yellow, orange and white. It had three decks: upper, middle and lower. The upper deck was where our
room was. We were allowed to go to the front of the boat to watch the billowing waves and to catch some fresh air. The middle deck
was where the kitchen, dominated by a plump Jamaican cook, was located. The aroma coming from there added to the pandemonium
of sickness experienced by us even though, on a different surface, the scent would have been quite pleasing.
On the journey to Nassau, we would all stay in a small, box-shaped room which contained six single berths. These were
simply single mattresses inserted in wooden frames. Three lay on the floor and the other three were mounted exactly above them on
the partition. …On some trips, other passengers would share the room. These would be trips when only my parents and I travelled,
when all of the bunks in the room were not occupied. …But normally, one room was given per family.
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I remember lying on the top bunk, looking out the window at the angry waves and wondering where they ended. They were all
very blue, the most perfect blue I had ever seen. Their dangerous beauty made me feel refreshed but slightly nervous. This blue
became a glorious aquamarine as we passednearby islands and cays. …
In the mornings, I would be sent to the bathroom. This journey would be almost trance-like because of the emptiness in my
stomach. With the thought of seasickness ever present, I would cringe in disgust at the state in which I normally found the bathroom.
It was near the main engine:a towering, black, greasy giant spewing fumes and roaring loudly. It seemed to want to swallow me, and
its location added to the nausea. As the boat rocked, I sometimes thought about the tragic end I would meet if I accidentally were to
be propelled in the direction of this bellowing monster. …
When New Providence was in sight, we would go to the stern of the boat and watch as it approached the harbour. The stern
was the most interesting part of the boat for the captain’s room was right beneath it, and one was privileged to see a little of what was
going on in there through the glass panel right under the helm. We would stare in awe as we saw the wheel with its many points and
other complicated instruments that the captain used. Sometimes we would wave at the captain and to our delight he would wave back
at us.
After docking, we would excitedly get dressed. This was a busy time for my parents who usually brought crops to sell. These
consisted of pigeon peas stored in crocus sacks that had been meticulously sewn shut by my father to prevent spillage, theft, and
mistaken identity.
I never grasped exactly what it was that they had to do concerning the crops when we arrived in Nassau but it seemed like a
lot of work. I knew they had to hire a truck to transport the goods to the Produce Exchange. My father would be back and forth in
evident frustration. My mother would listen and give advice.
Eventually we would leave the boat and be taken into Nassau. I never remembered the journey to where we stayed because I
always fell into a deep sleep brought on by the frenzy that had occurred on the boat as we docked.
Just being in Nassau was spectacular. It was an adventure not afforded to many. Nassau was like another world. Suddenly,
everything seemed alive and moving. There were many boisterous people everywhere, noisy, speeding vehicles, and many bright
lights. Most significantly, Nassau had the famous fast-food restaurants. These were what made the trip memorable. No trip to
Nassau was worth telling about unless you had many accounts of the meals you ate here and there. It was during one of my first trips
to McDonalds, that I ordered a Big Mac. To my surprise, after I opened the brown box in which the sandwich came, I discovered a
hamburger topped with seeds – benny seeds.
I exclaimed, “It has benny seeds on it!”
On the island I was used to benny cakes that were made during Christmas or on birthdays, but I never imagined any other use
for this seed. Benny, according to my knowledge, was made to be served as a sweet treat. What a wonder this new display was! I
assumed then and there that the Big Mac tasted awful.
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As I surveyed the sandwich, I wanted to cry. I could not understand how I could enjoy a hamburger ridiculously sprinkled
with benny. Because of this unexpected discovery, my outing was almost ruined. I ate only the fries and drank the wonderful
milkshake that was ordered for me. Later I learned that these seeds were not only a common staple in Nassau, garnishing many types
of bread, but were known as sesame seeds. “Benny” was taboo. It was a word to be used only in our small, island towns. Eventually,
the Big Mac became one of my favourite sandwiches.
I saw many other things for the first time like the Queen’s Staircase. I remember counting the sixty-five steps and asking about
the missing one used in its name. I also recall visiting the Straw Market and being baffled by the constant activities going on there:
the horse ‘n’ carriages that passed, the many tourists engaged in purchasing souvenirs, and the colourful rhetoric of the vendors
trying to attract and sell their wares to customers.
Buying ice-cream from the ice-cream van was unforgettable too. I always longed to be able to stop the van daily in order to
delight in the many treats it had to offer.
All this and more happened during my childhood trips to Nassau.
Stylistic Devices Identified:
-

Personal experiences
Sensory details
Vivid description – word choice
Varying sentence structure
Characterization
Contrast
Setting
Theme
Plot
Conflict
Imagery
Figurative devices
Use of direct speech
Use of local colour
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Armbrister, Cindy Lee.Extract from Broken Fences. Nassau: Yellow Elder Publishers, 1999.
The following day was designated an official day of mourning. We did not go to church. Nobody was in the mood. News had
spread quickly in the small community and women from all over came to share Mammy’s grief. They came in long gingham shifts and
aprons, their faces sombre. In their hands, they carried washcloths and dishcloths with which they blew their stuffed noses. Brightly
coloured head cloths covered their heads mocking the seriousness of their visits. When they left, they carried the truth with them.
Ella’s daughter, Angel, you know the smart one who had gone to Nassau and who the gov’ner was payin’ to go to school was loaded
down with baby. That was the truth ’cause they got it from the horse’s mouth.
One particular mourner came for more than learning the truth. She came to share Mammy’s grief. Mammy sat in the back
yard on a flint rock beside the cherry tree. Louise, my older sister, and I were sprawled on a similar rock in front of the outdoor
kitchen. We weren’t aware of the seriousness of the situation, but we mourned nonetheless. When the letter had come the day before,
after she had regained some of her senses, Mammy berated us for being a bunch of no-good gal brats. So, we cried whenever she
looked our way. It seemed to say we were sorry.
Aun’ Ada greeted us in her usual mournful way. “How yinna doing, girls?”
“Fine Aunt Ada” we answered. She was not a blood relation, but we called her aunt just as we did every woman in the
community. We could see that Aun’ Ada was truly burdened and unsure how to reveal the purpose of her visit. My sister poked me in
the side. I struggled to keep a straight face as we waited for Aun’ Ada to ask us about Angel. As I stared at her solemn face, I could
see the restrained sorrow etching lines all over her face.
“Your ma home?” She asked finally.
“Yes, ma’am,” Louise replied. “She’s in the backyard.”
We followed her. When Aun’ Ada rounded the corner of the house, Mammy was distractedly picking at the leaves of the young
cherry tree. She approached Mammy hesitantly and greeted her sorrowfully.
“Ella, chile, how you?”
Mammy replied, “Chile, Ada, I alright. How you?”
“Ah,chile, I alright except my pressure high. Even though I drink the breadfruit leaf tea to keep my blood cool, it still high.”
A silence fell. Mammy did not look up nor respond to that. Aun’ Ada joined her on the rock. Both waited for the other to
speak.. Aun’ Ada did the honors. Clearing her throat noisily, she asked, “Ella, das true what I hear ‘bout Angel?”
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Mammy sat motionless, not sure how to answer. Then realizing that everybody else knew about her shame, she decided that it
couldn’t hurt for this woman to know. “Yes, Ada, that’s true.”
A thunderbolt hit Aun’ Ada. To our surprise, she was sprawled on the ground wallowing like a pig. Mournful sounds escaped
from her lips. Fine pebbles and dust rose as her clawing hands clutched wildly at the ground. The cherry tree shook and swayed.
Louise and I stood frozen, numb with shock. Aun’ Ada was having a fit! We knew of her history of high blood pressure and
high-strung nature and we feared for her well-being. Quickly we ran over to the scene being played out by the little tree. By that
time, Mammy had risen to help her. As she bent over to calm her, Aun’ Ada grabbed her and held on to her desperately.
“Ah Ella,,” we heard her moan. “What a tragedy. All you do for these gal brats, they jus’ turn ‘round and disgrace poor
parents. Oh God, what troubles and trials we gotta endure.”
Aun’ Ada was theatrical to say the least. Once,she had not recognized any of her children and the doctor had sent her to
Sandilands for treatment. She had regained her memory but ever since, she had to stay on Valium. As she performed, Mammy
became envious. Throwing all pride to the wind, she joined Aun’ Ada on the ground and thrashed about wildly and frantically. The
tender cherry tree lay battered and bruised from the weight of the flailing bodies.
Mammy’s mourning was in full gear now. Her headcloth slipped low over her forehead and the Joseph-coat leaves that she
had put under it earlier for a headache, peeped enquiringly out on the unfolding scene. Mammy threw her A-lined dress over her
head and bawled. Her cries echoed for miles. We had never heard Mammy cry like that. The commotion summoned Daddy to the
backyard.
“What happen to that woman? Why she carrying on like a fool?”
I looked at Daddy. “This big-time crying Daddy.” The three of us stood there surveying the incredible scene before our eyes.
The two women remained entangled, oblivious to their audience, their pitiful cries shattering the peace, the medicinal leaves hanging
on for dear life. The cherry tree lay demolished, stripped and exposed. Daddy was enraged when he sawwhat they had done to this
tree. He had been nurturing it for months. He rushed over to the women.
“You’ll is two big fools,” he declared. “Dis make sense? Look at my cherry tree that I was taking care of for so long.”
Mammy regained her senses, then. She stopped wallowing in the dirt and glanced around as if to catch her bearings.
Noticing us for the first time, she picked herself up and attempted to straighten her clothes. She untied her headcloth, straightened the
leaves securely under it and retied it again.
“Ada, chile, pick yourself up!” she ordered.
Aun’ Ada pushed her headcloth and the leaves off her face and retied them securely around her forehead.
“Ah John bulla,” she wailed. “This is the thanks yinna get.”
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However, in Daddy she didn’t find a mourning partner for he seldom let his feathers get ruffled. Sure, he had been upset when
he had heard the news but he did not make a big showy display of his reaction. Only dat crazy woman was making a mountain out of
a molehill, bawling like a cow all over the place.

Stylistic Devices Identified:
-

Use of dialogue
Use of dialect
Imagery
Characterization
Figurative language (simile, metaphor, personification, alliteration)
Symbolism
Irony
Word choice / wide vocabulary
Variety in sentence structure
Use of local colour
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Activities Developed by Workshop Participants for Objective 7:
“Identify and compose sentences that are classified according to their structure – Simple and Compound.”

Academically Challenged Students
1. With computerized assistance, students read ten individual sentences in which verbs are highlighted. Students select S or C to
indicate sentence types using the smart board.
2. Using scrambled sentences on the computer, students select words to create simple and compound sentences. Conjunctions
will be red in colour, and verbs will be blue.
3. After teaching and giving examples on both, divide the class into three with sample simple sentences, conjunctions and
clauses. Let students create compound sentences. They will have to do a walkabout and find appropriate sentences and
conjunctions.
Exceptional Learners
1. Have students re-write the ending to a Literature text being studied, identifying examples of simple and compound sentences,
and conjunctions being used.
2. Project an extract from a Literature text or newspaper/magazine on thewhite board. In groups, students identify as many
simple and compound sentences as they can in a specified time period. Groups use different coloured markers to identify the
different types of sentences. Students respond in writing to the original article using a variety of simple and compound
sentences
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APPENDIX G
GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Accelerated learners – those students who exhibit a marked ability in English which is beyond age-related expectations.
Anthropomorphic – giving human characteristics to non-human things.
Auditory media – information / content that can be heard.
Cliché – an expression which has been overused to the point of losing its original meaning or effect.
Electronic medium (media) – form(s) of technology used to transfer information. This includes computers, television,
VCRs, CD players, and camcorders.
Figurative device – an expression which uses non-literal, usually comparative language to communicate an idea.
Genre – a category of literature characterized by similarities in form, style, or subject matter. The three main literary genres are prose,
poetry, and drama.
Idiom – a speech form or an expression that is peculiar to itself grammatically or that cannot be understood from the individual
meanings of its elements; connected to figurative language in that idiomatic expressions often begin as figures of speech.
Literary work – writing, usually imaginative or creative, used for study, reflection, or enjoyment.
Microsoft Office –an office suite of interrelated desktop applications and services for the Microsoft Windows and Mac OS X
operating systems. It includes programs such as Publisher, Word, Excel and PowerPoint.
Phonological – referring to or involving the sound system of a language.
Plot device - a technique of writing which adds to, develops or otherwise impacts the plot of a narrative.
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Sound device – a technique of writing which emphasizes the vocal qualities of words and depends on their impact to
create an effect.
Students with learning difficulties – those who have severe or profound and multiple learning difficulties or those with moderate
difficulties, who may work at age-related expectations in a number of subjects but are performing well below expectations in others.
Visual media – information / content that can be seen.
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